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THE SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson) took the chair at 12 noon, acknowledged country and read prayers. 
The SPEAKER: Members, do we have any petitions? Tsk-tsk, tsk-tsk! The standard has dropped. 
Mr R.H. Cook: If you changed the standing orders so we could lodge them electronically, then we would probably 
make a few more. 
The SPEAKER: Is that a point of order, minister? 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Minister for Health, it was bad enough that you introduced me as the member for Kalgoorlie in 
Albany last week! I knew I would get that in! 

PAPERS TABLED 
Papers were tabled and ordered to lie upon the table of the house. 

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PORTABLE PAID 
LONG SERVICE LEAVE AMENDMENT (COVID-19 RESPONSE) BILL 2020 

Notice of Motion to Introduce 
Notice of motion given by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House) on behalf of Mr W.J. Johnston 
(Minister for Industrial Relations). 

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BUSINESS — NOTICES OF MOTION 1–10 
Removal of Notice — Statement by Speaker 

THE SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson) [12.03 pm]: I advise that private members’ business notice of motion 1, notice 
of which was given on 29 October 2019, will be removed and will not appear on the next notice paper. I also advise 
that private members’ business notices of motion 2 to 10, notices of which were given on 29 October 2019 and 
renewed for a further 30 sitting days on 14 May 2020, will be removed and will not appear on the next notice paper. 

PROFESSOR MICHAEL QUINLAN, AO — TRIBUTE 
Statement by Minister for Health 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [12.04 pm]: I rise to speak on the recent passing of one of 
Western Australia’s most respected health leaders, Professor Michael Quinlan. Professor Quinlan was the state’s first 
nuclear medicine physician. Trained at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, USA, he worked at Royal Perth 
Hospital in the department of medical physics before setting up nuclear medicine departments at Sir Charles 
Gairdner Hospital and St John of God Subiaco Hospital. Professor Quinlan was committed to education and training. 
He also established the first nuclear medicine registrar training program in WA and was a foundation member of 
the Australian and New Zealand Society of Nuclear Medicine, which was formed in 1969. Professor Quinlan taught 
medical students and prospective physicians for over five decades and played an important role in establishing the 
University of Notre Dame’s medical school in Western Australia. The Michael Quinlan Scholarship provides 
support to medical students studying at Notre Dame. 
Professor Quinlan is remembered for his contribution to many of WA’s health organisations and universities. He was 
a Fellow of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians, professor of medicine at the University of Notre Dame, 
adjunct professor at the University of Western Australia and emeritus consultant physician at Sir Charles Gairdner 
Hospital, and a former director of the medical teaching unit at St John of God Subiaco Hospital. Professor Quinlan 
was awarded the College Medal by the Royal Australasian College of Physicians in 1998 and the Order of Australia 
in 2018. Professor Quinlan has contributed significantly to the Western Australian health sector over many years. He 
could be described as a true pioneer of medicine in this state and will long be remembered by health professionals 
and many Western Australians. I offer my heartfelt condolences to his family, friends and colleagues. 

POLICE — GERARD JAMES ROSS — REWARD 
Statement by Minister for Police 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland — Minister for Police) [12.06 pm]: Twenty-three years ago, the Western Australian 
community was horrified and sickened by the abduction and murder of 11-year-old Gerard James Ross. Gerard 
was staying in Rockingham with his family for the school holidays. On 14 October 1997, he left the family’s 
accommodation to visit a local comic book store. He never arrived. Fourteen days later, after an intensive search, 
his body was found in the Karnup pine plantation in Baldivis. Despite a massive deployment of resources and an 
extensive investigation, the crime has remained unsolved to this day. 
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I rise to inform the house that the McGowan government is increasing the reward for information that leads to the 
apprehension and conviction of the person or persons responsible for this terrible crime. The current level of that 
reward is $250 000; the government is increasing that by a multiple of four to $1 million. When the McGowan 
government was elected, it inherited a hotchpotch of rewards. A comprehensive review of the rewards that were 
then offered, and some crimes for which rewards were not available, was undertaken. In 2018, the government 
approved a new rewards framework that provides for rewards of up to $1 million in certain circumstances, including 
when the victim is a child. One million dollars will not bring Gerard back, nor will it restore him to his family or 
return to him the life and future that was taken, but it may lead to some measure of justice. Gerard deserves justice. 
His family needs justice; the years taken from him demand justice. 
In addition to the considerable financial incentive that the government is offering, it reserves the right to consider 
recommending protection from prosecution, or a pardon, for any informant with information that leads to the 
conviction of the person or persons responsible for the kidnap and murder of young Gerard. The determination of 
our police to solve this crime, and to apprehend those responsible and bring them to justice has not diminished 
over the years; it has grown. This government shares that determination. This was a terrible crime that cut right 
across our sense of who we are as a community. WA ought to be a place where our children are safe. It is our hope 
that this reward, this incentive, will play a positive part in ensuring that our children and our streets are just that 
extra bit safer. 

POLICE — BODY ARMOUR PROJECT — ETHNE MOLLER 
Statement by Minister for Police 

MRS M.H. ROBERTS (Midland — Minister for Police) [12.09 pm]: Of the many achievements of the 
McGowan government, I am particularly proud of our government’s provision to our police of personal issue, 
state-of-the-art body armour. Members may recall that there had been a trial of vests in 2015, which resulted in more 
words than deeds. At that time, there was no plan to roll out body armour, nor was any money put in the budget. 
Since our government was elected, we have committed $19.2 million to issue body-armour kits to all operationally 
deployable police, and as of last week, 3 811 kits have been issued, with the remaining kits to be supplied by 
early 2021. 
The multi-threat body-armour vests are designed to offer significant resistance to sharp objects and bladed weapons, 
along with protection against firearm threats. The kits also include a trauma pouch equipped to treat casualties. In 
October 2019, the Western Australia Police Force awarded a contract to Aquaterro—Advanced Product Supplies for 
the supply of personal issue body armour kits, including a personal measuring program. This is not a one-size-fits-all 
issue of equipment. For the armour to provide genuine protection, all operationally deployable officers have been 
measured. I am pleased to inform the house that this process is being completed, ahead of schedule, with armour 
fitters based at Perth headquarters between Monday, 12 to Wednesday, 14 October, inclusive, to measure the small 
number of remaining officers. 
A key person in this process is Ethne Moller. Mrs Moller is the senior armour fitter with Aquaterro. Since this project 
commenced, she has travelled the state, either by road in her caravan or, where sites were especially remote, by police 
plane. She has, by now, measured over 6 000 Western Australian police officers for their armour. An experienced 
seamstress, she also designed the trauma pouch. Over her career with Aquaterro, she has measured more than 
20 000 police officers for their body armour, thereby meeting more Australian police than any other person—
ever. She has now measured the world’s largest policing jurisdiction. Last Monday afternoon, I met with 
Mrs Moller to acknowledge her extraordinary service. Representatives from the WA Police Force also attended, 
notably Acting Inspector Mat Holland and Acting Superintendent Danny Vincent. Body armour project director 
Inspector Brett Baddock is also among the many officers who extend their appreciation to Ethne for doing an 
outstanding job. Mrs Moller has certainly got the measure of the Western Australian police officers. I am sure that 
the house will join me in thanking Mrs Moller for her significant role in our important body armour project. 

BUSHFIRE PREPAREDNESS 
Statement by Minister for Emergency Services 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn — Minister for Emergency Services) [12.12 pm]: I would like to take this opportunity 
to inform the house about the state’s preparedness for the upcoming bushfire season. The outlook for the 2020–21 
fire season is being driven by climate drivers that differ from the previous two fire seasons. This will mean dry 
conditions across the state. The south west and southern WA have seen much drier than average conditions in autumn 
and winter. WA recorded its second warmest July on record in 2020, second only to July 2019, while June 2020 
was the warmest on record. Members, the drier and warmer conditions will increase the risk of bushfire this season. 
The Department of Fire and Emergency Services is doing everything it can to prepare, including conducting 
rural–urban interface exercises in metropolitan and regional areas; organising an upcoming multi-agency exercise 
to test actions taken during previous incidents; hosting a DFES pre-season forum to prepare level 2 and level 3 
incident controllers; holding a deployment exercise of the DFES state logistics cache to support incident management 
teams; and allocating additional high fire season appliances across WA based on a comprehensive risk assessment. 
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DFES and DBCA air operations have commenced training for additional air attack supervisors, air base managers, 
air intel officers, ground controllers and air observers. An exercise was undertaken to test the deployment of new 
communications equipment and infrastructure in the Norseman area. The state has 31 aerial firefighting and 
intelligence aircraft for the upcoming fire season, including the Erickson aircrane high-volume Helitak and the 
King Air line scanner. 
I was fortunate enough to recently attend the metropolitan volunteer pre-season forum, which brought together more 
than 120 volunteers to prepare for the bushfire season. Our career and volunteer emergency services do everything 
they can to keep our communities safe, but it is up to all of us to do our bit. People cannot wait for a text message or 
a fire truck to arrive; everyone must take responsibility for their own safety. I urge all members to encourage members 
of their community to visit the Department of Fire and Emergency Services fire chat website, firechat.wa.gov.au, to 
help them plan what to do in a bushfire. By knowing when to leave, where to go, and how to get there, our community 
will have the best chance of survival. 
In closing, I wish all our emergency services personnel a safe season ahead and encourage all Western Australians 
to do everything they can to prepare themselves. 

CORONAVIRUS — PRISON INDUSTRIES — FACE MASKS 
Statement by Minister for Corrective Services 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn — Minister for Corrective Services) [12.15 pm]: I rise to update the house on 
the work of prison industries to expand the production of re-usable face masks, as part of the state government’s 
preparedness for COVID-19 outbreaks in Western Australia. Establishing a local supply of masks will provide 
Western Australia with a rapid response capability regardless of the pressure on global stocks. Phase 1 of the project 
is well underway with the production of face masks being initially rolled out in six prisons. Bandyup Women’s Prison 
has been established as the centralised ordering and delivery centre, with the face mask material pre-cut at Bandyup 
for completion by the prisons participating in the project. 
Our prison industries are currently producing 2 000 re-usable cloth masks a week to stockpile for prisoners’ use, 
which are manufactured to the Australian health department’s recommended standard. Additional sewing machines 
have been purchased to increase production capacity, and consultation is ongoing to identify opportunities for 
expansion of workshops at prisons across the estate. Initial production capability has been estimated to increase 
up to 7 000 face masks a week, with production increasing over time as capability is further expanded with the 
addition of equipment, labour and repurposing of infrastructure. This initiative has provided prisoners with another 
project to provide a meaningful contribution to pay back to society during these uncertain times. Production and 
stockpiling of masks for the Department of Health is a precautionary measure and another way the McGowan 
government is keeping Western Australia safe and strong. 

LAW REFORM COMMISSION — HON CAROLYN FRANCIS “LINDY” JENKINS — 
APPOINTMENT 

Statement by Attorney General 
MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Butler — Attorney General) [12.17 pm]: I am pleased to advise the house of the appointment 
of Hon Carolyn Francis—otherwise known as Lindy—Jenkins to the Law Reform Commission of Western Australia 
on 9 September 2020. On 21 September 2020, the commission elected Hon Ms Jenkins to be its chair. The 
Law Reform Commission of WA plays a vital role in the development of our state’s legislation by considering 
areas of law and making recommendations that are independent and evidence based. As members will be aware, 
Hon Ms Jenkins is a recently retired judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia. When she retired in January 
this year, she was the longest serving member of the WA judicial bench, having been appointed as a judge of the 
Supreme Court in 2004 and a judge of the District Court in 2001. After working in New South Wales and the 
Northern Territory, Hon Ms Jenkins relocated to WA in 1989 to work with the then Crown Solicitor’s Office, now 
known as the State Solicitor’s Office. While holding various legal positions, including Deputy Crown Counsel, she 
appeared in all WA courts, the Federal and High Courts and advised many departments and successive governments. 
Worth noting was her instruction on WA’s Sentencing Act 1995 and her membership of the model criminal code 
committee, which prepared the basis for the commonwealth Criminal Code. Hon Ms Jenkins previously served on 
the WA Law Reform Commission as a part-time member from the WA Crown Solicitor’s Office from 1999 to 2001, 
when Hon Wayne Martin, AC, QC, former Chief Justice, was chair of the commission. 
I also take this opportunity to thank Dr David Cox, who served as part-time member and chair of the commission 
from 6 August 2014 to 5 August 2020. Dr Cox had an active role in multiple law reform references during his time 
as chair of the commission, including a comprehensive review of the Firearms Act 1973, which garnered 
community feedback of well over 1 000 submissions. I thank him for his service to Western Australia. 
Hon Ms Jenkins joins current members, Dr Sarah Murray and Ms Kirsten Chivers, to form the first all-female 
commission since the commission was first formed under the Law Reform Commission Act in 1972 and since 
the Law Reform Commission in Western Australia first began in 1968. I wish the commission well under  
Hon Ms Jenkins’ leadership. 
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A MILLION REASONS TO WANDER OUT YONDER — VOUCHER CAMPAIGN 
Statement by Minister for Tourism 

MR P. PAPALIA (Warnbro — Minister for Tourism) [12.20 pm]: I rise to advise the house of the very successful 
voucher program, A Million Reasons to Wander Out Yonder, launched on 21 September 2020. The program is 
part of the successful Wander Out Yonder campaign, which is supporting Western Australia’s tourism industry by 
encouraging Western Australians to explore their own backyard and travel locally. 

Although we have seen record numbers of Western Australians travelling within the state, consumer research and 
industry feedback suggested that WA visitors were not engaging with tour operators and attractions to the same levels 
that interstate and international visitors do. To address this gap, Tourism Western Australia developed a voucher 
program that comprised the distribution of $1 million to WA consumers in the form of 10 000 $100 vouchers via 
an online registration portal and digital voucher creator. Over 400 eligible tourism businesses, representing more 
than 900 bookable tours and experiences, were featured in the program. Vouchers are redeemable via WA visitor 
centres online, by phone or in person. Each voucher requires a matched spend by the consumer, resulting in 
a minimum $200 per voucher, or a combined total of $2 million, going directly to Western Australian tour and 
experience businesses. Consumers are able to use their $100 voucher on one major tour or experience, valued at 
$200 or more, or can choose to bundle a range of smaller value tours to take their total spend to $200. Vouchers 
need to be redeemed by 31 October 2020, with the tour or experience taking place by 31 December 2020. This will 
allow the reallocation of any unspent vouchers to those on a waiting list and ensure the full value of the program 
reaches the operators within a short time frame. 

The response to the voucher program has been overwhelming, with all 10 000 vouchers allocated within approximately 
four minutes of the registration platform opening. As at 9 October, 1 700 vouchers had been redeemed, with more 
than $501 000 in bookings made with 243 operators across all regions. The average spend against each voucher 
has exceeded expectations. The average amount per booking is just under $300; however, in some destinations it 
is almost $450. 

I believe this very successful program will play a significant role in encouraging Western Australians to see their 
home state in a different way. I hope those who use their voucher do something they have never done before, be it 
an Aboriginal culture tour, diving with humpback whales, a helicopter tour over Purnululu National Park or a walking 
tour through the heart of Perth’s central business district, and that they share their experience with friends and family, 
and encourage them to do the same. 

WA HOUSING STRATEGY 2020–2030 
Statement by Minister for Housing 

MR P.C. TINLEY (Willagee — Minister for Housing) [12.22 pm]: I rise to inform the house that this very morning 
the McGowan government launched a new strategy that provides the blueprint for the direction our state housing 
policy will take in the coming decade. The WA Housing Strategy 2020–2030 is designed to connect people to 
safe, stable and sustainable homes while at the same time improving choice and affordability. The strategy has 
a target of connecting 150 000 households with a home by 2030. Mr Speaker, this may seem an ambitious number, 
but I would like to remind you and the house that since coming to office, the McGowan government has exceeded 
the previous target of creating 35 000 housing opportunities by 2020. 

This new strategy commits to a number of outcomes. In addition to connecting 150 000 households to appropriate 
homes, we will also build liveable, inclusive and connected communities designed to improve social and economic 
participation. Implementation of various aspects of the strategy will create jobs and contribute to the state’s economy, 
and it will also improve social outcomes by providing a more integrated approach to housing and service delivery. 
To reach our target of 150 000 households connected to a home by 2030 we will work towards a more diverse 
rental sector, which will support 130 000 households to access a private rental. The strategy also sets a target for 
a six per cent net increase in social housing, adding 2 600 homes to the 42 932 social homes in WA. 

The WA Housing Strategy 2020–2030 is an example of best-practice policy development and was informed by 
a consultation process which involved more than 600 individuals and 200 organisations across the state, including 
stakeholders from the private and community sectors, government and people with lived experience—most importantly. 

The Department of Communities is currently developing three plans to support implementation of the strategy. The 
affordable housing implementation plan, due for completion later this year, will set the agenda and articulate the 
roles and responsibilities in relation to affordable housing delivery. The social housing framework will consider how 
to create a more agile social housing system that can respond to changing housing needs. It is expected to be launched 
in mid-2021. The regional and remote housing implementation plan will assess the unique needs and characteristics 
of each region and is due to be rolled out in late 2021. The new strategy builds on the Affordable Housing 
Strategy 2010–2020 of the previous government and the Affordable Housing Action Plan 2017–18 to 2019–2020, 
which positioned WA as a leader in affordable housing and set a target of creating 35 000 housing opportunities. 
I commend this strategy to the house. 
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NATIONAL CARERS WEEK 

Statement by Minister for Community Services 

MS S.F. McGURK (Fremantle — Minister for Community Services) [12.25 pm]: I rise to inform the house 
that this week is National Carers Week. Carers Week is an opportunity to raise awareness and show appreciation for 
the valuable contribution of the 320 000 unpaid carers across the state. Informal unpaid carers provide care to others 
in need of assistance or support and are usually friends or family of the person in need. They make a significant 
contribution to the care and wellbeing of people with a disability, mental illness, chronic condition, terminal illness 
and the frail aged. Although carers make an extraordinary contribution to the people they care for, they also make 
an enormous contribution to our national economy. The estimated annual replacement value of this care to the 
Australian economy is $77.9 billion. 

Being a carer has many rewards as well as challenges, particularly as our community navigates the COVID-19 
pandemic. On Monday, I attended an afternoon tea with carers from all across the state, many of whom joined 
the event via Zoom. We heard from a number of passionate carers about their experiences, including Kane and 
Sarah Blackman. Their six-year-old son, Finn, has a rare condition that requires constant care. Kane spoke about 
how he came to understand that he and his wife were both parents and carers, and how he now recognises that 
as such. 

Carers come from all walks and stages of life. People can become carers without any notice, support or training. They 
may care for a parent or grandparent, a child, a partner, a sister or brother or a close friend. Some carers also care 
for more than one person at a time. On behalf of the McGowan government, I welcome this opportunity to thank 
carers for their significant contribution to the health and wellbeing of Western Australians. 

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT — NO-CONFIDENCE MOTION 
Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.28 pm] — without notice: I move — 

That so much of standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the following motion to be debated 
forthwith — 

That this house calls for the Minister for Local Government to resign over his mismanagement 
of the portfolio — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members, you might not like it, but it is something being put up. You will listen, please. Start again. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: Thank you, Mr Speaker. This is a serious motion. I move — 

That so much of standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the following motion to be debated 
forthwith — 

That this house calls for the Minister for Local Government to resign over his mismanagement of 
the portfolio following the Supreme Court decision to uphold the Town of Cambridge’s injunction 
to stop his show-cause action against it. 

Standing Orders Suspension — Amendment to Motion 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [12.29 pm]: As this is a serious motion against 
me, I move — 

To insert after “forthwith” — 

, subject to the debate being limited to 15 minutes for government members and 15 minutes for 
non-government members 

Amendment put and passed. 

Standing Orders Suspension — Motion, as Amended 

The SPEAKER: Members, as this is a motion without notice to suspend standing orders, it will need the support 
of an absolute majority for it to proceed. If I hear a dissentient voice, I will be required to divide the Assembly. 

Question put and passed with an absolute majority.  

Motion 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [12.29 pm]: I move the motion. 

This is the first time in my nearly four years as the shadow Minister for Local Government — 

Several members interjected. 
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Mr W.R. MARMION: — that I have ever moved that a minister — 

Mr M.P. Murray interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Minister for Sport and Recreation, I call you for the first and second time, first because you were 
standing; and, second, — 

Mr M.P. Murray: Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

The SPEAKER: Just hold on while I write it down! He said thank you! Thank you, member. Keep going, please. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: This is the first time as the shadow minister that I have done that. That is how serious this 
motion is. This is a serious motion. How many ministers in this room have had the Supreme Court uphold an 
injunction against them? None! 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Member for Nedlands, through the Chair; and no more talk from you, please, Minister 
for Emergency Services. I do not think you are very qualified.  

Mr W.R. MARMION: Thank you, Mr Speaker, for your protection. 

This is a very serious motion. I am disappointed that government members are not taking it seriously. I am absolutely 
disappointed. This is a disgrace. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Minister for Sport and Recreation! 

Mr W.R. MARMION: The member for Churchlands will outline the seriousness of what the minister has done 
in his extreme over-reach in calling for the council of the Town of Cambridge to show cause why it should not be 
dismissed. The inquiry into that council has been going for over two and half years. The council has done all the 
things that the inquiry wanted it to do with regard to governance requirements. It would appear that the Minister 
for Local Government took the action to call for that inquiry on a whim. The minister must take responsibility for 
that. It may be that it is not the minister’s fault; the department may have been the one that over-reached. However, 
the minister is responsible for the actions of his department. I will be interested in the minister’s response and whether 
he says it is the department’s fault. However, the minister is responsible. That is why we are calling today for the 
minister to resign. That is a serious thing. 

This is not the first time—it is the first time I have called for the minister’s resignation, but I understand that the 
previous shadow Minister for Local Government has also done that. 

The Minister for Local Government has conducted 12 inquiries. I urge members to read the 56-page Supreme Court 
judgement by Hon Justice Tottle. It is a very good read. I want to quote two paragraphs from Justice Tottle’s 
conclusions, because they need to be read into the debate in this Parliament. The judgement states — 

It follows from the observations I have made that I am satisfied that the Minister’s discretion to make an 
order under s 8.1 5C(2) has not been enlivened because the jurisdictional fact upon which the existence 
of the discretion depends is not capable of being established on the basis of the materials placed before 
the Minister. … 

The minister had materials placed before him, and Justice Tottle said they formed no basis for the minister’s decision. 
The judgement goes on to say — 

Separately I have reached the conclusion that the exercise of the power under s 8.15C(2) to suspend the 
Council is a disproportionate response to the factors identified by the Minister in the Show-cause Notice 
with the consequence that the foreshadowed decision would be legally unreasonable. 

That is a disgrace. 

MR S.K. L’ESTRANGE (Churchlands) [12.33 pm]: It is great to see that the Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
has so much compassion for the people and the mayor and councillors of the Town of Cambridge. This Minister 
for Local Government has been appalling in his portfolio. He has demonstrated that he is not prepared to listen. 
He is not across his brief. He has failed in his duty as a minister of the Crown, and as a local government minister. 
He must resign. I will not mince words with the minister. The minister has no option—he must resign. If the minister 
will not resign, the Premier—who I am sure is listening to this debate—must move this minister on. The Premier 
has plenty of backbenchers who are highly capable of filling the role of this minister. The Minister for Local 
Government has demonstrated that he is not fit to fill this role. 

Back in June, I warned the minister in this place that his actions with regard to the Town of Cambridge were heavy 
handed. The minister will recall that. I said that the minister was not properly considering all the facts and that he 
was failing to afford the mayor and councillors procedural fairness. The minister was also presented with a petition 
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from hundreds of people in the Town of Cambridge, imploring him to not continue with his show-cause action 
against their democratically elected mayor and councillors, and again the minister failed to listen. The minister 
failed to learn from the efforts of the mayor and the councillors, through the efforts of their own inquiry, to improve 
the minister’s own department. Most significantly, the minister showed a failure of ministerial leadership. Most 
Western Australians are strong supporters of democracy. The Mayor of the Town of Cambridge was democratically 
elected in October 2015. In October 2017, a new crop of councillors was democratically elected. That gave the mayor 
the numbers to conduct, along with the council, its own internal inquiry into the town to improve governance, 
administration, openness and transparency. One would think the minister would have stepped in and said, “Well done, 
mayor. Well done, councillors. I will support you in this endeavour.” The minister did not do that. Instead, he 
decided to slap the council with an authorised inquiry. That is a form of bullying that the minister put on that town. 
It was unwarranted. 

The mayor and the councillors conducted their own internal inquiry. In September 2019, at the council election, the 
mayor and the councillors were all democratically elected unopposed. Therefore, any rumours that the minister was 
getting that the people of the Town of Cambridge were unhappy with their mayor and council with regard to how the 
council was handling its own internal inquiry were proved false. The mayor and the councillors were democratically 
elected unopposed. The Minister for Local Government is a minister of the Crown. He is charged with executive 
authority. The minister is accountable for his Department of Local Government. The minister is also accountable 
to the Parliament of Western Australia, this place on the hill that represents democracy in Western Australia. The 
minister failed to be accountable. The minister chose to ignore democracy. He chose to ignore the findings of the 
mayor and councillors in their own internal inquiry efforts. He chose to unfairly attack them with an endless 
authorised inquiry. That inquiry still has not been concluded. The minister also chose to make against the council 
a baseless threat of suspension. 

The minister refused to listen to the council of the Town of Cambridge’s own efforts to address what it had discovered 
from its own inquiry. The council discovered in its own inquiry that it had demonstrated failure with its town 
planning scheme, failure with statutory delegations, and failure to handle $2.1 million of ratepayer bonds. It also 
discovered evidence that town administrators had ignored an audit report from an officer in the Office of the 
Auditor General. The town did that without the minister’s help and at the same time as he was continuing to harass 
it. The minister had demonstrated an absolute and abject failure of ministerial responsibility. There are no excuses. 
It is the job of the minister, as a minister of the Crown, to listen to his department. The minister sits at the top of 
the tree. He is ultimately responsible for that department. The minister and his department showed prejudgement 
and bias, they showed unequal hearing of witnesses, they showed selective use of the hearing rule, and they showed 
lack of procedural fairness. 

In June this year, I provided the minister in this place with a detailed explanation. I also provided the minister 
with a detailed petition from the ratepayers. I urged the minister to stop the nonsense and the threat of 
suspension against the council. I urged the minister to end his mismanaged authorised inquiry. I requested that 
the minister roll up his sleeves and lean in and help the Town of Cambridge, which was trying its best to tidy 
up its own administration and governance processes. But what did the minister do? He decided not to help. 
What did the council do when it faced the threat of suspension? It tried to communicate with the minister through 
his department. It was ignored. It was left with no option; it took the minister to the Supreme Court. The council 
said to the minister, “You prove that your threat of suspension is warranted. You prove it against us in the 
Supreme Court of Western Australia.” What did the Supreme Court judge find? He found that the minister was 
wrong. As far as I am aware, this has never happened before in Western Australia—a Minister for Local 
Government was taken to the Supreme Court by a democratically elected council and was found to have failed 
that council and failed in his responsibilities to the people of Western Australia as a minister of the Crown in 
that portfolio. 

There have been numerous media articles on this issue. One in the Subiaco Post was headed “Judge slaps down 
Templeman sack threat”. The article refers to the judge’s findings and states — 

In a 56-page ruling handed down last week, Justice Paul Tottle found Mr Templeman had no sound basis 
to carry out his threat to suspend Cambridge council over a raft of alleged governance failures. 

The article contains a quote from Judge Tottle of the Supreme Court — 

“The immediate suspension of the council is so disproportionate to the limited nature of the council’s 
suspected failures that it is not a form of intervention that a minister acting reasonably would order,” … 

That is damning! The judge went on to say — 

“The suspension of a council deprives the local community of the benefit of participation of its elected 
representatives in local government.” 

Minister, you are the Minister for Local Government. Your actions sought to take democracy off the people of the 
Town of Cambridge. The judge found that you had failed. You should resign! 
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Furthermore, Paul Murray wrote an article in The West Australian of 10 October this year, headed “Is there any 
limit to this lust for power?” A picture of the minister accompanied the article. Paul Murray wrote — 

If Canberra interfered in the affairs of the McGowan Government to the extent that it meddles in those of 
the democratically elected local councils in the tier below it, the squeals of protest would be heard from 
Albany to Wyndham. 

He went on to say — 

In more than eight years of the Barnett Liberal–Nationals government, there were four authorised government 
inquiries into local councils. 

But Mark McGowan’s hapless Local Government Minister, David Templeman, has overseen 12 in less than 
one term, one of them costing a whopping $7.3 million—and another his reputation. 

Last week, Supreme Court Justice Paul Tottle handed down a stunning repudiation of Templeman’s attempt 
to suspend the Town of Cambridge council after a two-year departmental inquiry. 

As I said before, that inquiry is ongoing. The article continues — 

Cambridge was the first WA council to injunct a local government minister from meddling in its affairs and 
its success raises the prospect that others subject to his political interference might not be so supplicant 
in the future. 

The judge concluded that “the suspension of the council is a disproportionate and thus unreasonable exercise 
of power”. 

That is a damning judgement of the minister. The minister has failed democracy as a Minister for Local Government. 
The minister has failed in his leadership of his portfolio. He should have been inspiring, motivating and caring for 
that council, and helping it do the work it was trying to do to tidy up the mess that it discovered in its own internal 
inquiry. Instead, the minister made matters worse. The council took the minister to court and he lost. He has no 
option but to accept full responsibility for his portfolio and for the findings of the Supreme Court judge. Minister, 
you must resign. 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Nationals WA) [12.44 pm]: The Nationals WA will be joining 
with the Liberal Party in this call for the Minister for Local Government to resign. Since this whole sorry mess 
began with the Town of Cambridge, members of my party throughout the state have been in contact with me to 
express their deep concern about the bullying and harassment of the Town of Cambridge and its mayor by this 
minister and his department. Because of that, I am standing here today to join in the call for this minister to resign 
from his position. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: No; the minister should resign from his position. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Minister, you will have your chance. 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: I am not going to detail the members of my party who have contacted me. Lay members of the 
party are entitled to contact me. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! I am here, okay. Members, I want to hear this in silence. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: The minister has also acted to withdraw democracy from other councils throughout this state. 
Action was taken by the commissioner for the Town of Port Hedland over the back payment of rates owed by large 
mining companies. That action was to the detriment of the council—a cost of about $34.2 million. That was 
brought about by the minister’s withdrawal of democracy from that community. 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: No. 

The SPEAKER: Minister! I call you to order for the first time. You will have the opportunity to speak. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: The commissioner who is making those decisions is not from that community. 

The Mayor of Cambridge was being harassed. Following the City of Perth report, the minister came out and 
changed the regulations around local government conduct. That appeared to be directly in response to the actions 
of the Town of Cambridge as well. The minister knows that there is zero chance of that matter surviving in the 
other place. Many people consider the minister’s actions to be completely unfair. His actions have been shown to 
not be conducive to good government of local government. We have so many authorised inquiries, and many of 
them appear to be politically based.  
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The City of Melville is another one. What is happening with the City of Melville at the moment? 

Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 

Mr R.S. LOVE: We now have a situation in which the City of Melville is sitting contrary to the minister’s call for 
the members of that city to not act if they have a conflict of interest. The minister has witnessed what has happened 
in that city. 

The SPEAKER: Members, the question is that the motion be agreed to. 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Local Government) [12.46 pm]: I am very pleased to 
respond to this motion that has been contrived by the opposition. Again, I am astounded—the shadow spokesperson’s 
contribution to this debate on a motion that is calling for my resignation went for two minutes! What an outstanding 
contribution by the opposition spokesperson for local government, the member for Nedlands! It was two minutes! 
It reminded us of his contribution to a motion during private members’ business a month or so ago, when his narrative 
waddled around on a whole range of issues that meant nothing. 

I stand here and tell members this: when we came to government in March 2017, we made a commitment to 
reform the Local Government Act, to reform the way in which local government operates in Western Australia 
and to set a course to make sure that Western Australia’s local government system is modernised. The current 
act is not fit for purpose. The current act does not deliver a quality local government system in Western Australia. 
It does not. It is not fit for purpose. It is over 20 years old and was conceived before all the technologies that we 
now enjoy. 

Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, I call you to order for the second time. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: We can look at what the previous government did in the line of local government reform 
during eight and a half years. It had a cavalcade, I might say, of local government ministers, one of whom, the 
former member for Darling Range, resigned in disgust from his position in the Barnett government because of his 
lack of support for the Premier of the day, Barnett, and his government. He resigned because the way in which the 
previous government dealt with local government was to try to change boundaries. It focused on changing boundaries 
and nothing else. That failed dismally, as we know. 

When we came to government, we said we would embark upon reform of the Local Government Act. What have 
we done so far? In three and a half years—not eight and a half years—we have ensured, through an act of Parliament, 
that local governments are now subject to performance audits and financial audits by the Auditor General. Why? 
Because we know that many local governments in Western Australia have a range of challenges with their finances 
and performance. If opposition members think the local government system is perfect, they obviously did not 
do anything about it. But we know it is not perfect and we know that in a modern context and in a modern era 
there has to be robust transparency. We have to make sure that the systems work to deliver quality to the people 
we serve. 

Let us look at the authorised inquiries under my stewardship as Minister for Local Government. Sorry, but inquiries 
are actually the work of the departments. It is important work and it is important that if an inquiry is warranted, it 
is carried out. 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: It was found to be unwarranted, and you know it! 

The SPEAKER: Member for Churchlands, I call you to order for the first time. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The one the member is referring to has not been concluded. He has referred to that already. 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Two and a half years. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: We will wait for that to come out. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: But the current act ensures — 

The SPEAKER: Minister! Member for Churchlands, you were heard in silence. I expect the same for the 
minister’s answer. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The current act provides for oversight of and interventions in 137 local governments. 
The opposition is all over the place because only a couple of weeks ago in this place we had the member for 
Riverton calling on me to have an inquiry into the City of Melville. We then had, in the same context, the member 
for Churchlands saying, “Stop bullying the Town of Cambridge.” I then had other members come to me privately. 
The member for Churchlands himself came to me — 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: That’s right. 
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Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: We had a conversation out there some time ago about some of the issues, and what did 
the member say to me? 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: I said you needed to wrap that inquiry up. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: No, no, no! 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Yes, yes, yes! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Well before that, out there, the member said to me — 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: You weren’t prepared to listen! 

The SPEAKER: Member for Churchlands, you had your go! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Your words were: “I don’t want you to do anything about this, but I’m just telling you 
some of the concerns I’m hearing.” 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Rubbish! Point of order! 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The fact of the matter is — 

The SPEAKER: Minister! 

Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Point of order! 

The SPEAKER: Hold on, member. First, I will call you to order for the second time. 

Point of Order 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: The minister is casting aspersions on what I was thinking or doing. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: No, I’m not. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: He is acting inappropriately. 

The SPEAKER: That is not a point of order. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The opposition is all over the place. If anyone is hapless in this place, it is the Deputy Leader 
of the Opposition and spokesperson for local government because he does not have a position. In fact, the member 
for Nedlands was goaded into bringing this motion forward because of a conversation on 6PR last night with the 
member for Bateman when Chris Ilsley said the member for Nedlands was hopeless. Go and read the transcript. 
Chris Ilsley said he was so hopeless and he was not doing anything about this big issue. What did the member for 
Bateman say? I have it here. Read the transcript of his conversation of last night. Chris Ilsley said — 

I must say I’m less than impressed with some of your colleagues, I’d be completely remiss if I didn’t say 
so, — 

This is what Chris Ilsley said about member for Nedlands — 

and I’m quite happy to name one of them, shadow local government minister Bill Marmion. I just think 
he is completely not across his brief … at the moment … 

That is what Chris Ilsley said. Then, in response, the member for Bateman said that there is a fair point there about 
the Cambridge councillor and the opposition is planning something but it will do it later. It will do it tomorrow. 

The fact of the matter is this: as minister, I have to make decisions. I am provided with advice from the department 
and I am provided with legal advice. I use that advice to decide whether a threshold has been reached and then I take 
action. That is what I am required to do and that is the decision I made. I had concerns and I continue to have 
concerns about staffing and culture issues in Cambridge. Already, today, the member knows that there is currently 
a barrister who has been asked by the Town of Cambridge to conduct a review of the culture of the organisation, 
which includes interviewing staff members. They asked a barrister to do that. 

Normally, I would have thought that if we were looking at culture in an organisation, we would have somebody 
in the community development space who might say, “Okay, well, let’s talk about culture. Let’s talk about how 
people respond.” But they have a barrister. That is their choice. But for a barrister to undertake that role is 
very interesting. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Why? 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: That is a very good question! A range of issues and concerns have been raised that 
initiated a formal inquiry and added to my concerns, which led me to issue a show-cause notice. I will tell members 
what a show-cause notice is. Under the act, if the minister of the day has a concern that reaches a particular threshold, 
it is in the power of the minister of the day to issue a show-cause notice—as in, give me reason why I should not 
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suspend the council. That is the basic gist of a show-cause notice position. A show-cause notice was issued for the 
Town of Cambridge and normally the council has 21 days to respond. The Cambridge council chose to take a legal 
pathway in response to that determination, as is its right. That is what it did. That was its determination. 
On previous occasions, a number of show-cause notices have been issued. I issued one to the Town of Port Hedland 
because I had concerns. Port Hedland, I think, should be one of the most exemplary councils in Western Australia 
because of the important role it plays in the nation’s economy. It is the powerhouse of the Australian and 
Western Australian economy and we should have a competent local government operating it. I issued a show-cause 
notice because a whole range of people were coming to me, to the office, saying that all sorts of things needed to 
be determined. The former mayor there is now a candidate for the Liberal Party, as is his right. However, the fact 
of the matter is this: based upon the legal advice and the advice given in the context of the Local Government Act, 
under which we operate currently, I had to make a determination and I made one. I do not shy away from that. That 
is what one does when one is a minister; one makes decisions, unlike previous local government ministers under 
the opposition’s regime who did not make any decisions at all because if they went to make a decision, they were 
overpowered by the former Premier, Premier Barnett. 
With litigation issues, the Treasurer highlighted cases in which the government attempts to take certain entities to 
court. The Treasurer referred to the former Treasurer, the member for Riverton, who sought to legislate against 
the Bell Group. It was struck down five–nil in the High Court. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange interjected. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: It does not matter. It was a decision taken by the minister. Leader of the Opposition, 
I will make decisions as the local government minister and those decisions are always focused. I do not know the 
Mayor of the Town of Cambridge. I do not have any angst with her. That is the whole point. But if there are issues 
around culture in an organisation, be they staffing or how the council operates and delivers services, those concerns 
need to be addressed. After the advice was given, I reached a conclusion and I had suspicions. The council had cause 
to respond to me in 21 days under that provision in the act. The council chose not to do that. Instead, it chose to 
challenge my decision and I think it is the first time, from memory, that it has happened. 
What does that do in terms of reforming and framing a new local government? There are implications for that. The 
member for Carine used to come to us all the time asking why we were not acting on the City of Perth. The City of 
Perth went over the threshold, so I made the decision to appoint a panel inquiry and then he criticised that decision. 
This is whole point: the opposition is all over the place. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Carine, I call you to order for the third time. It is not a shouting match and you are 
losing. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The show-cause notice is an opportunity for me to notify the town of my concerns. That 
is what I did. The opposition picks and chooses. The member for Moore usually makes a reasonable contribution, 
but for him to say that he has heard from all these people, I have to tell him that people from rural and regional 
areas have spoken to me and we have worked closely with them. I have not had any motions of no-confidence in 
me passed—some Ministers for Local Government have in the past. I have had none because I have consulted, 
discussed and worked with those councils and I have an understanding, particularly with the councils in regional WA. 
That does not mean that one demands high-quality performance, because that is what it is about. We are now in an 
era in which high-quality performance and continuing improvement is required. That is why we need new legislation, 
and why I put a raft of legislation through this place to mandate training. We now have clear and transparent processes 
for declaring gifts and for roles and responsibilities. This comes to the very matter—issues around the Town of 
Cambridge and other councils. If we look at some Corruption and Crime Commission reports of recent times, we 
see that many times it comes down to issues of roles and responsibilities, and of CEOs versus elected members. 
Whether we like it or not, I am afraid that the act is very specific. I remind the member for Moore that we clarified 
the legislation in the upper house with our amendments to the regulations. As a result of the recent outcomes of 
the City of Perth inquiry, there are clear roles and responsibilities for CEOs and clear roles and responsibilities for 
elected members, in respect of the operations of councils. Invariably, when there is a blurring of those responsibilities 
or overreach by elected members into operational matters, that is when councils get into trouble. I think the 
member for Nedlands has read the City of Perth panel inquiry report, which highlights that as an ongoing issue. 
We are going to keep on reforming local government. I will not stand back and do nothing, or sit on my hands. 
I will keep on reforming government with the best information and best advice I can possibly get, but I will not 
stand back from making decisions in the best interests of local governments, local communities, local ratepayers 
and residents, and local businesses, because we need a strong local government sector in Western Australia and 
a reformed local government sector in Western Australia, and I will do that. I will take criticism from the 
opposition, but it is hollow because, firstly, it has a hapless local government spokesperson who does not even 
know what he actually thinks about local government and, secondly, its record shows no policy, no delivery and 
no commitment to the sector. 
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Division 

Question put and a division taken with the following result — 
Ayes (15) 

Mr I.C. Blayney Mr P.A. Katsambanis Mr W.R. Marmion Mr D.C. Nalder 
Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup Mr J.E. McGrath Mr P.J. Rundle 
Mrs A.K. Hayden Mr S.K. L’Estrange Ms L. Mettam Mr A. Krsticevic (Teller) 
Dr D.J. Honey Mr R.S. Love Dr M.D. Nahan  
 

Noes (30) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr T.J. Healy Mr S.J. Price Mr C.J. Tallentire 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr D.J. Kelly Mr D.T. Punch Mr D.A. Templeman 
Mr J.N. Carey Mr F.M. Logan Mr J.R. Quigley Mr P.C. Tinley 
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke Mr M. McGowan Mrs M.H. Roberts Ms S.E. Winton 
Mr R.H. Cook Ms S.F. McGurk Ms C.M. Rowe Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mr M.J. Folkard Mr K.J.J. Michel Ms R. Saffioti Mr D.R. Michael (Teller) 
Ms J.M. Freeman Mr M.P. Murray Ms J.J. Shaw  
Ms E.L. Hamilton Mr P. Papalia Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski  

            
Pairs 

Ms M.J. Davies Mr W.J. Johnston 
Mr V.A. Catania Ms A. Sanderson 
Mr D.T. Redman Mrs L.M. O’Malley 
Mr K.M. O’Donnell Mr S.A. Millman 

Question thus negatived. 

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE — PRIVATE MEMBERS’ BUSINESS 
Standing Orders Suspension — Motion 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [1.05 pm]: I move — 

That so much of standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable private members’ business to have 
priority from 4.00 to 6.00 pm on Wednesday, 14 October 2020, and for there to be a dinner break between 
6.00 and 7.00 pm. 

As members are aware, we are currently undertaking the budget reply speeches, so we will require additional time 
tonight in which to make good progress through members’ contributions to the budget reply. I hope the house will 
support the motion. 

Question put and passed. 

MEMBER FOR KIMBERLEY 
Leave of Absence 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [1.06 pm]: I move — 

That the member for Kimberley be given leave of absence from the Legislative Assembly until 
3 November 2020 on account of urgent personal business. 

MR Z.R.F. KIRKUP (Dawesville) [1.07 pm]: Obviously, noting the circumstances, the opposition supports the 
motion to ensure that the member’s leave of absence is granted. 

Question put and passed. 

PUBLIC HEALTH AMENDMENT (SAFE ACCESS ZONES) BILL 2020 
Introduction and First Reading 

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr R.H. Cook (Minister for Health), and read a first time. 

Explanatory memorandum presented by the minister. 

Second Reading 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [1.08 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a second time. 

The bill before us today aims to deal with ongoing instances of women being confronted by protesters when accessing 
abortion services in Western Australia. These confrontations cause anxiety and distress for both patients and staff. 
Last year, during April and May, a significant public consultation process was undertaken, in which the Department 
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of Health sought community feedback on the value of introducing safe access zone legislation in Western Australia 
and on key considerations in the design of a new legislative framework. We received an extraordinary level of 
community and industry engagement, with 4 000 responses from individuals and organisations, including support 
from the Australian Medical Association, the Public Health Association of Australia, and the Royal Australian and 
New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists. Seventy per cent of the respondents supported the 
introduction of new legislation to provide safe access zones. Approximately 50 submissions provided reports from 
patients and staff regarding interactions with demonstrators outside abortion clinics. Of these submissions, the 
majority described the experience as “traumatic”, “stressful”, “overwhelming”, “awful”, “horrible”, “painful”, “hard”, 
“scary” and “hurtful”.  
Since the legalisation of abortion in WA, protesters have congregated outside termination clinics. Over the past 
five years, the following behaviours have been observed by patients and staff outside the Marie Stopes Midland 
clinic: patients and staff being asked whether they were having an abortion; being approached and followed; being 
confronted with banners displaying emotive language and disturbing imagery; having their cars obstructed and 
car windows tapped on; being forcefully provided with pamphlets and brochures; and being provided with bags 
containing baby items and rosary beads. All these things were done in an attempt to deter women from accessing 
the clinic and discourage staff from working there.  
The consultation process illustrated that our existing laws are unsatisfactory, and women and staff are not adequately 
protected from harassment. Protests and gatherings outside abortion clinics are currently being managed by the 
Western Australia Police Force through the permit system under the Public Order in Streets Act 1984 and through 
existing criminal and civil courses of action. The Western Australia Police Force issues up to 40 permits a year for 
the express purposes of “procession to prayer vigil” and “peaceful prayer vigil” for locations in front of the two main 
private abortion clinics in WA. These permits are issued to one person on behalf of a group. Although conditions 
may apply to these permits, there is currently no offence for breaching the conditions, and breaches are dealt with 
by police officers as they see fit when they attend. It is evident from the reports of the private abortion providers 
in WA and the number of personal accounts in submissions, that there have been a number of harrowing incidents. 
WA’s existing laws do not adequately address the full range of behaviours engaged in by people who demonstrate 
at or near premises where abortions are provided. This may be explained by the nature of the demonstrations outside 
these premises and the unique effect on the target audience. The vulnerable nature of the audience means that they 
are likely to be particularly affected by the presence and behaviour of demonstrators.  
Earlier this year, the Department of Health, in its final report following the consultation process, recommended 
tailoring a specific regulatory approach to address the problem—that is, to create safe access zones around abortion 
services, which is a measure consistent with the approach taken around the country. All Australian jurisdictions 
have already introduced safe access zone legislation except for WA and South Australia; South Australia currently 
has a bill before its Parliament proposing similar legislation. It is time to bring WA into line with the rest of the 
country. Research from around the nation supports safe access zones as a way to protect the privacy and dignity of 
both staff and patients and protect them from harassment, obstruction and intimidation. The Castan Centre for Human 
Rights Law at Monash University, the University of Queensland Pro Bono Centre, the South Australian Law Reform 
Institute and many other organisations have all recommended that governments progress similar legislation.  
The bill before us today, which adds new provisions to the Public Health Act 2016, has been modelled on the equivalent 
legislation in Victoria, which withstood a challenge in the High Court in Clubb v Edwards. The High Court decided 
that safe access zones do not impermissibly infringe the implied freedom of political communication and that such 
legislation is constitutionally valid. In addition, reports from clinics indicate that the Victorian model works in 
achieving the objectives of the legislation in facilitating a safe environment for women to access abortion services.  
I now turn to the provisions of the bill. The bill stipulates safe access zones around premises at which abortions are 
provided, which may include abortion clinics, public and private hospitals, and outpatient services such as general 
practitioners; however, it will not cover pharmacies that merely supply drugs that may induce an abortion. Those 
zones will ensure that anyone who wants to access abortion services, including employees working in those premises, 
can do so in a safe and private manner. The bill will create a new offence of engaging in prohibited behaviour 
within a safe access zone, which would mean the area within 150 metres outside the boundary of the premises at 
which abortions are provided, including the area within the boundary of those premises. The offence would specify 
the circumstances in which a person is considered to have engaged in “prohibited behaviour”, which include 
intimidating or obstructing another person accessing premises at which abortions are provided; communicating by 
any means, in relation to abortion, in a manner that is able to be seen or heard by another person accessing premises 
at which abortions are provided, and is reasonably likely to cause distress or anxiety; impeding a footpath, a road or 
a vehicle, without reasonable excuse, in relation to abortion; recording by any means, without reasonable excuse, 
another person accessing premises at which abortions are provided, without the other person’s consent; and any other 
behaviour prescribed by the regulations. There is an exception for communication that applies to all employees 
and contractors who provide services to the premises. This will ensure that employees and contractors who may 
need to communicate with a patient or other staff about abortion inside the safe access zone will not be committing 
an offence. Some elements of the offence will also not capture law enforcement officers acting reasonably in the 
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performance of their duties; journalists reporting on a matter of public interest outside abortion clinics; security or 
construction services working at or near the premises; staff engaged in lawful industrial action, and other similar 
situations where a “reasonable excuse” is evident. 
The bill also prohibits someone from publishing or distributing a recording of another person accessing or leaving 
premises at which abortions are provided if the recording contains particulars that are likely to lead to the 
identification of that other person as someone who accessed those premises. The prohibition against publishing or 
distributing recordings extends to recordings taken from outside the safe access zone. The prohibition applies only 
to recordings made or published without the person’s consent, and also provides for an exception of reasonable 
excuse. The intention of the prohibition is to protect the privacy of those accessing premises at which abortions 
are provided and to protect them from the intimidatory conduct of taking photos, videos or other recordings with 
the explicit or implicit threat of publicly exposing individuals who access lawful abortion clinics or provide those 
health services.  
The Western Australia Police Force will be the agency responsible for enforcing the new offences and for prosecuting 
any breaches using their ordinary powers. A review clause has been included in the bill that will require the Minister 
for Health to assess the operation and effectiveness of the amendments five years after they come into force. I would 
like to clarify what should be obvious to everyone: this bill is not about decriminalising abortions. This issue was 
already discussed and resolved by this Parliament more than 20 years ago, in 1998, with legislative amendments 
that are now part of the Criminal Code and the Health (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1911. The scope of the bill 
that is now before us involves only one aspect: ensuring safe and private access to legal abortion clinics.  
I will finish by stressing that the proposed safe access zones do not prohibit protests in relation to abortions. The bill 
only creates a safe buffer to move protesters away from the immediate vicinity of the premises providing abortion 
services. Anyone who wishes to, will still be able to protest 150 metres outside the boundary of the premises, subject 
to the usual protest permit requirements. By creating such a buffer, we will prevent most harm to patients or staff, as 
well as largely avoid the current need for police officers to respond only after inappropriate conduct has occurred.  
The McGowan government believes that the right to safety, privacy, dignity and respect for women accessing health 
care, especially during what is a very difficult time, is a right that should be protected by this house. I commend 
the bill to the house.  
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr A. Krsticevic. 

APPROPRIATION (RECURRENT 2020–21) BILL 2020 
APPROPRIATION (CAPITAL 2020–21) BILL 2020 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 
Resumed from 13 October. 
MRS L.M. HARVEY (Scarborough — Leader of the Opposition) [1.20 pm]: I rise to contribute to the debate 
on the state government’s 2020–21 budget—the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the Appropriation 
(Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. Before I make my remarks, I would like to place on the record our condolences to 
the family of Mr Jonnie Hartshorn and also the families of the two workers who have been injured by the terrible 
incident at Curtin University. We also extend our condolences to the extended families of those individuals who 
have been killed and injured, the workers on site and to all those in the Curtin community who are grieving with 
the family at this time. 
The McGowan Labor government’s 2020–21 budget will go down in political history as a budget starved of hope 
and aspiration. Budgets reflect the heart and soul of the governments that deliver them, and this one reveals Labor’s 
bluff and bluster and its core business—spin. It is devoid of the vital ingredients of good governance, it lacks 
substance and boasts not one sniff of optimism for Western Australians in these most trying of times. Where is 
the plan to come out of the domestic recession that we are in? Where is the hope for the 102 000 unemployed 
Western Australians? Where are the ideas to fuel the aspirations of all Western Australians whose businesses have 
been smashed and battered by COVID-19, the pain exacerbated by the lack of any support from their own state 
government? Where are the answers for the record levels of ambulance ramping? Where are the solutions to the 
record number of homeless people growing at such a high rate that they are now a regular sight in suburban 
parks in Western Australia, let alone the cities and the activity hubs? Where are the incentives for young 
Western Australians who cannot find a job? Where is the pathway of hope? Where is the way forward for this 
great state? 
Sadly, the budget has no answers to the most pressing of challenges facing our state. The budget shines no light 
on a path forward. It shows no confidence in the tens of thousands of WA family businesses struggling to stay 
afloat. It reveals no optimism in this great state and exposes a complete lack of belief in the people who live here. 
It was in only February when the Treasurer had given up and resigned. The government was tracking strongly 
towards being a one-term wonder. Labor was like the chasing dog that caught the car: it did not know what to do 
once in office and now just a year out from the polls it has nothing to show for the last three years in government. 
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When Labor came to power in 2017, Western Australians were promised a jobs bonanza. Mr McGowan promised 
150 000 new jobs. It was going to be a golden era of prosperity. Does everyone remember the Premier, the then 
Leader of the Opposition, in every single media event holding up Labor’s plan for jobs? That has long been 
abandoned. The reality is that the domestic economy was in serious trouble and contracting. We were promised that 
there would be no increases to fees and charges and no new taxes. That is what the Premier said during the election 
campaign in 2017. The first thing Labor did when it got into government was increase payroll tax for big business. 
That was a job-destroying tax, as everyone agrees. The first thing Labor did was increase that. It then introduced 
a foreign investor tax, which had an immediate and destructive impact on our fragile economy. Who introduces 
a foreign investor tax into a housing market when the prices are in freefall? Overseas students started picking 
elsewhere to finish their degrees. Their parents and families got the very clear message: “You are not welcome here 
in WA.” Wealthy tourists who fell in love with Perth were overnight given a really strong reason not to invest here. 
This government said to them, “We don’t want your money. Go back to where you came from.” What followed after 
that? It was an Uber tax. Labor then tried to introduce a gold tax not once, but twice. It was only the weight of the 
mining industry that forced our Treasurer into a rather spectacular backflip with a triple pike on the gold tax. 

Where the duplicity of this government really hurt Western Australians was the heartless hike in fees and charges, 
which it promised would never happen. Every WA household, every mum and dad in the suburbs struggling to get 
by and make ends meet has been smashed by an $850 increase in water, electricity and gas bills. That is thanks to this 
deceitful government. In other words, every household would have to find an extra $4 250 over the next five years. 
That is an awful lot of money for a family to find in their annual budget. On top of that, the Economic Regulation 
Authority found that Labor was over-recovering on water charges—that is an issue we have raised in this Parliament 
previously—to the tune of $400 a household a year. Effectively, that is a Labor water tax. We have to give it to 
Labor: if it can find a way to rip you off, it will. Back in the day, people used to buy a house and sell it sometime 
later for a profit. Not any more in Western Australia. WA now has the longest and deepest fall in house prices 
on record.  

Thanks to Labor, many families are hurting like never before, and it is not just born and bred Western Australians. 
Many people left their families over in the east and overseas to start a new life in the west with their young families, 
based on the prospect of a good job and a bright future in a state that was going places and was confident of its 
place in the world, but they found themselves in a shrinking economy run by a protectionist government with 
a narrow, mean-spirited view of the world. They have been left high and dry by a raft of broken promises, poor 
policy decisions and falling equity in their homes. These families are prisoners in their own castles—trapped and 
unable to sell for fear of losing thousands of dollars should they do so. What a great way to start a new life in the 
west. Welcome to Labor’s WA. Mortgage stress goes hand in hand with negative equity, and both are at record 
levels, compliments of this Labor government. With that comes all sorts of tensions that can manifest in the form 
of family and domestic violence, which is on the rise, high divorce rates and broken homes. 

Worryingly, this budget shows no urgency in getting the economy back up and running. Our economy is bumping 
along the bottom, just as it was well before the COVID crisis hit. More than 100 000 Western Australians are now 
out of work. The only thing that has saved the day is a Liberal initiative; Scott Morrison’s JobKeeper has helped 
67 000 Western Australians keep their heads above water. Where is the financial support from this mean state 
government? There is none, zilch, crickets. When questioned about the lack of support the WA government has 
given those battling to overcome the COVID-19 financial tsunami, the Premier said last week that the idea that 
somehow bankrupting the state is a good thing is wrong. What a rude and heartless comment to make to the tens of 
thousands of unemployed Western Australians and the many mum-and-dad family small businesses that have had 
to close their doors and are facing bankruptcy. For the Premier and the Treasurer to say that Western Australia has 
the strongest economy in the country with the fastest bounce back of any state is simply false and flies in the face 
of the experiences out there in the suburbs of Western Australian family businesses and householders who are 
struggling to pay their fees and charges. There are 30 000 more people out of work now than there were in February 
and the forecast unemployment rate of eight per cent highlights that more Western Australians are going to lose their 
jobs. Companies in the non-mining parts of the economy are not investing. Mining makes up about one-third of the 
economy. The reality, according to Treasury, is that the WA economy is projected to average south of two per cent 
each year over the next four years. 

WA is the only state in the country not to provide grants of up to $10 000 for struggling small businesses flattened 
by COVID-19. Whenever we raise this matter, the government overreaches, like it does on everything. We are talking 
about this state government being the only state government in the country not to provide grants of up to $10 000 
for struggling small business that have been flattened by COVID-19. Despite the GST fix and the skyrocketing 
iron ore prices that have been rivers of gold for royalty revenue, this mean-spirited government will not give anything 
to help the struggling family businesses that face closure as a result of the COVID-19 crisis. We are the only state 
in Australia to do nothing for small business. Government members should hang their heads in shame. 

While so many Western Australians have been struggling on so many fronts, this Labor government has been hiding 
money in hollow logs. Labor has refused to spend more than $1 billion of taxpayer money to help the West Aussies 
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who desperately need a hand. As the shadow Treasurer highlighted yesterday, an election treasure chest is hidden 
in hollow logs in this budget at a time when the economy needs the government’s spend to help it survive, like 
every other state in Australia and the Australian government is doing. 

In the current economic climate, the surplus that the Labor Party has delivered is a disgrace. It reveals that this 
government is embarrassingly un-Australian. WA Labor members constantly complain about the evils of Canberra 
yet they put out their hands for every crumb while hoarding more than $1 billion, and they gloat about it. It is utterly 
unbelievable, disgraceful and shameful to behave that way. Every major economic crisis that we now face in 
Western Australia has this Labor government’s personal stamp all over it. 

Homelessness is an example. The Premier secretly sold off over 1 000 government houses once he got the keys to 
the Treasury. Again, that was a bad policy that directly contributed to the ongoing issue of homelessness that now 
plagues our CBD in particular and the state in general. The vast majority of that lost housing stock has not been 
replaced. Members only have to walk down Hay Street to see the direct result of that appalling policy. Self-funded 
retirees are now being asked to pick up the slack in social housing because Labor worked with the bureaucracy to 
put on a tenancy moratorium for another six months without consulting landlord investor groups. 

This Labor government, during an economic crisis, has overseen pensioners receiving rent increases from Homeswest. 
How heartless and mean can it be? Crime is now out of control in many parts of the state. Violent crime, particularly, 
is the highest on record under this Labor government. People cannot take their kids anywhere in Northbridge 
because they just do not feel safe. Seniors are afraid to walk outside their front doors for fear of being bashed. Why 
is that? It is because we do not have enough cops on the beat to ensure our streets are safe. Bashings and robberies 
are the confronting reality. Homelessness is part and parcel of the visiting experience for people who come to 
Perth’s CBD. In the middle of all that, when we raise these law and order issues in this place, the government says, 
“Nothing to see here. There’s no increase in crime”. It then announced in the budget that 800 additional police officers 
are being funded. That is fantastic. We have been calling for years for some commitment to increase the presence 
of police officers on our streets, yet in light of the issues that the opposition have raised around law and order, 
increases in violent crime et cetera, this government says there has been no increase in crime and there is no problem. 
But the budget will fund 800 additional police officers. Why do we need 800 additional police officers if there is 
no problem with crime? We are glad that the government has responded to the relentless pursuit by our shadow 
Minister for Police, Peter Katsambanis, member for Hillarys. But it is too little too late. What about all the victims 
who have suffered at the hands of the robbers and thieves out there? What about the people who have been bashed 
and the families who have lost loved ones because of this government’s inaction and its catastrophic lack of resourcing 
for our police? Thank goodness the funding will come in in 2024, at the back end of the forward estimates, but we 
need those police officers now. 

The big, striking omission from this piece of fantasy writing Labor calls a budget is the lack of focus on jobs. Where 
is the big picture to drag us out of Labor’s economic mess? Where is the plan to get the economy up and moving? 
Up to March this year, apprenticeship starts had fallen 32 per cent under this Labor government’s watch over the 
past three years. As part of our local jobs guarantee, the Liberals announced we would provide a new two-year 
incentive and retention payment to encourage Western Australian businesses to employ up to 20 000 apprentices and 
trainees as part of their COVID economic recovery. Our plan for 20 000 local apprenticeships will support family 
businesses with up to $10 000 for taking on a new apprentice and up to $5 000 for a new trainee. This new inducement 
will be over and above the existing enticements and will take the total payments available for taking on a new 
apprentice to $18 500 and a new trainee up to $9 250. On top of that, we will introduce a $1 000 apprentice tool 
bonus, which will give a helping hand to all new apprentices, whether they be young people or older people who 
have lost their jobs and need to be retrained and want to take up an apprenticeship in adulthood. We will give them 
a helping hand of up to $1 000 to buy their tools of trade so that they can start work and start their apprenticeship 
or traineeship immediately. They can buy their knives or the tools of trade that they need to commence work. Not 
only that, but they will also be able to use this bonus to buy personal equipment, personal protective equipment, 
or help pay for medical assessments, police clearances or other direct costs that are involved in getting ready for work. 
Our plan will help all Western Australians to upskill and reskill and get them out of the unemployment queue. 

We have also committed to changing Labor’s flawed Western Australian Jobs Act, which currently classifies a local 
business as any company that could be based on the east coast or even overseas in New Zealand. We will do that 
in the first 100 days of office, if elected in March. We will introduce legislation that will guarantee that local means 
local. Local will not mean Spain, the United Kingdom or France. It will not mean Toowoomba, Sydney, Queensland, 
New South Wales or New Zealand. Our local jobs guarantee will mean local companies based and operating in 
Western Australia so that the profits stay here. 

A couple of weeks ago, I visited Beurteaux, a hardworking Western Australian family business in Henderson whose 
core business is manufacturing seats for ferries and trains. It supplied 20 000 seats for the Perth−Mandurah rail 
line back in the day. However, under Labor’s tendering policies that allow big, overseas companies to set the rules 
for local suppliers, Beurteaux would had to have spent half a million dollars just to be in the race to bid for what 
could have been a fantastic local contract for it. It would have meant that it could have employed more locals to meet 
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the demand and a continuity of supply for its business. Under a Liberal government, that will change. Companies 
like Beurteaux that manufacture train seats in Western Australia will be included in our rail project work. Under 
a Liberal government, we will make sure that local businesses capable of carrying out the work will get a head 
start in vying for lucrative government tenders to create wealth, build companies and generate much-needed jobs 
here in Western Australia. WA Liberals build things. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: We have seen that Labor cannot manage major projects. Not a single kilometre of rail has 
been delivered for Metronet, the government’s major infrastructure project that was promised prior to the election. 

Under the previous government, we transformed this city into a sophisticated international destination, bursting 
with opportunity and investment. Members only have to look around to see the spoils of what the previous Liberal 
government achieved. If elected, we will continue down that pathway. We will build Roe 8 and Roe 9, much 
needed pieces of public infrastructure that will create 10 000 jobs and clear congestion in Perth’s southern suburbs. 
They will guarantee that young mums and dads, grandparents and carers who have to run the gauntlet down the 
very dangerous and congested Leach Highway with all that freight traffic can safely deliver their precious cargo 
to school. That will be the benefit of building Roe 8 and Roe 9. 

We will bring back hope and optimism to the public conversation. Unlike Labor, we will not put ideology and dogma 
above common sense. Within four short years, Labor has managed to trash this state’s can-do reputation both 
nationally and globally. We now have a mean-spirited Premier who is focused on one thing—his own survival. 
Western Australians doing it tough in the suburbs, the regions and the backblocks of Western Australia come 
off second best. We have a Treasurer who gives away money owed to every Western Australian taxpayer and tries 
to make a big fellow of himself over it. The fact that $600 has been promised to every household, which came 
from Labor’s last great misadventure—the grubby and corrupt WA Inc era—is nothing to crow about. That is 
Western Australian taxpayers’ money, which they will finally get back after that dismal period of governance in 
Western Australia’s history. 

We have a Minister for Transport who for four years has been promising to build a rail network, but has yet to see 
the overlaying of one kilometre of track. Last week we had the extraordinary announcement by the Minister for 
Tourism that he does not want tourists from other states to visit Western Australia, much to the stunned silence of 
small WA operators, particularly those up north whose businesses are hanging by a thread. Labor may be riding 
high in the polls now, but anybody who is out and about, as I am, and as our candidates and members are, and as 
March 2021 gets closer, can sense that the silent Western Australians are waking up to WA Labor. They are waking 
up to the arrogance and hubris that get shoved down their throats every day. We have only to read letters to the editor 
and listen to talkback radio to understand that a growing number are starting to see the real side of this conceited 
and smug government. 

Under Labor, WA has closed its borders and closed its mind. Under Labor, WA is now closed for business. This 
budget has only reinforced the economic protectionism and narrow world views of the faceless middle-aged men 
who now run WA Labor. When we win government in March 2021, we will immediately turn over the closed sign 
that Labor has hung out on WA’s front door. We will pull the appropriate economic levers to encourage interstate 
and overseas investment. We will welcome anyone willing to work hard and get ahead in life. We will put in place 
job stimulating measures that will get the economy up and running. We will find a COVID-safe way to stimulate 
our economy and welcome investment back to this state. This great state was built on the backs of those willing to 
have a crack, the backs of Western Australians who are willing to have a go and who had the courage to adapt quickly 
to changing circumstances and turn adversity into opportunity. That is what we have lost under this WA Labor 
government. We have lost that intrepid spirit that made this great state the state that it used to be prior to this Labor 
government taking control. 

Under a Harvey Liberal government, WA will be open for business. We will be open to business and we will restore 
this state to prosperity. We will put the policy levers in place to create employment in this state. We will not deliver 
a budget full of bluff, bluster and spin; we will deliver budgets that create employment, restore prosperity and 
optimism, and will fix the vexing issues of ambulance ramping and homelessness. We will build Roe 8 and 9. We 
will not get stuck in an ideological argument about a piece of road infrastructure that is needed for road safety, 
congestion and the improvement of our CO2 footprint and the fuel efficiency of our freight operators. We will be 
a government that delivers for the state of Western Australia, and we will not deliver a cynical, mean-spirited budget 
such as this government has just done. 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe) [1.42 pm]: I also rise to make a contribution in response to the second reading debate 
on the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. Before 
discussing the budget more generally, I wish to dwell on some concerns I have with issues in my local electorate, 
and I have done this for the previous two budgets. There is no optimism in this budget that anything is going to 
change. Traffic congestion is a major issue in my electorate, and, as I said, nothing in the forward estimates will help 
alleviate that. It has been well forecast by Main Roads that traffic flow along Stirling Highway and Curtin Avenue 
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will increase by around 50 per cent in 10 years. That is a phenomenal increase in traffic density. There was a small 
reprieve during the initial stages of the COVID crisis, when there was a lull in traffic, but traffic is now back to 
normal levels. Curtin Avenue continues to take a very large amount of heavy traffic, and that is exacerbated by the 
single lane section that travels through a large part of my electorate. Nothing in this budget indicates that the 
government has any plans to alleviate that situation through the entire forward estimates. 

The crossings across the rail line and Stirling Highway to the many schools in the area are especially problematic. 
There are 14 school campuses in close proximity to the rail line and Stirling Highway: Freshwater Bay Primary 
School, Cottesloe Primary School, North Cottesloe Primary School, Mosman Park Primary School, Mosman Park 
School for Deaf Children, North Fremantle Primary School, Christ Church Grammar School, Iona Presentation 
College, Iona Presentation Primary School, Methodist Ladies’ College, Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Scotch College, 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls senior campus and also its separate junior campus. The crossings between 
the rail lines and Stirling Highway are short, and many stressed parents try to drop their kids off at school and then 
head into work. These days, in the great majority of households, both parents work. The trouble is that when they 
try to head into work and they may be running late, they are tempted to take risks at the rail crossings, sometimes 
entering crossings when they cannot completely clear the rail zone. In particular, this happens at Congdon Street, 
Eric Street, Jarrad Street, Salvado Street and Victoria Street. They are highly congested for most of the morning 
and afternoon. 

There are particular safety issues at the level crossings on Jarrad Street, Salvado Street and Victoria Street, and those 
have been exacerbated by the extension of the cyclepath from Grant Street to Victoria Street. As I have mentioned 
in this place before, I am a very strong supporter of extending the cycle paths and I am looking forward to the path 
being completed all the way into Fremantle. I have previously congratulated the Minister for Transport in this place 
for that improvement; however, as I have also stated in this place, I am extremely concerned that cyclists are at great 
risk of being hit by a car at the level crossings on Jarrad, Salvado and Victoria Streets. Drivers who are stressed about 
getting their children to school and themselves to work are not necessarily as focused as they should be on cyclists. 
Cyclists, who typically have earphones or headphones on and are in the zone, zooming down the cycleway, are 
not necessarily aware of cars at the road crossings. These crossings must have grade separation between road, rail 
and cyclists. That is for the safety of everyone concerned—the safety of the train drivers, who are confronted with 
vehicles in their path, and the safety of the car drivers and cyclists on those streets. 

There is also considerable concern in North Fremantle about changes to the planned location for the old 
Fremantle Traffic Bridge crossing at Queen Victoria Street. Many residents are concerned about the pending 
demise of the old wooden bridge for historic reasons. I empathise with their concerns; however, I understand the 
government’s position that maintenance on the existing wooden bridge is unaffordable and that a replacement bridge 
is required. What concerns everyone is the change in plans to locate the replacement bridge to the east of the current 
bridge and not to the west, as has been planned for a number of years. In fact, when the announcement was made 
about the commencement of the replacement bridge, I think in April 2019, the Minister for Planning and a smiling 
Josh Wilson, the federal minister for Fremantle, were holding up a schematic showing the replacement bridge 
located to the west of the existing bridge. The minister did not quite get that one correct. Relocating the replacement 
bridge to the east of the old bridge will bring a major highway within a few metres of the residents living in 
apartments along Kwong Alley in North Fremantle. I believe this represents an unfair outcome for those residents 
who, in good faith, purchased quite expensive apartments, knowing it was near the road, but now the road will be 
brought within a few metres of their houses. They will be unfairly impacted by noise and vibration from the heavy 
traffic crossing the bridge. 

The relocation of the bridge to the east of the existing bridge was apparently required because the government 
has decided to duplicate the existing rail crossing to cope with anticipated increases in container freight to the 
North Mole. They are duplicating that rail crossing to the east of the existing rail bridge, which will then prevent 
the replacement traffic bridge being to the west of the existing traffic bridge. I was a bit surprised by why we 
would need to spend something like $100 million on a new rail bridge, when the government’s stated intention 
is to transition container freight to the outer harbour in a few years. The minister was kind enough to provide 
a briefing in her office with her department, and at that meeting I was informed by the Department of Transport 
representative that it was planning for the continuation of container freight at Fremantle harbour until at least 2037, 
the Acting Speaker (Ms L. Mettam) may be surprised to know. It is clear that the much vaunted outer harbour is 
some way off. I believe that the government should stick with the original plans and budget and it should build the 
replacement bridge to the west of the existing bridge. I appreciate that that would be a more involved engineering 
exercise with additional costs; however, I believe that bringing a major freight highway close to existing residences 
is an unacceptable outcome. 

While I am on the topic of the port, I wish to comment also on the Roe 8 and 9 highway issue. On this issue we have 
seen the true environmental credentials of the McGowan Labor government, with its pigheaded refusal to build 
Roe 8 and Roe 9 and to connect it to the North Mole. I note that the budget allocates $100 million to planning for 
the outer harbour. The need for the outer harbour is apparently motivated by a desire to protect about 0.2 hectares 
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of Beeliar Regional Park from being cleared. What do we see? Instead, we see a short-term solution that will, in 
fact, not be any solution. It is, apparently, supposed to improve traffic flow on High Street and Stirling Highway. 
Sixty hectares of Cockburn Sound, including seagrass beds, will be destroyed by the new harbour. Instead of 
0.19 hectares of bush, Labor members here want to destroy 60 hectares of Cockburn sea floor and seagrass. 
In addition, we have seen environmental carnage. Sixty-seven 100-year-old endangered gum trees were demolished 
to make way for the monstrous roundabout on High Street. What an absolute disgrace—67 100-year-old mature 
tuart trees are gone. Members know what that means—nesting sites for birds were destroyed because the government 
did not want to do Roe 8 or 9 but wanted to do this. I am dumbfounded and cannot even begin to understand the 
argument that the government has put forward there. Can I say that the environmental zeal of the so-called environmental 
protesters, who were never going to leave that site and who were never going to let those trees be knocked down, 
suddenly disappeared when they were offered upgraded accommodation. There you go. That is how much their 
environment concern is worth—apparently a few dollars! 
All this environmental vandalism has, I believe, been based on the shoddiest business case that has ever been prepared 
by a government. The Premier and the Treasurer will repeat that cost of $8 billion to maintain Fremantle Harbour—
a harbour that is at only one-third of its capacity. This shoddy estimate includes every road upgrade in the vicinity 
of the port, adding billions of dollars to the cost of maintaining the existing port. The Premier and the Treasurer know, 
or at least they should know, that aside from the Roe 8 and 9 extension—in fact, that is not even for the port—the 
upgrades to Leach Highway and South Street were not required for the port. In fact, the overwhelming majority—
more than 90 per cent—of the traffic on South Street and Leach Highway is, in fact, normal commuter and 
commercial traffic and not container freight. The road upgrades are required for the forecast growth of commuter 
and non–port-related traffic. Whether the existing port continues, those upgrades will be required. There is also 
a requirement to upgrade the river crossing and the road network to the north of the port to cope with general traffic 
growth. What an utterly dishonest analysis. Adding these costs—that is, the total cost of the upgrade of those 
roads—to the business case for maintaining the existing port as though it is required only for the port, is, at the 
very best, completely dishonest. 
In equal part, we do not see parallel treatment for the new container freight port at the outer harbour. Road, rail and 
other infrastructure upgrades that are required to fully service a new container port at the outer harbour will cost 
billions of dollars, yet somehow those costs do not appear in the business case for the outer harbour. The people 
responsible for preparing this shoddy business case should hang their heads in shame. The Labor government should 
also be ashamed of repeating any of the numbers of this analysis. This shoddy analysis does not bode well for the 
future effort of the much vaunted Infrastructure WA department. Rather than an independent and professional 
analysis, we have seen see a political outcome directed by government. I note that despite the likelihood of a new 
container port at the outer harbour being decades away, the government is running down assets at the existing port. 
There has been a $63 million underspend in maintenance on Fremantle harbour this year. Outside of a partial recovery 
of $25 million next year, other maintenance money for the port has been removed from the forward estimates. 
On a positive note, I thank the government for the increased maintenance spend for Mosman Park Primary School 
in my electorate, which was announced early this year. It is very badly needed for a school that is very badly run 
down. However, it is extremely disappointing that there will be no funding for further improvements at the school. 
Related to that, the Western Knights Soccer Club, which is based at Mosman Park, is in desperate need of an upgraded 
facility. The local council, Mosman Park Primary School, the Department of Education and the Western Knights 
Soccer Club have been working together on a very good plan to expand the overcrowded primary school and the 
Mosman Park School for Deaf Children, and to upgrade the soccer club’s facilities. The Western Knights’ ground is 
the only dedicated soccer ground between Fremantle and Nedlands. It draws members from the local community and 
across the metropolitan area, with more than 200 junior players and 300 senior players. Their facilities are dilapidated 
and urgently need upgrading. I have seen first-class facilities in the Labor electorates that I have visited; however, 
it seems that the Western Knights are being punished because they are located in the western suburbs. 
On this topic, I note the Premier is often very critical in this place and elsewhere about the state of the Cottesloe 
beachfront. I would have thought that the Premier would have been keen, given that he is the Premier for the whole 
state and not just Labor electorates—or should I say supposed to be the Premier for the whole state and not just Labor 
electorates—to see fit to help the Town of Cottesloe with its foreshore development plans. As a matter of interest, 
as many members may have done, I searched the budget papers for any reference to government expenditure in 
my electorate. I encourage members opposite to search for “Cottesloe”, “Mosman Park”, “Claremont” or “Nedlands”. 
They will find zero dollars have been allocated to my electorate outside of some upgrades to the Mount Claremont 
Bus Depot, where buses are serviced—aside from the people who work there, people do not go to that area—and 
some funding for HBF Stadium. 
It is very clear that the Premier is interested in championing only high-rise development in the western suburbs 
area. For some months now the Labor government has been hiding its poor stewardship of the state behind the 
COVID-19 crisis. However, it is clear to anyone who cares to look that this Premier and Treasurer had smashed 
our domestic economy before the COVID-19 pandemic began and that there had been no significant population 
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growth for some time. The only demand for high-rise development in Perth is in the western suburbs, and that is 
mainly for wealthy downsizers. I have said before in this place that I support sensible development that adds to 
a community instead of destroying it. An example of a good development is the ONE Subiaco project that is being 
developed by Blackburne. That is why I was pleased to attend the sod-turning ceremony for that project. The Premier 
likes to proclaim himself as a Churchillian figure, single-handedly saving the state from the scourge of COVID. 
A true leader governs for all; not just for the people who vote for him. The lack of support for critical infrastructure 
and the destructive planning policies of this government in my electorate reveal the true nature of the Premier. 
My colleague the shadow Treasurer has already spoken on the topic of the sham budget surplus that is predicted for 
2020–21, but I think that that topic requires more airing. The Premier and the Treasurer make a lot of noise about 
integrity and transparency. We continually see the Premier in this place lecturing our side of the house on how we 
should be doing our job and what standards we should be maintaining. We remember with great clarity the Premier 
announcing that his government would demonstrate gold-standard transparency, members. The lack of integrity of 
this government, including the Premier and the Treasurer, is on open display in the budget the Treasurer presented 
last week. The Labor government’s 2020–21 budget forecasts a surplus of $1.2 billion. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Dr D.J. HONEY: The amount of $1.2 billion is in the operating statement. Any basic analysis reveals that the 
surplus figure of $1.2 billion is a sham. It is a politically manufactured result rather than one honestly reflecting 
our state’s budget position. Faced with the outlook of a budget deficit, Labor grasped any revenue idea to pad out 
the 2020–21 pre-election budget to ensure that the government could maintain the facade of being a good financial 
manager. The first step was to defer $921 million of dividend payments from public corporations. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
[Continued on page 6832.] 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 
CORONAVIRUS — INTERSTATE BORDER RESTRICTIONS 

785. Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP to the Premier: 
I refer to the evidence given by the Chief Health Officer today to the Education and Health Standing Committee. 
Over the last six months, why has the Premier been saying that the hard border is the only available option based on 
the health advice, when the Chief Health Officer has clearly stated that, in fact, other options are available to the 
government, including a travel bubble that he considers safe? 

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
The government has been very clear the whole way along that the hard border is based upon the advice of the 
Chief Health Officer and that the Chief Health Officer has expressed concern about the border arrangements 
between other states that are lower risk than states that are higher risk. I have said this virtually every day now for the 
last eight months. For some reason, the Liberal Party does not hear it. The Liberal Party joined with Clive Palmer 
in trying to pull down the state’s border. If the Liberal Party had had its way, Western Australians would have got 
sick and we would have lost jobs in our state. It is interesting that the Liberal Party would join with Clive Palmer 
in the High Court action as it did and endorse his High Court action, which is what the state Liberal Party has done. 
Western Australia is the freest society in Australia. We are the freest community. We have the most open economy 
of any state in Australia. That is a fact. If members were to go to the other states, they would see that they can only 
dream of the freedoms we enjoy in Western Australia. Obviously, if COVID comes back, that may well change. The 
fact that we do have such a free community and free society makes us more vulnerable than other states were COVID 
to come back. New South Wales has all sorts of closures in place. I note that New South Wales is only now talking 
about going to a two-square-metre rule outside. We have had the two-square-metre rule for three months, which has 
allowed venues and businesses to employ more people and to get life far more back to normal than any other state. 
People across Western Australia understand that. The only people who do not seem to understand it are members 
of the state Liberal Party, who continually undermine every effort that this government has put in place to protect 
the health of Western Australians. 

CORONAVIRUS — INTERSTATE BORDER RESTRICTIONS 

786. Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP to the Premier: 
I have a supplementary question. Can the Premier confirm that the Chief Health Officer’s evidence in today’s hearing 
was correct when he said that he has provided the government with a range of safe options and that the ultimate 
decision was by the Premier and the government? When will the Premier stop saying that the hard border is the 
only option based on health advice, which is clearly not true? 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Order! 
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Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I take it from the member’s comments that he wants to pull down the border now. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: Is that what he is saying? He can interject. Is that what the member is saying? Does he want 
to pull down the border now? The answer is yes. Once again, the Liberal Party is undermining the efforts of this 
government to protect the health of Western Australians. This makes me angry. We have gone now six months 
without any community spread of the virus, unlike the east. There has been community spread of the virus in New South 
Wales and Victoria and many people have died. If the Liberal Party has its way, that will happen here. 

REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS 
787. Mr D.T. PUNCH to the Premier: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to keep WA safe and strong through its significant 
investment in supporting communities across regional Western Australia. 
(1) Can the Premier update the house on how the state government is supporting vital infrastructure projects 

in regional WA, including the Bunbury waterfront redevelopment?  
(2) Can the Premier outline to the house how this investment is supporting local jobs and local business? 
Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
(1)–(2) I am so pleased that the budget has delivered so heavily for regional Western Australia for infrastructure 

programs all over the state. In the course of the last fortnight, I have been to Geraldton, Kalgoorlie on the 
weekend, and Port Hedland, Broome, Derby and Kununurra, and I look forward to continuing to visit 
regional WA. I must say, member for Nedlands, I had a very strong reception in Kalgoorlie. People are very 
happy with the arrangements this government has put in place to protect the health of Western Australians. 
We have put in place the largest ever investment in regional infrastructure—$7.5 billion-plus across the 
next four years. The overwhelming majority of that comes from the consolidated account and other revenue 
sources. This is on top of other infrastructure that is appropriately termed statewide infrastructure, much 
of which is in regional WA. 
The budget will fully fund our recovery plan and will deliver around 200 job-creating projects across 
regional WA. That includes Bunbury waterfront stage 3. I was down there on Friday with the member for 
Bunbury inspecting the work. This is a project that will start shortly, and that has been talked about forever, 
and will significantly improve and make the Bunbury waterfront one of the premier waterfronts of anywhere 
in Australia once this project is finished.  

The SPEAKER: Just behind Albany! 
Mr M. McGOWAN: There are a lot of waterfronts around Western Australia but Bunbury will be first amongst 
equals! There are other projects all over regional WA. There is $100 million for the regional road safety program—
an idea of the transport minister taken up by the federal government as a consequence. We will invest $125 million 
to upgrade TAFEs all over regional WA—Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Albany, Muresk; you name it. There is $231 million 
for regional primary and secondary schools all over Western Australia. Tourism infrastructure all over the state 
will be upgraded, as will police stations. 
It is clear that this government can be trusted to invest in regional WA. We now see, in some recent commentary, 
the Liberals and Nationals at war over regional WA. 
Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 
Mr M. McGOWAN: There has been lots of recent commentary, shadow Treasurer. One of the comments was 
this. The Liberals’ finance spokesperson, Hon Dr Steve Thomas, told ABC regional radio on Monday that billions 
of dollars were wasted under the last government under royalties for regions. I quote — 

… there’s a couple of billion dollars that probably could’ve been better spent and I’m simply saying that 
better rules would actually reduce that wastage. 

He was referring to the time of the last government. Yesterday the Leader of the Nationals came into the chamber 
and viciously attacked Hon Dr Steve Thomas when she said — 

Hon Dr Steve Thomas forgets that his Liberal Party colleagues sat at the cabinet table and approved every 
dollar that was spent through royalties for regions while we were in government. … I truly hope that the 
position proffered by Hon Dr Steve Thomas does not reflect the broader Liberal Party view of royalties 
for regions. 

Is Hon Dr Steve Thomas correct, members of the Liberal Party? No answer. They are not backing Steve Thomas, 
or are they? It is interesting. 
A government member interjected. 
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Mr M. McGOWAN: I do not know who they are backing. They are a bit confused on many issues. A few months 
out from a state election, the Liberals and Nationals are at war again. RUN ON How can they possibly be trusted 
in government? How can this mob possibly be trusted in government when they cannot even agree on the most 
basic of things a few months out from a state election? 

JOBS AND UNEMPLOYMENT — 2020–21 STATE BUDGET 
788. Mr D.C. NALDER to the Treasurer: 
I refer the Treasurer to what some commentators have called his underwhelming and unimaginative 2020–21 state 
budget. 
(1) Why is there no jobs target? 
(2) Why are the forward estimates forecasting a significantly higher unemployment rate than pre-COVID levels? 
Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I will start with the last part of the question first. 
(1)–(2) Last night, the member for Armadale reminded the house of the timetable of the global pandemic, which 

has otherwise become known as COVID-19. This may be new to the shadow Treasurer, so he should 
listen in. COVID-19 has had a dramatic impact on the economies of the entire planet. Again, this seems 
to have bypassed the shadow Treasurer. What we saw in the June quarter was a 20 per cent contraction 
in the United Kingdom. What we saw in the United States was a nearly 10 per cent contraction in the 
June quarter. The United States is still not out of it. We saw a seven per cent contraction in Australia and 
a six per cent contraction in Western Australia in the June quarter. When we have contractions, shadow 
Treasurer, of that scale, unsurprisingly, it has an impact on jobs. 
We have made, I think, countless speeches in this chamber on the effort of our recovery plan and keeping 
people connected to work. I have made the point that the Governor of the Reserve Bank says publicly to 
the Treasurers in our meetings that the key is about keeping people connected to work because what history 
has taught us is that over time with these great disruptions unemployment stays higher for longer than one 
might think, and keeping people connected to work is fundamentally important, which is why I suspect 
the commonwealth budget had such an effort around under-35-year-olds. I think as a result it perhaps missed 
that there are some Australians who are over 35 years old, but it focused on the under-35-year-olds because 
it understood, in the commonwealth’s case, that young Australians need to stay connected to work; we 
do not want them long-term unemployed, because it is then very, very difficult to get them into work. 
As a result of the greatest global contraction in not only our lifetime but also the last century, we are 
expecting unemployment to be higher. There is nothing mysterious about that. It is the reality of when 
we shut a global economy. But what we are seeing in Western Australia is hopefully that we can keep it 
to the June quarter. Although we saw record jobs lost in the June quarter, we are now seeing, in August, 
record job creation. The 90 per cent of hours worked that we lost are now back and 70 per cent of the jobs 
are now back. But the job is not done and that is what the budget is focused on. 
I have not heard people say “underwhelming”, or what was the other word the member said—“most unkind”? 
I suspect that the member is quoting himself. 

Mr D.C. Nalder: 6PR said “unimaginative”. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: Interestingly, last night on 6PR there was an interesting interview. The shadow Treasurer, I noted, 
went on 6PR—I am responding to the shadow Treasurer’s interjection—with Chris Ilsley. Chris Ilsley has his show 
and he asks the member for Bateman on. I do like his just incredible endorsement of the Leader of the Opposition. 
This endorsement is something I have not heard. The strength, the determination of — 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Point of order. 
The SPEAKER: The thing is that the member brought up 6PR, which brought up us talking about — 
Mr D.C. Nalder: But who said it? I said 6PR said “unimaginative”. 
The SPEAKER: Okay, so now the Treasurer is quoting from 6PR, too. The member cannot have it both ways. 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I have not given my point of order. 
The SPEAKER: Okay, give it. 

Point of Order 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I believe the Treasurer is not responding to the question that was asked. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: Correct! 
The SPEAKER: Oh, so you are correct are you? You think that is correct? 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: I was just listening to the member, Sir. 
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The SPEAKER: Okay. I was just seeing how many calls to order you have. You already have two, so that is correct, 
too. This is not a point of order. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Thank you, Mr Speaker. 

A question was put to the member for Bateman in respect of the Leader of the Opposition, and I quote — 

Do you see her as premier material? 

To which the member for Bateman says — 

I see her as taking us to the election, … 

That is strong defence of the Leader of the Opposition! But Chris Ilsley, to his credit, says — 

No, Dean, that wasn’t my question. My question was, do you see her as premier material? 

The member for Bateman said — 

Yeah, but Chris what I’m saying … is right at this point in time we are focused on doing the best we can … 

A government member: Ringing endorsement! 

Mr B.S. WYATT: We have all seen some strong endorsements for the Leader of the Opposition. That is the strongest 
from the member for Bateman. 

Point of Order 

Mr D.C. NALDER: This response has nothing to do with the question at hand and I seek that he be brought back 
to the question. 

The SPEAKER: I am sure the Treasurer will come back to the question. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr B.S. WYATT: The budget is very much for its times. It is about job creation. It is very much for its times. It is 
interesting to note that it must have gone okay if on the first parliamentary day after the budget, the shadow Treasurer 
does not come to question time. He does not ask the Treasurer of the day a question. He does not — 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: I can guarantee the shadow Treasurer one thing. I held the shadow Treasurer portfolio for 
a long period of time and I can guarantee him without a shadow of a doubt that after budget day I was in here 
asking questions of the Treasurer. The fact that he was not was probably because he said on Chris Ilsley’s show, 
when asked — 

… I don’t see any change at this point in time. 

Point of Order 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Mr Speaker, you instructed the Treasurer to return to the question that was asked of him. 
He continues to disobey your ruling. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: Mr Speaker, if I am going to get interjected on, I will respond. 

The SPEAKER: The Treasurer will get back to the question now. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr B.S. WYATT: The reality is that the shadow Treasurer has not been here. He has probably, maybe, asked 
six questions this year, and that is being kind. The fact that he did not ask me a question after the budget reflects 
on not only him and his interest in the finances and the budget, but also, I suspect, his interest in the Leader of 
the Opposition. 

JOBS AND UNEMPLOYMENT — 2020–21 STATE BUDGET 

789. Mr D.C. NALDER to the Treasurer: 
I have a supplementary question. Is the higher unemployment rate forecast over the next four years and the lack 
of a jobs plan a reflection of the Treasurer’s flawed economic policies in the first three years and that now he has 
simply run out of ideas? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
If I can remind the house now that I have the opportunity, when I became Treasurer, the member for Bateman, as 
Minister for Finance, never once oversaw growth in the domestic economy. 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Member for Bateman, you get only two goes. 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: He was sacked fairly quickly—the member for Bateman is right—and he would get sacked if 
he treated his ministerial role as a get-rich-quick scheme. 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Bateman, I call you for the first and second time. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: When he treated his ministerial role as a get-rich-quick scheme, I am not surprised he was sacked. 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Point of order. 

The SPEAKER: Hold on, member. I am writing down the calls to order. Crikey! I am an old man. Another point 
of order. Do not overdo it! 

Point of Order 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am trying not to over-egg it, Mr Speaker. I believe the Treasurer is impugning the reputation 
of the member for Bateman and I ask him — 

The SPEAKER: In what way? Sorry, I did not hear it. 

Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I will not get into it. It will not bear repeating, then, Mr Speaker. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr B.S. WYATT: It was not me who sacked the member for Bateman; it was former Premier Colin Barnett. It was 
not me. He sacked the member for Bateman because the member thought that being a minister was a chance to get 
rich quick. When one does that, to the credit of the former member for Cottesloe, Colin Barnett, he was not going 
to stomach that and I am not surprised. But the reality is when I became Treasurer, we had had four years with no 
domestic growth in the economy—none, zero, zip. We have turned that around.  

The Leader of the Opposition does not understand that because she started her speech saying that we were in 
a domestic recession. That was wrong, again. The problem that I find with Liberal Party members is that they can 
be given the facts and Australian Bureau of Statistics data and they will look at it and still not understand it. 
I suspect that is why we ended up with record debt, record deficits and record domestic recession under its time. 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Point of order. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: How would you know? You have not been here. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! I will hear this in silence. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Mrs L.M. HARVEY: Under standing order 92, the Treasurer stood there and said that the member for Bateman 
saw his opportunity as a minister of the Crown to get rich quickly. That is a significant imputation on the character 
of the member for Bateman and I ask that the Treasurer withdraw. 

The SPEAKER: I did not hear that. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Point of order. 

The SPEAKER: Point of order. 

Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Mr Speaker, there is no point of order with regard to the Leader of the Opposition. That 
is absolutely not the context of the Treasurer’s comments. 

The SPEAKER: I listened and I did not hear what the Leader of the Opposition said was said. Therefore, I can 
only rule on what I heard and I did not think I heard anything, Leader of the Opposition. If I did, I would have 
stopped him. 

Mr B.S. WYATT: If the Leader of the Opposition was here for question time, she would have heard it all. She 
was outside getting her photos done. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Treasurer! 

Mr B.S. Wyatt interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Treasurer, I call you to order for the first time. 

Several members interjected. 
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The SPEAKER: Treasurer, I call you to order for the second time. Leader of the Opposition, I call you to order 
for the first time. Let me finish writing out my book.  

CORONAVIRUS — ECONOMIC RECOVERY — TRANSPORT PROJECTS 

790. Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI to the Minister for Transport: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s focus on keeping Western Australia safe and strong through its record 
investment in transport infrastructure projects. Can the minister update the house on this government’s investment 
in vital road infrastructure in the northern suburbs, including the new northern suburbs smart freeway, and can the 
minister outline to the house how this investment is supporting local jobs and local businesses? 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI replied: 
I thank the member for Kingsley for that question. 

This state budget provides for record investment of $11.8 billion for transport infrastructure over the next four years, 
including $2.4 billion for road infrastructure. Of course, a highlight is $100 million for the new Mitchell Freeway 
smart freeway project. This will help reduce congestion and improve safety along the freeway. We have seen 
success on the Kwinana Freeway with motorists saving, on average, 10 minutes a day during peak hour. This will be 
rolled out along the Mitchell Freeway for 16 ramps. We have seen that the technology works, and Western Australian 
commuters and drivers have responded positively to this initiative. 
There are many other road projects across the state and across the northern suburbs, including the Yanchep 
rail extension, the Mitchell Freeway extension to Romeo Road, the Mitchell Freeway Hodges Drive to 
Hepburn Avenue widening project, the Stephenson Avenue project and all the other works. I want to also highlight 
the Wanneroo Road–Ocean Reef Road interchange, which I was happy to open yesterday with some federal Senators, 
and the Wanneroo Road–Joondalup Drive project. 
Many of these projects have not been supported by members opposite; they have not supported road projects in 
the northern suburbs. To give an example, when work on the Wanneroo Road–Joondalup Drive project started, 
the shadow Minister for Transport said that the government’s decision to continue with that congestion reduction 
project was a reckless use of taxpayers’ funding. The opposition was opposed to congestion-busting projects in 
the northern suburbs. 
Unfortunately, the shadow minister is not here, but I am happy to see both the Leader of the Opposition and the 
shadow Treasurer in the chamber at the same time! It would be the first time in a couple of days that they have 
both been in this place at the same time. Unfortunately, as the Treasurer highlighted, the Leader of the Opposition 
was late after having her photo taken on the front steps; yesterday, I saw the shadow Treasurer having his photo 
taken on the front steps as well, so I do not know what is happening there! Yesterday the shadow Treasurer was 
having his photo taken, and today the Leader of the Opposition was having her photo taken on the front steps. It 
is obviously a photo-op! 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 
Ms R. SAFFIOTI: There was also the infamous interview on 6PR late on a Tuesday night, when the shadow 
Treasurer was asked whether the Leader of the Opposition had his support. He said — 

Oh, look, you know, I don’t see any change at this point in time. 
Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members to my right! 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: This opposition is so all over the place that we do not see the shadow Treasurer and the Leader of 
the Opposition in the chamber at the same time because they are having a photo competition on the steps of 
Parliament House. This is a weird time in WA politics, but we are getting on with it. We are out there, delivering 
record projects across Western Australia, and the Western Australian community is thankful to have a government 
that is focused on keeping them safe in such difficult times. 

ON-FARM EMERGENCY WATER INFRASTRUCTURE REBATE SCHEME 

791. Mr P.J. RUNDLE to the Minister for Water: 
I refer to the state government’s $1.2 billion budget surplus and the federal government’s recently announced 
$50 million boost to the on-farm emergency water infrastructure rebate scheme. 

(1) Will the state government support our $10 billion agriculture sector and commit to matching funding, as 
required by the commonwealth government? 

(2) When will the state government reopen the scheme for WA farmers and begin processing previously 
received applications to allow farmers to implement water-saving measures ahead of summer? 
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Mr D.J. KELLY replied: 
I thank the member for the question. 
(1)–(2) As the member knows, the federal government had a scheme in place to provide rebates to farmers to do 

work to encourage water saving on their properties. As the member should know, that scheme was 
oversubscribed—that is, more farmers applied for it than there was money available. We did not close 
the scheme; in fact, we continued to receive and process additional applications from farmers. We wrote 
to the feds and said, “The scheme is clearly in high demand in this state. You should tip more money in.” 
In March I wrote to the federal minister to that effect, and the response I got back was that no more funds 
would be made available. We were disappointed with that, but we did not return the applications to farmers. 
I think the department has some 411 completed applications, and about another 170 applications that are 
yet to be completed because the farmers have to provide more information. 
A couple of days ago—I think it was 2 October—the federal minister, Minister Pitt, quite unexpectedly 
wrote to us and said, “We’re going to put another $50 million into that scheme.” However, there were 
a couple of things in that letter that were a little bit concerning to me. He said that the criteria may need 
to be revised because there has been rainfall in some parts of Australia. There has not been significant 
rainfall in Western Australia, but he said that the criteria needed to be revised. 
He also referred to farmers needing to be “drought impacted”. Farmers in Western Australia are experiencing 
a long-term drying pattern because of climate change; it is not the classic drought scenario in which the 
expectation is that at some point rainfall will return to normal, as it does after a drought. One of the reasons 
why farmers in WA have missed out on a lot of federal funding is because it is not the classic drought 
scenario. There were a couple of other things that concerned me about the letter. He also asked for feedback 
by the end of October, and there was a reference to matching funding, without any details about what that 
might mean. 
I wrote to him and said—I am paraphrasing the letter—“Let’s not mess about. There are 411 farmers who 
currently have applications that meet the old scheme. Let’s get on and pay them. Allocate $5 million of the 
$50 million to WA as a start and get that money out the door to those farmers who need it. Don’t wait until 
the end of October; just do it.” We also outlined some funding that we have in the budget to assist farmers 
with these issues, and we put a proposal that we think should meet the federal government’s requirements. 
It is a bit difficult for us. States on the east coast have put off their budgets; our budget, as the member 
knows, was delivered on 8 October, so by the time we received his letter the budget was locked and loaded. 
He probably does not think a lot about WA and was not aware of that, but we think we have put a reasonable 
proposition to him. I suppose the question for the member for Roe is whether he supports what we have 
asked that minister to do—that is, to immediately pay those 411 farmers who have put in applications that 
meet the old criteria under the old scheme. That would be about $2 million going into farmers’ pockets and 
into communities that need that cash. Does the member support us saying, “Allocate that money immediately! 
Let’s not mess around. Let’s not wait until the end of October. Let’s just get the money out the door”? It 
would be great if the member for Roe and the Nationals WA, instead of having a crack at us, got onto 
their federal counterparts to get that money out the door to those farmers who need it. 

ON-FARM EMERGENCY WATER INFRASTRUCTURE REBATE SCHEME 
792. Mr P.J. RUNDLE to the Minister for Water: 
I have a supplementary question. I support getting that money straight out. I am asking the minister whether he 
will commit, with the government’s $1.2 billion surplus, to matching the federal funding for the next phase of the 
program. He has been asking us to talk to our federal ministers. We have talked to them, and they have come back 
with this scenario. Will the minister commit to it? 
Mr D.J. KELLY replied: 
As I said to the member, as soon as I got that letter from Minister Pitt, I responded within a couple of days. I put 
to him what I think is a very reasonable proposition for matching funding. I would value the member’s support of 
that. Let us get that money out the door rather than mess around with revising criteria and waiting until the end of 
October. Let us just get that money out the door. I look forward to the member for Roe’s support for that proposal 
rather than it being delayed any further. 

CORONAVIRUS — HEALTH SYSTEM RESPONSE — 2020–21 STATE BUDGET 
793. Mr M.J. FOLKARD to the Minister for Health: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s significant investment in responding to COVID-19 and ensuring that 
Western Australia is kept safe and strong. 
(1) Can the minister outline to the house how the $220 million in additional funding for Western Australia’s 

COVID response will ensure that our health system is fully prepared to respond to any outbreaks? 
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(2) Can the minister advise the house how this funding will further help reduce the risk of COVID-19? 

Mr R.H. COOK replied: 

I would like to thank the member for his question and for the work that he does in the community to communicate 
the great work being done by the McGowan government to keep Western Australians safe and to keep our 
economy strong. 

(1)–(2) In this budget, the McGowan government allocated $220 million to continue to reduce the risk to 
Western Australians of COVID-19. This includes $18.1 million towards the State Health Incident 
Coordination Centre and the Public Health Emergency Operations Centre, which are two vital parts of our 
system that have ensured that our response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been swift and comprehensive. 
Those two entities have played a huge role in providing strategic management, coordination of our response 
to the COVID-19 pandemic, and advice to government to facilitate a statewide pandemic response. The 
additional funding will also ensure that core activities continue and make sure that the health system can 
continue to monitor the virus. A total of $80 million has been included for costs expected to be incurred 
by WA Health for quarantine and COVID-19 preparedness initiatives. 

Our hotels have been the foundation stone of our strong border policy to make sure that we minimise the 
risk to Western Australians. COVID-19 preparedness initiatives include almost $1 million for a comprehensive 
respiratory protection program for Western Australian hospitals to offer respirator test fittings to staff 
who are at the highest risk of exposure to measles, tuberculosis and COVID-19 to achieve a good fit for 
respirators. That program will ensure that 12 500 of our 40 000 healthcare staff will be able to undertake 
regular training to ensure that their personal protective equipment fits properly and that they do not 
present a risk to patients or patients to them. 

An additional $23 million has been allocated to WA’s health system to assure that it has adequate levels 
of COVID-19 medical equipment. Other important initiatives include $13.9 million for regular and 
high-frequency cleaning in schools, $45.5 million for the Western Australia Police Force to continue its 
response to the pandemic, $13 million to continue additional cleaning on public transport, and 
$2.7 million to expand the production of re-usable facemasks in WA prisons. That is a great initiative that 
will ensure that, in the event that we need to respond in a particular way, we will have the means to do 
so. It is all part of the $9.6 billion health investment and part of keeping Western Australians safe and our 
economy strong. 

It was surprising to see Mathias Cormann at it again, presumably on behalf of the Liberals in this 
WA Parliament, once again, attacking our hard border, which has kept us safe — 

Dr D.J. Honey: The Chief Medical Officer is not so keen, it would appear, if you look at the news. 

Mr R.H. COOK: I assume the member for Cottesloe wants what the member for Dawesville wanted in his question 
today—that is, to pull our borders down. The member for Cottesloe wants to pull our borders down. I am not sure 
why he is wondering about our borders. He is the one that wants them pulled down. Mathias Cormann, on behalf of 
the WA Liberals, is at it again, sniping away and saying that we do not want to bring down our borders because we 
do not want to and we are not ready to. He is playing the populist role. We know the real reason Mathias Cormann 
is at it: like the WA Liberals, he is in bed with Clive Palmer. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: How long is this bow? This is ridiculous! 

Mr R.H. COOK: Member for Dawesville, my bow is as long as the Leader of the Opposition saying that 
Clive Palmer is a businessman who needs to be let in to Western Australia. 

Mrs L.M. Harvey: I didn’t say that! 

Mr R.H. COOK: The Leader of the Opposition said he was a businessman who wants to come here for legitimate 
reasons and should be let in. I do not know why members opposite are so obsessed with siding with Clive Palmer. 
I really do not know. Mathias Cormann seems to be their biggest champion in the Clive Palmer corner. The Leader of 
the Opposition is there with a towel, flagging him and getting the sweat off. Mathias Cormann is there, sponging 
him down and waiting for Clive Palmer to come back for the next bout with the WA government and the WA people. 
I tell members what: the WA Liberals are backing the wrong fighter because we will keep our borders strong and 
keep Western Australians safe. 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE — MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT — SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE 

794. Mr W.R. MARMION to the Minister for Local Government: 

I refer to the successful Supreme Court action by the Town of Cambridge against the minister’s show-cause notice. 
What justification did the minister have for his show-cause notice to the Town of Cambridge, given the great expense 
to ratepayers for zero outcome? 
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Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied: 
I am very happy to answer that question from the shadow spokesperson for local government. His question was 
almost as long as his contribution to the motion against me over an hour ago, which was, as we know, significant. 
I have a copy of the show-cause notice with me. I am happy to table it. As I explained in the debate on the motion 
moved earlier today, the show-cause notice is specific in regard to the Local Government Act. Under section 8.15C(2) 
of the act, if the minister of the day, he or she, suspects the failure of a council to carry out its duties, there is capacity 
for a show-cause notice to be given. In the letter, I state — 

I suspect that the Council has failed to ensure that Council members have an understanding of and observe 
their respective roles, such that the Town’s employees rather than Council members undertake 
administrative and operational functions. 

In that letter, I gave particulars of some examples about which I had a suspicion that those matters had been 
breached. I also highlighted in that letter a meeting held on 9 April this year with regard to a motion that authorised 
one of the councillors to assist the CEO in relation to employee arrangements. As I said in the debate earlier, the 
role of employee matters and operational matters are those matters that are under the jurisdiction of the CEO. 
I have said before, both in the debate earlier today and in a previous debate on a motion moved by the member for 
Churchlands, that this is where we have problems arising when there is a lack of understanding with regard to the 
role of responsibilities and, indeed, an overreach of those responsibilities. I had a suspicion, and that suspicion is 
one example, that the council had not been operating appropriately in respect of that. There is also reference to 
a council motion instructing the CEO to provide to a councillor copies of all correspondence regarding employee 
arrangements in response to COVID-19. 
I have said to members that there are issues and concerns about staffing at the Town of Cambridge. They are additional 
issues that have led me to believe that this action was appropriate. I sought legal advice from the department to 
advise me, within the parameters of the section of the act, that a show-cause notice was appropriate. That is what 
a Minister for Local Government should do. A whole range of issues come before the minister and the minister’s 
office. People write to us about a whole range of things. At the end of the day, in moving to issue a show-cause 
notice, the minister needs to be satisfied that there is a suspicion. I was satisfied and I took that action. Rather than 
formally responding in 21 days to the show-cause notice, the council has a history of using legal advice—it does. 
That is its right and it was its decision to use ratepayers’ money to seek legal advice and those costs. I did not make 
that decision. The council made that decision and that is the course of action it took. It has a right to do that. I have 
explained very clearly the reasons, through this show-cause notice, that formed the basis on which I had a suspicion 
and a concern. I again remind members that that is in stark contrast to the lack of action when the former government 
was on this side of the house. 
I seek to work with all local governments in Western Australia. I respect local government—I do—and I have said 
that consistently to the sector. However, it also means that we have to continue to strive for ongoing improvement, 
ongoing transparency and the delivery of quality services to the communities those local governments serve. That 
needs to be underpinned by a very effective, modern and agile piece of legislation, which we do not currently have 
in terms of its capacity to deliver those outcomes at this time. That is why this government, through me as the minister, 
is reviewing the act. That is why we have introduced legislation with three or four amendments to the act to assist 
us in doing that. That is what I will keep doing. I will keep making decisions. That is why I am here. The show-cause 
notice is one of the mechanisms that the minister of the day can act on regarding the concerns and suspicions the 
minister has that things might not be right in a particular local government. 

TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE — MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT — SHOW-CAUSE NOTICE 
795. Mr W.R. MARMION to the Minister for Local Government: 
I have a supplementary question. I thank the minister for his response. In his response, he mentioned that he got 
advice from his department. Will the minister table the advice that he relied upon before he delivered a show-cause 
notice to the Town of Cambridge? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN replied: 
Once again, let me remind members that advice is sought, as is appropriate, from the department. The department, 
as we know, has been undertaking an inquiry. The reason that the department initiates an authorised inquiry—it is an 
authorised inquiry—is that it authorises the departmental officers to access information to assist them in assessing 
the complaints and concerns that might be raised by the public or elected members. I have to tell members that in 
the case of the Town of Cambridge, and other councils, some of those complaints come from the elected councillors 
themselves. I highlight to members in this place that one of the councillors concerned is now a former councillor 
of the Town of Cambridge; he resigned a month or so ago. I urge the member to perhaps look at the letter and the 
comments that the councillor made with regard to some of the reasons behind that. The member might be interested 
to read some of the comments that he made. He talks in his letter about the adversarial nature of the decision-making 
and actions by the people who he, as an elected member then, worked with. All these matters are to be assessed. 
The member knows as well as others that — 
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Point of Order 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I am very happy with a yes or no answer. Will the minister table the advice? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Table the? 
Mr W.R. Marmion: The advice. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: There is currently an inquiry and there will be a report. 
Mr W.R. MARMION: I just asked for a yes or no answer and whether the minister would table the advice that 
he received from the department. 
The SPEAKER: Can you give a yes or no? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The advice forms part of an authorised inquiry, which is yet — 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: This question specifically relates — 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: And I am answering it. 
The SPEAKER: Hold on, minister. Member, he is answering that. He said that it is part of a report. He is just 
answering the question. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: My point of order is that this question actually has nothing to do with the authorised 
inquiry; it is to do with the suspension of the Town of Cambridge and the advice the minister received for why he 
had to issue a show-cause notice to suspend it. 
The SPEAKER: Thank you, member, but if you had listened, you would have heard him say, from what I can 
gather, that it is part of the actual — 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: I will explain. 
The SPEAKER: Yes or no, minister. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: First of all, the council was not suspended. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: It’s a show-cause notice. 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Read the letter, member. This is the problem; he does not read. I do not know on whose 
behalf he is acting. I have heard a few things about one of the reasons why this matter is particularly interesting, 
but I will not go into details. 
The SPEAKER: Minister, this is dragging on a bit. Can I have a yes or no? 
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: What I can say is that in terms of transparency, there will be an authorised inquiry 
report that will in fact be tabled in this Parliament. When that report is tabled, a whole range of issues will be 
addressed, including findings and recommendations, and that is when we will see all the information. It will be 
tabled here, transparently, as is required under the act. 

ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES — GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT 
796. Mr K.J.J. MICHEL to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs: 
I would like to welcome my wife and friends Sheila and David to the Parliament today. I refer to the work of the 
McGowan Labor government in keeping Western Australia safe and strong through its record investment in 
supporting Aboriginal communities across the state. Can the minister outline to the house how this record investment 
will help improve the health and wellbeing of our First Nation people, and can the minister advise the house 
how this investment will help empower Aboriginal people and support their communities to become stronger and 
more resilient? 
Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I thank the member for Pilbara very much for his question and I also welcome his wife and friends to the chamber. 
He is a very strong advocate for the Aboriginal constituents of his electorate. Over the years, it has always been 
difficult to get a proper understanding in the budget of where Aboriginal development, economic activity and social 
support is funded. We were keen to make that clearer, which we have done in this budget. About $750 million has 
been committed to what is broadly called “Aboriginal wellbeing”, focused around three major areas: building strong 
communities, improving health and wellbeing, and delivering social and economic opportunities.  
There has been a large effort in this budget to not just backfill areas from which the commonwealth has walked 
away, but also ensure that there is increased investment for Aboriginal communities, particularly those in remote 
parts of Western Australia. The member for Pilbara is no doubt aware that some $326 million is in the budget to 
build or improve infrastructure for Aboriginal communities; some $51 million to improve the health and wellbeing 
of Aboriginal people; and more than $387 million to be spent on generating economic activity for Aboriginal 
communities. I want to focus on a few things in particular. The member for Pilbara may recall the debate after the 
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commonwealth walked away from its decades-long responsibility for the provision of essential services in remote 
communities. It had a long history of responsibility for doing that. At the time, I think the then Prime Minister 
critiqued the fact that Aboriginal people lived in remote communities, from memory calling it a lifestyle choice that 
he was not willing to fund any more.  
As a government, we were not willing to simply leave those communities, which are often on Aboriginal Lands 
Trust−tenured land. Between 10 000 and 12 000 Aboriginal people live in those locations. Of course, we were not 
going to abandon them, so nearly $200 million was provided to deliver those services after the commonwealth 
walked away. A large amount of $25 million was spent on social housing in Aboriginal communities and another 
$80 million was spent on refurbishment of social housing. An area that the member for Kimberley and the member 
for Geraldton will no doubt be happy about is our short-stay accommodation facilities. They are incredibly 
important to provide opportunities for Aboriginal people with somewhere to stay in a secure and safe environment 
when they come in from communities to larger centres. From energy infrastructure to water upgrades, the budget 
provides a vast range of investment in Aboriginal communities. We see this not as an optional extra but as a key 
part of the budget, which is why it is embedded across the forward estimates. We will never do what the former 
government did and simply walk away from these essential services.  

HOUSING — BUILDING BONUS SCHEME 
797. Mr I.C. BLAYNEY to the Treasurer: 
I refer to the $147 million building bonus program and its stringent time parameters.  
(1) Does the Treasurer agree that the time frames are too tight to allow lot titling and construction works to 

roll out, resulting in builders knocking back jobs? 
(2) Has the Treasurer been directly approached by industry groups such as the Housing Industry Association, 

Master Builders Association, Urban Development Institute of Australia and others regarding tight time 
frames; and what has their feedback been? 

Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I thank the member for Geraldton for the question. 
(1)–(2) I think we have a grievance tomorrow on this topic or something related it. I look forward to that. Without 

doubt, this has been one of the more successful stimulus programs that the state has rolled out, I suspect in the 
last decade. When the impact of the coronavirus hit, there was a range of impacts on expected population 
growth and returning Western Australians. The housing sector, in all its forms, came to the government worried 
about what it refers to as its pipeline of work. The Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders 
Association in particular have different forecasts for the pipeline of work; nonetheless, it was clear that 
a cliff was emerging. I think that some opposition members of Parliament referenced this last night, 
including the member for Riverton, particularly bringing work forward. Perhaps I will make some comments 
around that in a minute. As a result of those requests, the government introduced the building bonus scheme 
hand in hand with, or at the same time as, the commonwealth’s HomeBuilder grant. The state’s scheme 
is much more generous than the commonwealth’s, hence there has been a much larger uptake of the state 
building bonus than there has been of the commonwealth’s scheme, which is much more restrictive and 
harder to get. The uptake has been enormous. Yes, I have been approached by, let me say, all four of the 
peak property bodies, so I do not leave any of them out, about the issues raised by the member in his 
question. Yes, the member is right. We are seeing some larger builders in particular saying that they will 
not be able to meet the requirements around substantial construction starting. We amended the scheme 
along the way and instead of a slab down constituting substantial work, we created some flexibility. Most 
smaller builders are fine because they are still dealing with the uptake of that. It is really larger builders 
and property developers who are having issues with effectively closing their books early because they 
will not be able to commit to the construction timetables. Yes to both the first and second part of the 
member’s question and yes, we will continue to monitor this. We have made a couple of amendments 
along the way. Originally, the policy was around getting a slab down. We amended it to make it more 
flexible. Secondly, we allocated another $30 million to the program. Initially, it was $117 million but 
demand was much higher than we expected, so we allocated another $30 million to ensure that it could take 
place. Nonetheless, we watch with interest to see what else we can do to ensure that as much is brought 
forward as possible. I think I have answered the member for Geraldton’s question.  

The SPEAKER: Members, we have only six minutes to go until three o’clock when we have an MPI. We should 
get through this quickly if we can.  

HOUSING — BUILDING BONUS SCHEME 
798. Mr I.C. BLAYNEY to the Treasurer: 
I have a supplementary question. When could we expect the Treasurer to tweak the building bonus so that the 
pipeline of work created can continue, rather than falling off a cliff in 2021, as predicted by the industry? 
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Mr B.S. WYATT replied: 
I will make the point that the industry is good at predicting dire crises, member for Geraldton. The point of the 
stimulus was that—a stimulus. It has been successful. There are some in the property sector who like to demand 
a stimulus, complain about the stimulus, and then want the stimulus changed. Nonetheless, the government has 
proven itself over the last three years to be receptive to the requests, demands and complaints of the property 
sector. I think some $1.6 billion in extra spend from the consolidated account has flowed through under this 
government in support to the property sector. That is generous support by the Western Australian taxpayer. The 
member made a correct point that, at some point, unless we can get back to a more normalised population growth—
the member for Riverton is not here but he made the point last night and he was correct—we will bring forward 
a lot of demand, and that has been successful, but the property sector also needs to understand it needs to bring 
forward activity. In answer to the member’s question, yes, of course we are proving ourselves always to be receptive 
to the ongoing expectations, demands and complaints of the property sector.  

ABORIGINAL CHILDREN — OUT-OF-HOME CARE 
799. Ms J.M. FREEMAN to the Minister for Child Protection: 
I refer to the McGowan Labor government’s commitment to keeping children safe and its efforts to address the 
over-representation of Aboriginal children in out-of-home care. Can the minister outline to the house how the Aboriginal 
family−led decision-making pilot will provide a new way in delivering positive outcomes for vulnerable children? 
Ms S.F. McGURK replied: 
I thank the member for the question and her interest in this important area. As well as keeping the state safe and 
strong, making sure that people are protected from COVID, we are getting on with doing the day-to-day work that 
good governments do. Making sure that we are proactive in looking at new models of how to work with vulnerable 
families is part of that work. Members might be aware that Aboriginal children are grossly over-represented in our 
out-of-home care system. At the moment, they comprise about 56 per cent of children in out-of-home care compared 
with three per cent of the population. It really is a number that we need to address, but we need to do that in a way 
that does not compromise child safety. That is non-negotiable. We are looking at different ways of working 
with those families and communities to get better outcomes. As a government, we have invested significantly 
in early intervention services and we are starting to see some good results. I was pleased to see in the budget 
papers and also in our annual report, which we will be tabling, that some of those results show some good outcomes 
for early intervention. We have put some money—$715 000—into a two-year trial for Aboriginal family−led 
decision-making. It is an alternative way of looking at child protection matters. Obviously, as I said, child safety is 
not compromised, but it is based around self-determination between the family, Aboriginal organisations and the 
broader family involved. This model has currently been adopted, in part, in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland, 
but they all have different models. We need to look at what is appropriate for Western Australia and the different 
ways that we can approach this up and down the state. We are looking at perhaps infant health and whether infants 
come into care—and reunification as another model. We will do some work on that, including involving Aboriginal 
people in the design of that trial, which is a two-year trial. 
People might be interested to know that in my electorate I have a relatively new constituent in Fiona Stanley. 
I recently bumped into her, and she was quite excited to tell me that she had recently published in The Lancet, one of 
the world’s oldest medical journals, an article about how well we as a country, but particularly as a state, had done 
keeping Aboriginal people safe during COVID. That is something that we need to recognise. There was not one 
case of COVID in remote communities. 
The SPEAKER: That is the end of question time. 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: That’s pathetic! You haven’t even let her finish her answer. 
The SPEAKER: We have to finish now to do a matter of public interest. 
A member interjected. 
The SPEAKER: Do you disagree, do you? Disagree, because this — 
Mr S.K. L’Estrange: I will leave it to the minister to discuss that. 
The SPEAKER: No. The MPI has to have two hours before tea, in the two hours between 4.00 pm and 6.00 pm. 
I said before that we are running out of time and I apologise, but I was not the one who kept interjecting all the time. 

WATER, POWER AND EMERGENCY SERVICES — REGIONAL WA —  
2020–21 STATE BUDGET 

Matter of Public Interest 
THE SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson) informed the Assembly that he was in receipt within the prescribed time of 
a letter from the member for Moore seeking to debate a matter of public interest. 
[In compliance with standing orders, at least five members rose in their places.] 
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MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Nationals WA) [3.01 pm]: I move — 
That this house condemns the ongoing failure of the Labor government to prioritise critical water, power 
and emergency service deficiencies impacting regional WA despite a forecast $1.2 billion budget surplus 
in 2020–21 and the ongoing dismantling of royalties for regions. 

We know that the budget has confirmed what regional WA has always known—that royalties for regions is all but 
dead. Of the $4.2 billion royalties for regions program, $2.7 billion will be washed out or underspent by this Labor 
government. There is $1.7 billion of cost substituted to royalties for regions that should be part of normal government 
expenditure, with another $1 billion to be underspent over that same period. 
Surpluses of $1.7 billion last year and $1.2 billion this year come on the back of substantial increases in royalties and 
the grave of royalties for regions. There is no sound moral or financial standing to continue paying for government 
deliverables such as water from the royalties for regions program. Despite regional WA being the pillar of economic 
strength and the hope for the whole nation for economic recovery, Labor continues to rip money out of the regions 
to pay for projects and commitments in the metropolitan area. The government is lavishing $5.685 billion on 
Metronet, and it is even raiding royalties for regions to pay for some minor parts of that. How is this one for a kick 
for regional people? A total of $20 million will be spent to shift Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development workers from South Perth to the CBD. Why are we not shifting them to the regions that they hope 
to serve? 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Why is the member for Bunbury not calling for that? Why is he not calling for more staff to be 
sent to Bunbury? Why? It is because he is powerless. He is one voice in a caucus room full of metropolitan members. 
We do not see the member for Collie–Preston calling for the Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development to be sent to Collie, either. 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
Mr R.S. LOVE: The government is missing the opportunity to — 

Point of Order 
Dr D.J. HONEY: The member for Moore is having to put up with a constant stream of interjections from the 
Minister for Water. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): Thank you, member for Cottesloe. That is not a point of order. 
Dr D.J. HONEY: Yes, it is! 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Through the Chair, member for Moore—that might be helpful. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Okay. Thanks, Acting Speaker; perhaps if I could talk — 
Mr D.T. Punch interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Bunbury! 
Mr R.S. LOVE: As we know, $20 million is being spent to shift DPIRD workers from South Perth to an office block 
in Perth. That is $20 million down the drain. It is nice to have projects built around Perth, such as the $50 million 
Swan River cycle bridge. I cycled over the Causeway the other day. There is nothing wrong with it; it is fine. We 
do not need another bridge over the Swan River at that point. It is a nice-to-have, not a need-to-have. We have the 
eSports stadium and the East Perth power station redevelopment, which is being subsidised to the tune of $20 million. 
The government is even spending $2.7 million on spin doctors for its COVID-19 media unit. Meanwhile in 
regional WA, there are kids at Hedland Senior High School, which is crumbling around their ears; a hospital in 
Meekatharra that is a disgrace; midwest communities without adequate emergency response, which the member 
for Geraldton will be talking about; and great southern communities running out of water due to a lack of investment 
in water infrastructure and a lack of care about what happens in those communities, which I am sure the member 
for Roe will enlighten members about. 
This government seeks to pull funds from the only regional development program that we have in this state. 
Midwestern wheatbelt communities in my electorate of Moore have to put up with a Third World power 
infrastructure. Sometimes communities without that structure are located very close to massive generators of power. 
My electorate is now one of the great generators of power in this state through the solar and wind investments 
that have been made in that area. Only about a week ago, I was up at Warradarge for the opening of the latest 
huge wind farm in the electorate, yet the people of the electorate swelter through summer because there is no 
power to their houses. They are not nice-to-have things, like we are talking about in Perth. They are things people 
need to have. 
The Premier trots out the line that the Nationals WA are divisive—that the Nationals seek to make a division between 
the city and the regions. I would say that it is not the Nationals who are making that division; it is the Premier and 
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his government making that division when they seek to neglect the regions and we see a budget with a massive 
surplus and billions stripped out of the royalties for regions program, yet no investment is made to correct those 
issues that I have just spoken about. 

We know from the very first budget of this government that it set about to attack the regions. We know that it set 
about to attack the education of our kids and we know the reaction of the communities throughout regional WA to 
that atrocious attack on things such as the Schools of the Air and the closure of Moora Residential College. I note 
an onlooker here who was encouraging the closure of that college. I think that was terrible situation. Luckily, we 
know that it is being rebuilt and it has been very successful, and it is an example of what needs to happen in our 
regions to ensure that the regions can be strong and they can thrive. It is not being rebuilt on the back of any investment 
by this state government; it is being rebuilt because the federal coalition government put up the money to make that 
very vital investment in my electorate. 

As I said, communities throughout the electorate of Moore swelter through not hours or minutes of power outages, 
but days, and sometimes up to a week, without power. This is unacceptable. The government is in a situation now 
in which it could make a difference. It could make the type of investments that the member for Riverton made. He 
is not here, but when he was Minister for Energy, he listened to a concern I had about the community at Kalbarri. 
He put in place a program for the development of a microgrid. The program was going along really well. There 
was going to be a battery, and a consortium of people were looking at putting in local generation through solar 
power to charge the battery. This government then came in and we saw the project more or less halved in value. 
We are still getting the battery, but there is not the local generation to charge the battery. When those communities 
are looking at four to five days without power, as happens regularly in the midwest under this government and the 
previous government, that battery will last a few hours, then it will run out of power and the power will go out for 
days, again, because the generating capacity has not been placed there as part of the program.  

In my electorate, people in numerous communities are facing similar challenges. At the moment, the worst is 
happening in Mullewa, but in other places such as Port Denison, Dongara, Lancelin, Horrocks, Cervantes, Dalwallinu 
and Bindoon, to name a few, people are facing very real challenges and suffering through horrendous power 
outages. Just a short while ago, on 10 September, I made a grievance to the Minister for Energy about power supplies 
in my electorate. I spoke about the residents of Springfield, near Dongara, who lost their power supply from 4.34 am 
on Sunday, 24 May, through to 5.35 pm on Thursday, 28 May. The people of that community were without power 
for 109 hours—people who are dependent on power to pump water to provide water in their houses. Unfortunately, 
this was not an isolated incident in that area. We know that unreliable power supply has been occurring for a long 
time in the Dongara and Port Denison area, where Springfield is located. Regularly, there are between 10 and 
20 outages a year in that area and it seems as though the power situation is only getting worse. 

Western Power figures confirm that in 2019, Mullewa’s power reliability had, in fact, deteriorated over the previous 
two years. The average disruption index for the preceding 14 months was 3 957 minutes against the service 
standard of 848 minutes, which is six times higher than the target set by Western Power. Western Power has been 
investing in community batteries. I am indebted to the member for Warren–Blackwood, the Nationals WA energy 
spokesperson, who has been relentless in seeking information about those batteries. He has found that the batteries 
that are put in to reinforce the grid have been going into places such as Mandurah, Falcon, Ellenbrook, Two Rocks, 
Wanneroo, Canning Vale, Port Kennedy, Yokine and Parmelia. One is going into Boulder and one is going into 
Vasse, and I suppose that is because they are large regional communities. The economic rationale behind 
Western Power making that investment is based purely on return to Western Power for making that investment. 
In answer to a question from the member for Warren–Blackwood on 8 October, the minister stated — 

Western Power is also continuing to investigate other opportunities for microgrids similar to the one currently 
being constructed in Kalbarri and Perenjori for regional Western Australia. However, the financial value 
of improved reliability may be insufficient for the ERA to allow Western Power to fully recover the cost 
of these investments. 

Those investments rely on the ERA finding that they are value for money when stacked against state criteria. 
Mullewa is being stacked against Ellenbrook. Guess who is not going to win that argument? Programs like royalties 
for regions exist so that we can overcome these hurdles and make sure that regional communities are able to have 
the basic necessities of life. They are not getting that at the moment. 

The $1.2 billion budget surplus that has been forecast for this year would have been an excellent opportunity to 
show concern for the people of the midwest. The government could have made some forward-thinking investments, 
beyond what the ERA requires of Western Power. The whole of government could have said, “We’re going to make 
this investment. We’re going to put money in and we’re going to make it work. We are not going to leave the 
communities of the midwest without power for days and days and days.” People should not have to feel as though 
they have to leave a town and a community because the power supply is so poor and their quality of life is so badly 
affected. When that happens, the local shop shuts, the local service station shuts and the local doctor shuts down, 
and people go to larger communities where there is power and services and do not come back to shop locally ever 
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again. This is killing our towns. The government needs to make these investments. It needs to wake up to what is 
going on around it. It needs to stop being so concerned about what is nice to have and start spending some money 
on things that are needed in the regions. 

MR D.C. NALDER (Bateman) [3.13 pm]: I stand in support of the Nationals WA motion today and reinforce 
something that I stated yesterday in my speech in reply to the appropriation bills—this government has been lucky 
with the windfall iron ore and GST gains and sneaky with the manipulation of financial data to manufacture surplus 
outcomes, and has failed to prepare for the economic future of Western Australia. 

I will focus on “sneaky with the manipulation of financial data”. This motion strikes at the heart of what the 
government has done with royalties for regions. Picking up on the member for Moore’s points, we have seen cost 
shifting by this government, such that 64 per cent of the royalties for regions program is being used to fund expense 
line items that historically have been funded out of the consolidated account. That shifts billions of dollars from 
the consolidated account into royalties for regions as a cost-shifting exercise. This strips money out of regional 
Western Australia—make no mistake about that. I believe that if we look into certain regions, particularly the 
wheatbelt and the great southern, we would see that those regions have lost millions of dollars that potentially could 
have gone to them under royalties for regions programs that are no longer available because of expenses that would 
have been historically funded out of the consolidated account. This is about being sneaky, because on the one hand 
the government is spruiking and putting spin out there on how much money it is spending in Western Australia, 
when in reality a large percentage of royalties for regions is funding stuff that should be, and historically was, 
funded out of the consolidated account. 

When we cross over and look at certain aspects of this, there is no question that this government is picking winners. 
We do not have to look far in the budget papers and at royalties for regions spending to see that the government 
has its favourite seats—seats that it holds in regional Western Australia are being looked after. If members look at 
the line items for Collie, they will see an unbelievable amount of royalties for regions, tens of millions of dollars, 
being spent in Collie, a seat that is currently held by Labor. The government is trying to pick a winner for an 
election that has nothing to do with the long-term interests of regional Western Australia other than the midyear 
electoral advantage of the Labor government of Western Australia. What a disgrace! 

Mr D.T. Punch interjected. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: We are seeing the same thing occur in the member for Bunbury’s electorate. 

Mr D.T. Punch interjected. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: The member for Bunbury can chirp away. He has been looked after by his government, but 
money has not been spread fairly across regional Western Australia or on the appropriate long-term needs in regional 
Western Australia. It is difficult to say anything other than regional Western Australians should put WA Labor last. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: There has been a lack of investment in electricity assets in regional Western Australia by the 
Labor government. People in regional Western Australia are paying an extraordinary amount of money for electricity. 
Western Australia has the second highest electricity charges in Australia and has had the largest increase of any 
state in Australia over the last three and a half years, all courtesy of the WA Labor government. This is why people 
in regional Western Australian are unhappy with this government, and they should continue to be unhappy. That 
is why I stand in support of this motion today. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you. Member for Geraldton. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you. 

Mr D.T. Punch interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Bunbury! 

Mr D.C. Nalder interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Bateman, you are not being helpful. The member for Geraldton is on his feet. 

MR I.C. BLAYNEY (Geraldton) [3.18 pm]: I want to talk briefly about the proposed midwest rescue helicopter 
that the community had hoped would be included this year’s budget. It is a classic royalties for regions project, 
but, unfortunately, it did not make the grade in the budget. The chopper would cover the area around Geraldton, 
south to Badgingarra and north to Shark Bay, and west to the Abrolhos Islands and east to Mt Magnet. The population 
of the midwest is only 60 000; however, two very busy roads run through the midwest: North West Coastal 
Highway and highway 95, which runs north to Meekatharra, Newman and Port Hedland. The southern group of 
the Abrolhos Islands does not have an airstrip, so it is quite a vulnerable place. In the future we expect to see quite 
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a lot more people over there due to the development of aquaculture and tourism. The project was originally brought 
to us by the community after the death of a seaman who could not be taken off the ship he was on and subsequently 
passed away before being taken off the ship. 
I want to talk about a recent event in the Murchison when a group of people were riding motorbikes through the 
Murchison, the midwest, the Gascoyne and the Pilbara. They were on the unsealed New Forest–Yallalong Road about 
180 kays east of the Galena Bridge, when one of them hit a kangaroo at 10.30 in the morning of 19 September. 
When the others stopped and looked at the injured rider, they discovered that he was in pretty bad shape. Fortunately, 
one of the group was a nurse and provided first aid. The group was quite well equipped; they had an emergency 
position indicating radio beacon, which they deployed immediately. This happened at 10.30 in the morning. By 
12.10 pm, the rider was in a helicopter. The nurse flew with him to Geraldton where he was assessed and the 
Royal Flying Doctor Service flew him to Royal Perth Hospital. It just so happened that the helicopter that took him 
to Geraldton was in the midwest for an Army training exercise. The local police considered that he probably owes 
his life to the fact that the helicopter was available and was able to get medical care within a few hours. In the 
medical profession they talk about the “golden hour”. If a person can be taken to a hospital within an hour of an 
accident, their survival rate is, I think, about 30 per cent higher than otherwise, and they have far fewer complications. 
Had the helicopter not been available for this motorcycle rider, who was probably four or five hours away from 
Geraldton by road, it is expected that he probably would not have made it. I think it underlines how useful and 
effective a helicopter can be and how it would bring another mantle of safety to people who both live in the midwest 
and pass through the midwest. I would like to acknowledge the work of the police and the Army in making the 
helicopter available. I will paraphrase someone else and say, “Well may you say Wander Out Yonder, but I’d say 
be prepared.” The way we will be prepared is by having available a midwest rescue helicopter. 
MR P.J. RUNDLE (Roe) [3.22 pm]: I rise also to support the member for Moore’s excellent motion today. Can 
I start by, firstly, reiterating what the member for Moore and the member for Bateman have said about royalties 
for regions. The $2.7 billion is between a cost shift and an underspend over the forward estimates. I think people 
forget that 23 per cent of the population of Western Australia are from the regions, and 25 per cent of royalties, in 
the form of the royalties for regions program, is not a bad thing. That is what people forget; it is proportionate to 
the population. 
We talk about many government members not going over the Darling Scarp. The Premier accuses us of creating 
the regional divide, but it is a real thing. I remember talking to several Labor members at the Dog Rock Motel in 
Albany only a couple of years ago. They marvelled at the fresh air and admitted that they had never been south of 
Armadale. That is a perfect example of what I am talking about. 
Can I reiterate that Hedland Senior High School is in a terrible state. I cannot believe that we have not seen any 
support for it in the budget. The government is relying on some sort of BHP royalties deal to fix up that one. The 
one that really upsets me is the Bunbury waterfront, because the previous government had it all set up to decentralise 
what is now the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. There could have been hundreds of 
workers in Bunbury but no, the government pulled the rug out from that proposal and said it will invest in the 
$78 million Bunbury waterfront. I agree with the member for Bateman that people who happen to live in Bunbury, 
Collie or Port Hedland have done pretty well in this state budget but those who live anywhere else are in strife. It 
is very much about the coming election. 
Finally, another thing that upsets me is in the likes of Northam, which Hon Darren West represents, and where 
many people could be decentralised. In Katanning there are plenty of laboratories and there is plenty of room but, 
no, the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development is to be located in the CBD, so I scratch my 
head at that one. 
I would now like to move on to the issue of water. I am somewhat disappointed with the Minister for Water’s response 
to my question today. Time and again the minister has asked us to talk to our federal colleagues about whether we 
can get some more federal money to help our farmers in our agriculture sector and to help with the farm water 
rebate scheme. Today the minister asked me whether I thought we should get a couple of million dollars out the 
door. I fully agree with that. I have absolutely no doubt about those 411 applicants with the $2 million outstanding. 
I am very much in support of the minister agreeing to get that money out the door for those who have already spent 
the money on their water infrastructure. As I said, many a time when we have asked the minister about the farm water 
rebate scheme and the like, he has come back with two things: first, the climate is the drying—climate change is 
happening; and, second, we need to talk to our federal colleagues. The minister has talked about the Murray–Darling 
scheme. That has been his answer to the farm water rebate question. He has talked about our federal colleagues and 
the Murray–Darling scheme. Here is the minister’s opportunity. Federal minister Keith Pitt has put out $50 million 
to be spent right around Australia. That is a great opportunity for the minister to grab some of that for our WA farmers 
and improve the criteria. I have written a letter to the minister suggesting improvements to the criteria, including 
roaded catchments and the like so that we can catch some water as well as clean out dams, pipes and tanks and the 
other things it is available for. I am certainly calling on the minister to match the federal funding. I heard minister 
Keith Pitt on Country Hour only a couple of weeks ago saying that he was happy to put out that money, but 
given water is a state responsibility, it is time the states put their hand in their pocket. When the Treasurer has 
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a $1.2 billion surplus, I cannot see how he can tell the farmers of Jerramungup, Ravensthorpe, Lake Grace and 
Newdegate, “Look I’m sorry about this; I can’t match that funding; therefore, you will also lose the federal funding 
because I can’t find room for it out of my $1.2 billion surplus.” 

I want to go over some things that have happened over the last three or four years that I have found quite disappointing. 
I will start with some of the items I think farmers and members of our community have put out on which we need 
to focus. Firstly, the strategic dams is a great one. Noel Bairstow is out there working in a bipartisan way with all 
sides of politics looking at strategic dams. I have spoken about roaded catchments, which I think is a very important 
element and I would like the minister to support me on this in seeking the grants from the federal minister. 

Desalination is an option. When I look at the likes of Cascade and Salmon Gums near Esperance, we need to look 
at a potential desalination option somewhere down the track to supply not only the farming communities but, 
potentially, also to take pressure off the goldfields system. The other issue I would like to mention is underground 
water and the Beaufort paleochannel, a great source of water that I think needs to be mapped out more by the 
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation. Another one for which Barry Hall has commitments from 
the Shire of Dumbleyung is the Kukerin dam, but we are not getting any support from our water minister. We lose 
two metres of water a year in evaporation from our farm dams. These are the sorts of projects that need support 
from the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, the Water Corporation and our minister. I congratulate 
the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation, Tracy Calvert and people like her who have been working 
hard over the summer. I know that the minister spent $3 million carting water, because 10 of the 12 water deficient 
areas are in the electorate of Roe, so I know only too well about it. I congratulate, in a positive sense, Tracy Calvert 
and her team for the work that they have done, but now the minister needs to take the next step and support 
more infrastructure. 

I am also worried about our sheep flock. We are getting down around 12-odd million sheep and if we do not have 
water supply for that stock, farmers will take the easy option and go on to cropping if it is too hard and there is no 
support from the government. Rather than having to make all those farm improvements on their own, they will go on 
to cropping, which is the easy option. We then lose people out of our regional communities and it goes on from there. 

One of the most devastating things for our regional communities was the closure of standpipes in Lake Grace in 
2018–19 with no notice. The devastating thing on top of that, which really frustrated everyone in our region, was 
that a 25-millimetre pipe out of the water system was $2.50 a kilolitre but if someone wanted an 80-millimetre pipe, 
they would have to pay $8.50 a kilolitre. That is over three times the cost for the same water out of the same pipe. 
It is quite unbelievable. I am worried about our firefighting capacity. I am worried about our stock water. I am worried 
about our spray water. I think the minister needs to switch on to the requirements. We have a great opportunity 
with our federal money. Switch on! 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park — Treasurer) [3.32 pm]: I acknowledge the presence in the chamber of the only 
working farmer in the Parliament—Hon Darren West, who has come down from the heady heights in the upper house 
to watch. He is the only working farmer in the Parliament of Western Australia. He spent the weekend on his tractor 
baling hay. That is what he did. I know my friends in the Nationals WA know about that because they sit in Subiaco 
and watch Landline. They have seen it happen before. They ride around inner-city Perth on those cycling tracks, 
built by the Minister for Transport, furious that they cannot ride outside of the area where they live in inner-city Perth. 
The reason they are called the “CAT bus Nats” is they all live on the CAT bus route—unlike Hon Darren West, 
of course, who is the only working farmer in the Parliament of Western Australia. 

Most of us, I suspect, have spent some time living in regional Western Australia. I was in regional WA until I was 
in year 5. Most of my time has been spent in metropolitan Perth, undoubtedly, but my father spent the majority of 
his life in regional WA. I have spent 20 per cent of my time living in regional WA and what irritates me the most 
is this divisive rhetoric that comes from the National Party every single time. This whole idea that metropolitan 
Perth is out to get regional WA and that regional WA is ignored at all times—it drives me up the wall. The simple 
fact is even when we put into the budget a record spend on regional infrastructure—$7.5 billion—we get nothing 
but complaints from the “CAT bus Nats”. The point I make is this: They focus on royalties for regions. Lift your 
eyes! Of that $7.5 billion, how much is from royalties for regions? About nine per cent of that $7.5 billion in 
infrastructure and spend in regional WA is from royalties for regions. Why is that? It is because the WA Labor 
government, under Mark McGowan, understands that we actually have to spend in regional WA from the consolidated 
account, from the utilities and from other areas. 

Under the former government, the general government sector withdrew from the regional spend and it was shoved 
into royalties for regions. That is why under this government, we have record spend in regional Western Australia 
because we understand the priorities and the importance of investing in regional WA. I am stunned that the first 
issue that is raised in complaint by the member for Moore—the perpetual complainer—is that the Department of 
Primary Industries and Regional Development offices did not move to regional Western Australia. For heaven’s sake! 
By way of aside, the DPIRD office is sometimes in my electorate; sometimes in the member for South Perth’s 
electorate. It is right on the boundary. It has been in and out. It was utterly ignored for at least 15 years. When 
I was elected in 2006, it was in dire need of an upgrade. During the eight and a half years of the former government, 
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under royalties for regions, not one dot was spent on it. The money that was actually put into the budget was taken 
out, and I can certainly tell members that at no point did the former government even consider moving it to regional 
Western Australia. 
Therefore, when I became the Treasurer, one of the great black holes in the budget was the agriculture department. 
Its budget fell off a cliff. We had to reinject $130 million into the agricultural department; otherwise, scientists and 
agricultural workers were going to have to be sacked. That was the outcome. That was what the National Party left 
this government when I came in. It was the biggest black hole I had. 
Mr M.P. Murray: Minister, and they had already taken 140 jobs out of that department. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: Correct. Of those 140 jobs that went from the agricultural department, 70 per cent were in 
regional Western Australia. 
Let us look at the record. When we are talking about creating opportunities for a government in investment, the 
National Party slashed jobs in the agricultural department across regional WA—and it had a plan to do even more. 
We said no. Not only did we backfill that $130 million, we also put another $40 million into grain research, which 
was an important thing to do for our wheatbelt and great southern areas. But this whole bleat about moving from 
Kensington into the city, as though that is it, is just outrageous. That was the first thing I had to do as Treasurer. 
I note the complaints around water from the member for Roe. Understand this, member for Roe—Minister for 
Water, correct me if I am wrong—the member for Cottesloe gets up and complains about the way water is charged 
in metropolitan Perth. Just so we know, it has been like this for 20 years, is it not? 
Mr D.J. Kelly: At least. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: For at least 20 years, this is how we have charged for water in Western Australia. If the Liberal Party 
is going to do what the member for Cottesloe is demanding, the water bills for regional Western Australians will 
go up dramatically. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Yes. 
Mr B.S. WYATT: Thank you, Minister for Water. Water bills will go up dramatically because that country 
subsidy is paid for by metropolitan water users. If the Nationals support the Liberal Party, that is what regional 
Western Australians can look forward to—otherwise all the complaints in here are just air and gas. 
The shadow Treasurer, who has gone, complained about how royalties for regions is allocated. There has been only 
one member in this place that said that royalties for regions will not exist if it comes back into government, and that 
was the member for Riverton when he was Leader of the Opposition. I have not seen any change in that position. 
I want to get on record in this debate what was said by the shadow Minister for Finance in the other place,  
Hon Dr Steve Thomas, a man who lives in regional Western Australia. I think he understands about royalties for 
regions. This is what he said on Monday, 12 October on ABC’s regional Drive — 

Under the previous government … there was $7 billion roughly spent and a lot of that was great expenditure, 
you know, there’s probably $5 billion worth of really good expenditure that has transformed regional 
Western Australia but there’s a couple of billion dollars that probably could’ve been better spent and I’m 
simply saying that better rules would actually reduce that wastage. 

Hon Dr Steve Thomas is right. It is not just me critiquing what the opposition did when it sat on this side of the 
chamber. That is why our spend in regional Western Australia has done two things: it has gone up, and it has got 
better, because that is what we committed to do. Indeed, Kyran O’Donnell, the member for Kalgoorlie—another one 
of the few conservative regional members—said back in 2018 that royalties for regions, and what has occurred, 
financially wise, needs to be revamped. He also said — 

“… You can’t just keep having a slush fund of a billion dollars out and debt going up and up … 
He said that is what happened. He said that we have got to have money utilised properly and not thrown out and next 
minute it is closed. This is not a Labor member of Parliament saying this; this is the conservative opposition. That 
is why royalties for regions is not just a slush fund of the Nationals WA, as it was under the former government, 
and why it ignored agriculture and agricultural workers in regional Western Australia. That is why, under us, of the 
$7.5 billion infrastructure spend in regional Western Australia, less than 10 per cent comes from royalties for regions. 
Why? It is because the broader balance sheet of the state should also be spending in regional Western Australia, 
and we do, and we will continue to do so in a way that is much more effective—as identified by Hon Dr Steve Thomas 
and Kyran O’Donnell—than the former government was. 
I will make one final point before I sit down and allow my colleagues to speak. One area that never saw opportunities 
for royalties for regions was essential services for remote Aboriginal communities. When they were withdrawn by 
the former commonwealth government, Colin Barnett stood in this place and said, “Bad luck, we’re closing them 
down.” He did not say, “We’re using royalties for regions to fund those essential services for people living in regional 
and remote Western Australia”; he said, “We’re closing them down.” No way are we on this side of the house going 
to cop that, which is why those services are funded across the forward estimates, quite rightly, by royalties for regions. 
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MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn — Minister for Emergency Services) [3.41 pm]: Let us cast our minds back a little 
while to what was spent from royalties for regions on some of the issues that have been raised by Nationals WA 
members today. How much money was spent on electricity from royalties for regions under the previous Barnett 
Liberal–National government? Nothing. How much was spent on helicopters, which the member for Geraldton just 
mentioned, from royalties for regions by the previous Barnett Liberal–National government? Nothing. How much 
was spent on water from royalties for regions by the previous Barnett Liberal–National government? Nothing. 
How much was spent — 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Moore! 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: How much was spent on roads from royalties for regions by the previous Barnett Liberal–National 
government? 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you! Member for Moore, I call you to order for the first time. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: How much was spent on roads from royalties for regions by the previous Liberal–National 
government? Nothing. We raised it in here — 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Moore, I call you to order for the second time. I gave you cover. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: We raised it in opposition in this chamber over and over again. 

Point of Order 
Mr R.S. LOVE: The minister is making statements that are clearly factually incorrect, and I am seeking to correct 
the record. I do not think you should be calling me for correcting him. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): Thank you, member for Moore. That is not a point of order. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: That is the track record of the whingeing Nationals who come in here. Who sold off until 
2035 the freight lines that serviced all the farmers out there? Who sold them off? Who was the minister? It was 
a National Party minister who drove a stake into the heart of wheatbelt farmers who now cannot get their grain to 
market on trains. It was the member for Moore’s party that did that. He should hang his head in shame. Who then 
allowed Brookfield Rail, as it was known then, to close down the tier 3 lines in 2012? Who was in government? It 
was the Leader of the National Party. Who was in cabinet? It was the National Party. The member sat there and 
did nothing. He sold his own farming base, and he knows — 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, member for Moore. I am calling you to order for the third time. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: He sold his own farming base down the drain; that is what he did, yet he has the audacity to 
come in here and criticise our government, which is spending record amounts of money in the bush. That is 
honestly disgraceful. 
Before I address the issue of the helicopter raised by the member for Geraldton, I advise the house that just this 
weekend I opened five new bush fire brigade facilities in Western Australia, on Saturday and Monday. The member 
for Roe knows all about this because three of them are in his electorate—one at Quarry Road, just outside Esperance; 
one at Howick, which is an hour east of Esperance; and one at Coomalbidgup, about three quarters of an hour west 
of Esperance, and which has been banging on for a facility out there for the last 40 years, and we delivered it to them. 
The member for Roe should not come in here and say that we have never gone further south than Margaret River. 
I was all over his electorate over the weekend, and he was not. I know his rep was there, but he was not. I put this 
to the member for Roe: has he ever been up to Coondle or Morangup? 
Mr P.J. Rundle: Not recently. 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: No. Does he know where they are? No, he does not know where they are. This is the boy from 
the bush! That is probably because he has never been north of the Swan River and had a look at some of the other 
areas of country WA—one of the places represented by his mate the member for Moore! 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister! 
Mr F.M. LOGAN: Just making a point. 
There were two new bush fire brigade facilities opened around Toodyay: one in the member for Moore’s electorate 
at Coondle, near the Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd silos — 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
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Mr F.M. LOGAN: Yes. The other was at Morangup. Is that in the member’s electorate as well? I thought it was 
in Swan. Anyway, two of them in the member’s electorate. Those are just two examples from this weekend—
$2 million worth of facilities put into regional WA, just this weekend. 

I will quickly run through the list of projects from our COVID recovery stimulus package—again, part of the 
$5.5 billion WA recovery plan, referred to in cabinet as well. I will give members the locations of these projects 
for the volunteer fire and rescue services and the volunteer fire and emergency services: Augusta, Boyup Brook, 
Brookton, Wagin, Kellerberrin, Tammin, Exmouth, Eucla, Dongara, Karratha, South Hedland, Yanchep and 
Waroona. For the bush fire service facilities: Torbay, Baandee, Mt Caroline, Kellerberrin North, Nungarin, Julimar, 
Allanson, Dardanup Central, Harris River, Hester Brook and Wellington Mills. It does not sound like there were 
too many places in metropolitan Perth, does it? Every single one of those investments in upgrades and recovery 
spending is in regional WA. Members of the Nationals WA come in here and criticise our government for not 
spending any money in regional Western Australia, but those are examples of just emergency services. 

The member for Geraldton referred to the helicopter. In January–February 2017, a proposition was put to the 
member’s government for a helicopter for an emergency rescue helicopter service in Geraldton, and it never picked 
it up or put it forward as an election commitment. Let me explain to the member what his party has promised about 
that helicopter for Geraldton. We are going around in circles. Does the member remember the one in Bunbury that 
members opposite promised in 2016? In 2016, the then government proposed a helicopter for Bunbury and put it in 
place for $29 million. Members opposite are promising exactly the same thing for Geraldton for $30 million, but they 
want far more out of it than what was put into Bunbury. That $29 million for the ERHS helicopter in Bunbury lasted 
until 2018. It was two years’ worth of funding. What happened then? We had to pick up the long-term funding for it. 
Who complained about there being no long-term funding? It was the National Party candidate in Bunbury! They 
underfunded the helicopter and then lost government, so we picked up the freight and they complained that it had not 
been funded properly. They did not fund it properly and, sure enough, here we are again. This time, it is in Geraldton. 

Mr R.S. Love interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Moore! 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: They are leading people in Geraldton up the alley with absolutely false promises about that 
helicopter. It is identical to the one in Bunbury. It is a completely underfunded promise that would last for only 
two years. We will pull members opposite up on this, just like we did in Bunbury. 

MR D.J. KELLY (Bassendean — Minister for Water) [3.51 pm]: I think that was a pretty feeble attempt by the 
Nationals WA to substantiate the criticisms they are trying to make about water in regional WA. I want to make 
a couple of points in the time I have. The Water Corporation will spend $260 million in 2020–21 on projects in 
regional WA. A couple of them should have been done previously. The wastewater treatment plant at Broome South 
will be closed down and moved to Broome North to deal with the environmental issues on Roebuck Bay. That will 
ensure that Broome, which is a great regional tourism centre, is not held back by having insufficient wastewater treatment 
plants. In addition, $9 million will provide the town and the golf course with treated wastewater. That is a great 
outcome for Broome. That has been a problem for a long time. Members opposite never came anywhere near it. 

Nearly $39 million will be spent to upgrade water services for remote Aboriginal communities. Again, when they 
were in government, they could have done that. Remote Aboriginal communities and town camps are part of 
regional WA. We are doing it. They are services that members opposite never upgraded. We have spent $15 million 
on the Glen Iris water treatment plant for Bunbury. When I became the Minister for Water, Aqwest complained 
that a new water treatment plant was needed, but it could not get the previous government interested at all in funding 
it. We have funded it and I opened it a few weeks ago. We have committed nearly $19 million for the pipeline 
from Albany to Denmark to secure Denmark’s water supply. The idea that we do not spend money in regional 
Western Australia on water infrastructure is just wrong, and the numbers show that. 

I will give members a statistic that shows that members of the National Party, whether it be the current leader or the 
former leader, did not really care about regional customers for water services when they were Ministers for Water. 
In the last year that the Nationals were in government, the government cut off the water of 463 families in regional WA 
because they could not afford to pay their water bills. Members opposite cut off the water of 463 struggling families. 
What have we done in government? We have changed the way that the Water Corporation deals with customers 
in hardship. In the last pre-COVID financial year, there were only 72 restrictions in regional WA. That is a reduction 
in the number of restrictions in regional WA of over 80 per cent. 

The member for Moore might be interested in this. I went out to the Water Corporation and spoke to the customer 
service staff there. They said that it had been terrible under the previous government. They used to have to ring up 
families and talk to them about why their water had been cut off. The job is different now. If people struggle, they 
ring them up and say that they want to help them pay their bills. That is the difference between us on this side and 
what members opposite did to struggling families in regional WA who could not pay their water bills. The member 
for Central Wheatbelt should hang her head in shame that she presided over that regime and did nothing about it. 
The member for Warren–Blackwood — 
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Point of Order 
Mr R.S. LOVE: Surely, you are not going to allow the minister to attack members who are not in the chamber. 
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms S.E. Winton): Member for Moore, that is not a point of order. I remind you that 
you are on three calls. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr D.J. KELLY: Members of the Nationals WA complain that when they raise issues, I do some stuff but then 
I mention the Murray–Darling scheme and I mention climate change. We have a record 12 water deficiency 
declarations in the great southern and the southern wheatbelt not just because it has not rained, but also because 
those areas are experiencing a drying climate because of climate change. The Nationals say they are not climate 
change deniers, but if they do nothing about it, it is just the same. The result for people on the ground is exactly 
the same. Members opposite need to accept that the National Party is full of climate change deniers. That is having 
a real impact on farmers and regional communities in those areas. 

Point of Order 
Mr R.S. LOVE: The minister, in line with other ministers today, is completely misrepresenting the facts. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: That is not a point of order, member for Moore. I am sorry. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr D.J. KELLY: When members of the Nationals WA raise water issues, I will raise the issues of climate change. 
I will also raise the issue of the disproportionate amount of money that federal National Party ministers have spent 
on the Murray–Darling scheme. They continually ignore Western Australia. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [3.57 pm]: Today’s matter of public interest 
demonstrates how members opposite did government compared with us. In our government, we all care about 
regional Western Australia. To quote Hon Alannah MacTiernan, they constantly had green versus blue wars in 
cabinet. As a result, royalties for regions was so important to the Nationals because that was the only way that they 
could get funding in regional WA, whereas in the WA Labor government, the whole government and the whole 
cabinet supports regional WA. There is no better example than transport. I picked up the former government’s last 
budget papers to try to find what regional road projects existed. Compared with our budget, there are not many 
there. Hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent on the Bunbury Outer Ring Road and the Albany ring-road and 
projects around Western Australia. There is record road safety spending. It demonstrates that under the McGowan 
Labor government, every minister prioritises regional road safety. That is what members opposite cannot cop and 
do not understand. They continue to make petty and divisive arguments about projects that are funded in the city. 
All they want to do is create hate and division between regional and metro WA. We support all Western Australians 
and are keeping all Western Australians safe and strong. 

Division 
Question put and a division taken, the Deputy Speaker (Ms L.L. Baker) casting her vote with the noes, with the 
following result — 

Ayes (14) 

Mr I.C. Blayney Mr P.A. Katsambanis Mr J.E. McGrath Mr P.J. Rundle 
Mrs L.M. Harvey Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup Ms L. Mettam Mr A. Krsticevic (Teller) 
Mrs A.K. Hayden Mr S.K. L’Estrange Dr M.D. Nahan  
Dr D.J. Honey Mr R.S. Love Mr D.C. Nalder  
 

Noes (30) 

Ms L.L. Baker Mr T.J. Healy Mr J.R. Quigley Mr D.A. Templeman 
Dr A.D. Buti Mr D.J. Kelly Mrs M.H. Roberts Mr P.C. Tinley 
Mr J.N. Carey Mr F.M. Logan Ms C.M. Rowe Mr R.R. Whitby 
Mrs R.M.J. Clarke Mr M. McGowan Ms R. Saffioti Ms S.E. Winton 
Mr R.H. Cook Mr K.J.J. Michel Ms A. Sanderson Mr B.S. Wyatt 
Mr M.J. Folkard Mr M.P. Murray Ms J.J. Shaw Mr D.R. Michael (Teller) 
Ms J.M. Freeman Mr S.J. Price Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski  
Ms E.L. Hamilton Mr D.T. Punch Mr C.J. Tallentire  

            
Pairs 

Mr V.A. Catania Ms M.M. Quirk 
Ms M.J. Davies Mrs L.M. O’Malley 
Mr D.T. Redman Mr W.J. Johnston 
Mr K.M. O’Donnell Mr P. Papalia 
Mr W.R. Marmion Ms S.F. McGurk 

Question thus negatived. 
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McGOWAN GOVERNMENT — FRONTLINE SERVICES 
Motion 

MR Z.R.F. KIRKUP (Dawesville) [4.03 pm]: I move — 
That this house condemns the McGowan Labor government for its continued failures over almost four years 
to invest in vital frontline services. 

Mr D.J. Kelly: Just to be as specific as possible! 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: There has been a litany of failures in frontline services under this government. 
Mr D.J. Kelly interjected. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I have always found conversations with the member for Bassendean to be very riveting. It 
is never monotone or drivel. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Tell us about your doorknocking. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It is going well. I am enjoying it, particularly after today’s revelations. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: People in Dawesville want the borders brought down! 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: No, that is not it at all. We support the Chief Health Officer. In fact, that was the first 
contribution I made today in the committee, which the member would know if he had been there or, if it had been 
broadcast, he would have had an opportunity to see it. I think the Chief Health Officer has done a great job and 
continues to do so. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members, I think we have an agenda to follow, if you would like to pick up on the motion. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Indeed; I will refer to frontline services. 
The obvious concern that many Western Australians would be faced with at the moment is the prospect of a COVID 
outbreak in Western Australia. They would be concerned about the impact that would have on our frontline services, 
particularly on our health system. It is remarkable to me that, putting aside every issue that has been raised about 
COVID and all the concerns that may exist about the prospect of a second wave or border issues, exemptions, the 
hotel quarantine situation or the continued threat of international arrivals and the like, the Western Australian health 
system is, by all accounts, crumbling before our very eyes. It is facing what I think is a systemic failure of leadership 
by this government and a lack of investment from the McGowan Labor government over the last four years. 
The recent state budget has confirmed what we already knew, which is that the health of Western Australians has 
not been put first. This government has not put patients first. The proportion of health expenditure has gone backwards 
in real terms as a share of the overall spend in the state budget. That is akin to a cut from where we stand, because 
if we are not keeping up with the demands placed on our health system, there is a very real prospect that the system 
will continue to fail and lives will be put at risk. Before us is the worst government in the history of the state when 
it comes to ambulance ramping levels and putting lives at risk in our health system. The government cannot stand 
before us and use its group research slogan of keeping Western Australians safe and secure if it is not doing that 
at all. Western Australians are faced with the very real prospect of waiting in the back of an ambulance for a record 
amount of time, there are blowouts in the four-hour rule in the emergency departments, the government cannot see 
its way to providing enough funding to recruit doctors and nurses, our regional health services are at risk, our mental 
health services are completely underfunded and every report from mental health advocates shows that in the last 
nearly four years there has been a significant underinvestment in community mental health services. Unfortunately, 
the elective surgery waitlist has blown out to record levels. The government cannot keep up with the promises it 
made at the 2017 election. No-one can suggest that the frontline health services are viable and in good condition, 
because they simply are not. 
I realise that many of the issues that we have raised are not new. The government will suggest in its response that 
it inherited a terrible situation from the former Liberal–National government, but nothing could be further from 
the truth. The Liberal–National government invested record levels of funding in our health system that, frankly, puts 
this government to shame. The Liberal–National government invested in significant hospitals such as Fiona Stanley 
Hospital and Perth Children’s Hospital, albeit it was beleaguered. We invested in some way, shape or form in 
approximately 84 hospitals and medical facilities across Western Australia. They were either rebuilt or renovated. 
In key areas like Albany, for example, we built a brand-new and overdue hospital. The Labor Party continually 
promised to build that when it was last in government prior to 2008 but it was delivered by the Liberal–National 
government. The Southern Inland Health Initiative is a fantastic scheme that was put together by the former 
Liberal–National government. That had a very real impact on the health of regional Western Australians as a result 
of the investments made, largely from royalties for regions, under the leadership of the Liberal–National government. 
The Leader of the National Party said yesterday—I reinforce her comments—that it was because of the former 
Liberal–National government’s investment in the world-leading telehealth system that Western Australia now 
finds itself in a good position to respond in light of the pandemic. The government has failed to maintain much of 
what it inherited, and that is the real problem.  
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When the government came to office, it was undoubtedly suggesting that much of the heavy lifting had been done 
by the Liberal–National government and, because the labour had been done, that the system could be put on care 
and maintenance. That is exactly what the government did. No new initiatives have been taken up by this government. 
I find it fascinating that the government has not fulfilled the promises that it took to the last election. For example, 
the former shadow Minister for Health, now the Minister for Health, suggested when he was in opposition that 
one of the best ways to reduce ambulance ramping times—he said they were at record levels and putting lives at 
risk when the numbers were in the hundreds and they are now in the thousands—was to build medihotels as 
a mechanism to relieve the situation. Of course, many medihotels have not yet been built. We are still waiting 
for medihotels in Murdoch and Joondalup, for example. In question time yesterday, the minister referred to the 
Royal Perth medihotel. That is a good one—it has been built—but it is one-third of the medihotels that were 
committed to by this government when it was in opposition. 
The government not only failed to invest in its election commitments, but also this minister was very clear that 
he had an overwhelming desire to overhaul the health system, effectively suggesting that for the years that the 
Liberal–National government was in office, the health system and our hospitals were at a crisis point. He based 
those statements on the ambulance ramping times and the elective surgery waiting list. He based his assertions that 
Western Australian lives were being put at risk because there were too many instances of people not being seen 
within the four-hour rule. The reality is that for every single one of the metrics that the Deputy Premier; Minister 
for Health pointed out while he was in opposition were reasons that he called the system in crisis and called for 
the resignation of the former Minister for Health, Hon Dr Kim Hames, and said Hon John Day was not fit to be 
health minister, have got worse under this government. 
Government members cannot, in all honesty, continue to deny that our health system is facing a systemic failure and 
is being put at risk if they based all the assertions they made while in opposition on the fact that those key metrics 
were in a bad position and they have deteriorated further under this government’s watch. Ambulance ramping is 
a fantastic example of that. What we know about ambulance ramping — 
Mr D.J. Kelly: I’ve never heard ambulance ramping described as fantastic before. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I did not say it was fantastic, did I? 
Mr D.J. Kelly: I think you did. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If I did say ambulance ramping was fantastic, I apologise. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member, you said it was a fantastic example. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It is an example; there we go. Thank you very much. It is a fantastic example of how bad 
the government is doing. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: You said it again! 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: It is in context, member for Bassendean! I will continue to push on. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: You’re a fantastic orator. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I was public school educated, member for Bassendean. I have got to try my best. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: There’s nothing wrong with going to a public school. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: No, I agree, but we did not have debate classes. I do not know what western suburbs private 
school the member went to, but I did not get the opportunity to have debate classes. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: It was south of the river, not in the western suburbs. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I do not know; there we go. South of the river—my apologies, member for Bassendean. 
Government members suggested in opposition that ambulance ramping was a cause for concern and putting lives 
at risk, and was the basis for which they argued ministers should resign. Then, when in government, ambulance 
ramping times continued to get worse at record levels, how can government members stand there in all honesty 
and face the people of Western Australia saying, “Don’t worry; our health system has never been better”? That 
truly is not the case. 
When the Labor Party initially suggested there were some issues with ambulance ramping, the figure was around 
2 629 hours over a three-month period in 2014. An article was published online in WAtoday in 2015 when the then 
shadow Minister for Health called for the resignation of Hon Dr Kim Hames because ambulance ramping was at 
2 629 hours in a three-month period. Unfortunately, in one month alone under this government—in June 2019—the 
ambulance ramping figures were at 2 746 hours. That was not in a three-month period that the ambulance ramping 
levels accumulated to more than 2 600 hours. It was in one month in which ambulance ramping accumulated more 
than 2 700 hours. In practical terms, that means patients are stuck in the back of ambulances or on a stretcher in the 
care of paramedics and ambulance officers waiting to get admitted to hospital, or into the emergency department. 
It takes the ambulance crews off the road. It means that ambulance crews are no longer able to respond to priority 
calls because, of course, they have to care for the patient in front of them, who are often priority patients who are 
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waiting to be admitted to hospital. The root cause of ambulance ramping is not with the ambulance services; it is 
with the hospitals that they attend and their inability to admit patients in an adequate time frame. Often, that means 
emergency departments are full because of a lack of investment by this government and a lack of acknowledgement 
that the mental health issues that are bearing down on Western Australians have caused far more patients to enter 
into our health system and our emergency departments than ever before. That blocks up the emergency departments. 
More people are stuck in EDs for long periods. Of course, there is also the ongoing bed-block in our state’s health 
system, generally speaking. Patients cannot be moved from EDs into the general wards because no beds are 
available. That is because either the government is not staffing them to open appropriately and resource them 
accordingly, or it has not expanded our state’s hospital system to fulfil the demand that is placed on our various 
state hospitals. It is worst at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and Fiona Stanley Hospital. There is an ongoing need 
to make sure that those hospitals can cater for the increase in demand for our state’s emergency departments so 
that patients can be moved from the emergency departments to either a higher dependency unit, perhaps through 
to an intensive care unit, or into the general wards to make sure the ED space can be freed up. Ultimately, although 
the EDs obviously play a very important role in making sure that the lives of patients are saved, they are designed 
entirely to be a short-term option to stabilise patients and to try to ensure there is appropriate medical intervention, 
and wherever possible attenuate them from the immediate risk of death. Treatment options are then applied to 
ensure a patient can hopefully recover properly, usually in a normal ward, a HDU or an ICU. If patients cannot be 
moved from the ED, ambulances line up trying to get patients inside. 
Recently, I heard rhetoric from the Premier that suggested the reason ambulance ramping times have increased in 
recent times is that, unfortunately, people are getting sicker or the ambulance crews are taking longer to wash down 
the interiors of their ambulances and complete paperwork and the like because of COVID-19. Already anticipating 
interjections from the member for Bassendean, I can tell members with some confidence — 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Sorry, I wasn’t listening. What did you say? 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am sure the member for Bassendean will be riveted from here on in. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Are you talking about privatising the health service? 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: No, not at all. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Sorry, that is normally what you do in government. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I welcome that interjection, member for Bassendean, because I have already seen some of the 
associated union emails that have been sent from your union. I have said in this place to the minister that I would 
welcome the opportunity for Peel Health Campus to move back into public hands if that is what the government 
is going to do. It is important to make sure we can stabilise that hospital. I look forward — 
Mr D.J. Kelly: You are worried, aren’t you? 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: No, I think it is important. We want to bring about an immediate investment. I said it last 
week, member for Bassendean. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: You’re breaking into a cold sweat down there. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Not at all; I think it is important to make sure that it is facilitated, if that is what the government 
wants to do to ensure there is immediate investment. I am sure that when the member for Bassendean comes down 
to Mandurah, in time— 
Mr D.J. Kelly: When you’re in government, you’ll privatise every hospital you can get your hands on. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I have yet to be in government, member for Bassendean, but we will see what that feels like 
in 150 days. For an immediate investment in that hospital, I do not care what options the government undertakes to 
get it done. We should just facilitate it quickly. Peel Health Campus cannot continue to languish for a long period 
with further lack of investment from this government. The community and I will support whatever steps the 
government needs to take in order to facilitate that, but we cannot continue to wait longer and longer for investment 
from this government. It needs to happen quickly.  
The government needs to invest in Peel Health Campus sooner rather than later. People in my district have been 
waiting for far too long. The districts of Mandurah and Murray−Wellington have waited for a considerable period for 
this government to recognise there are further constraints on Peel Health Campus and that something should be done 
about it. There has been some tinkering around the edges, with an expansion to add eight additional waiting bays to 
the hospital emergency department and a redesign of the waiting room, which is good, but the overall expansion of 
the ED and hospital will not be completed. Nothing will be facilitated there. In the time it has taken for the Peel region’s 
population to grow—I think it has nearly doubled since 1997—the hospital has grown by five per cent in adult bed 
capacity. That is simply not good enough, and it shows that we need further investment in our health campus.  
One of the issues that continues to persist at Peel Health Campus is, again, the issue of ambulance ramping. A number 
of weeks ago, every single ambulance in the Mandurah and Peel region was ramped—every single one of them. 
Nobody could get an ambulance in Mandurah. Ambulances were being called from Rockingham to respond to priority 
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calls in Mandurah, which is a long drive and a very long time to wait for people who have a stroke or a heart attack. 
If there were a motor vehicle accident, people who were waiting on ambulances to get to them very quickly would 
be put at risk, unfortunately, because of this government’s lack of investment in Peel Health Campus. The entire 
Peel region was put at risk by having to wait longer for emergency callouts by the ambulance service. 
I entirely reject the rhetoric that has come from the government more recently that somehow this is a result of 
additional paperwork and the cleaning down of ambulances by St John Ambulance. That is a misrepresentation of 
the circumstances that we face. Ambulance ramping time does not take into account paperwork and the washing 
down of an ambulance. At the moment, when an ambulance arrives at an emergency department, the patient is taken 
into the ED, triaged with the triage nurse and there is then a wait to hand the patient over. As soon as that patient 
is handed over, the clock on ambulance ramping stops; that is it. There is no other time. As soon as the patient is out 
of the care of St John Ambulance, that is when the ambulance ramping time clock stops. Then, the ambulance is 
cleaned, if that is required because of COVID precautions, but that is not often required. There are very few respiratory 
illnesses at the moment, and when people go to jobs, in the cases when I have been—I am only a volunteer—the 
reality is that there are not as many respiratory illnesses as — 
Mr D.J. Kelly: Volunteers are very important, member for Dawesville, don’t say “only” volunteers. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: They are indeed. The member for Bassendean is very kind; usually he derides my service 
to our community. 
Mr D.J. Kelly: I don’t know what you’re like on the road, but I am sure you’re a very competent volunteer. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The member is very kind. 
That the government would continue to suggest that these other precautions add to the burden of ambulance ramping 
is entirely wrong, and it is an unfair representation of our state’s ambulance service. Indeed, that puts patients’ 
confidence in our ambulances at risk as well. It is not the case. The government should own up to the people of 
Western Australia and say, “Yes, we haven’t invested enough in our state’s hospitals and we need to do more.” 
At the moment, a terrible circumstance is occurring with mental health. I encourage members to read the Mental Health 
Advocacy Service annual report that was tabled yesterday. Contained within that report are a number of very 
concerning case studies, including that children—“children”, meaning that they are under 18 years old—who have 
been unable to find a hospital bed have been staying in an ED for up to five days. In some cases, they have been 
sedated or shackled to a bed. An ED is not a place for somebody who is going through severe mental health concerns; 
moreover, it is not a place for children to wait for days on end without the ability to find a community-based mental 
health service. It is a very real concern. I find it remarkable, though, that as we have seen an increase in involuntary 
admissions of children and young people in our state’s health system, and when we have unfortunately seen a massive 
increase in mental health presentations to our state’s emergency departments, there has not been a tangible response 
from this government. I welcome the investments that have been made already by the minister. He announced mental 
health observation areas for, I think, Royal Perth Hospital and Joondalup Health Campus, and one is certainly 
about to be underway at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital. They are good investments, but we need to see far more. 
Joondalup Health Campus, for example, the nation’s second busiest hospital, has only 10 mental health beds and 
oftentimes it is at double capacity of mental health patients.  
The mental health strain on our health system cannot be underestimated. It is a significant issue that we are facing 
as a society. If we do not have appropriate treatment options available at very early stages, in a community-based 
setting, oftentimes the mental health of a patient will continue to deteriorate and they will end up in hospital for acute 
reasons, from self-harm or suicidal ideation, which is obviously on the extreme end, right through to a range of issues 
that might be faced for a patient who presents with mental health concerns. If there is not appropriate investment 
at the community-based level, we are faced with the very real prospect that there will continue to be more and 
more mental health patients finding their way to emergency departments, because they have no other path to take. 
One of the major reasons we see increases in mental health presentations is that there has been a significant lack 
of investment by this government in community-based mental health services. We know that it has not been adhering 
to the mental health plan that recommended significant investment. I think six per cent of the Mental Health 
Commission’s budget should be spent on prevention services and community-based services for prevention, and 
the state’s current commitment does not reach that at all. It is so far behind. If we do not invest in those services 
up-front, if children and young people cannot access them, we will see massive increases in children and young 
people finding their way to an ED and then getting shackled to a bed or sedated for days on end. At the extreme 
adult end, we find that mental health observation areas are full to the brim with patients and more and more people 
waiting in EDs. The fact that resources are consumed by that means that EDs get full and more people cannot get 
into them if there is an acute, life threatening emergency. That then flows through to ambulance ramping. 
These circumstances that we face as a society are not new. These are issues that the government was well aware 
of. Oftentimes I have complimented the Minister for Health for his ongoing commitment to this difficult area. The 
Minister for Health was shadow Minister for Health in opposition and he held the health portfolio for the entire 
time he has been the member for Kwinana. He has known about it the entire way through. At times he had some 
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ideas about how he could fix it, and that made its way to the Labor Party manifesto in 2017, which included things 
such as the medihotel investment. However, the reality is that the Labor Party has not found its way to fund those 
commitments. That is putting the lives of Western Australians at risk. If we had significant investment in our state’s 
health system, if the government had ensured it invested in the medihotels that it wanted to achieve in 2017, if it 
had ensured there was a coherent response to the country ambulance review and invested in our state’s ambulance 
service to help provide St John Ambulance with further continuity of its contract, and if the government had seen and 
listened to the concerns of communities like mine in Mandurah and the Peel region and invested in our non-tertiary 
hospitals to expand them to meet the ongoing demands, lives would not be put at risk as they are now. There is no 
other way to put that. 
A lack of investment and a lack of leadership by this government has meant that we now have the worst ambulance 
ramping on record. It means we now have the worst elective surgery list on record, with thousands now over–boundary, 
despite the investment by the government to meet surge post-COVID-19. The elective surgery waitlist was growing 
well before COVID-19 came along. But when we talk about ambulance ramping and EDs being full, the record 
numbers of people waiting in our state’s emergency departments unable to get into a bed as a result of breaches in 
the four-hour rule, and the worst elective surgery waitlist on record, the government says that it is all because of 
COVID. I think that is complete folly. It is an unfortunate dismissal of the very real systemic issues that we face 
in our state’s health system because of a lack of leadership and investment. The government needs to acknowledge 
that these issues exist in the first place in order to do something about them, and the government cannot even bring 
itself to do that. When we suggest that there is an ambulance ramping issue, the government blames the paramedics. 
When we say there are issues with the elective surgery waitlist, it blames COVID-19. When it cannot get medihotels 
together, it says there is nothing to see, that things are underway and that there are plans afoot. None of that is true.  
I remember what the Labor Party was like when it was last in government. I remember that in the midst of the 
2008 election, the Labor Party issued a media release stating that the Carpenter Labor government had got on with 
the job of starting Fiona Stanley Hospital. It was the major southern tertiary hospital referenced in the Reid review, 
and the release suggested that it was important to get it done to help service the needs of the southern portion of the 
city’s population, at the very least. The government of the day obviously realised health was becoming an issue, 
and in the middle of the election campaign said that it was getting underway with the construction of Fiona Stanley 
Hospital. We went out to the site to see what work had started, and all the former government had done was 
commission a bulldozer or grader to go over the site. No substantial work had been done on building Fiona Stanley 
Hospital. It was left to the Liberal–National government to get the job done. We opened what I think is the world’s 
best hospital—certainly it was at the time, and undoubtedly still is because of the continued service of our clinicians.  
The Liberal–National government continued its record of investment in the state’s health system by responding 
to the needs of the community. I reject entirely the notion put forth by this government that it inherited a system 
that was in crisis. It said that it needed to do so much work to respond to things such as ambulance ramping, 
elective surgery waitlists and the four-hour rule because of the lack of attention and leadership from the former 
Liberal–National government. That could not be further from the truth. Every metric on which the then opposition, 
now government, based those statements has got worse. That is not acknowledged by this government. The Minister 
for Health is very good at making sure he responds with the usual lines and the usual flourish of “putting patients 
first”. Now we see the additional flourish of making sure that Western Australia is “safe and secure”. Lives are 
being put at risk. 
Mr R.H. Cook: Safe and strong. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Safe and strong. 
Mr R.H. Cook: Get the key messages right. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I am sorry. I expect that I did not see the same group research the minister saw. “Safe and 
strong”—I apologise. 
Mr R.H. Cook: It was in The West Australian last week. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Right! There we go! 
Mr R.H. Cook: The West Australian got it right. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I think there has been a lack of acknowledgment of the issues that existed. Time and again, 
this minister criticised a former health minister, Hon Dr Kim Hames. Dr Hames admitted that there were issues, 
though. The Labor Party might not have liked how the former government was responding at that time, but at the 
very first opportunity we acknowledge that those problems existed. 
The issues we face now in Western Australia are very acute. I am very concerned about the mental health impact 
the COVID-19 pandemic is having on Western Australians and what that might look like, not necessarily now, but 
in the very long tail that will follow in the months or years to come. Who knows when this crisis will end. I am 
concerned about the very real mental health impact that this crisis will have, unfortunately, on our children and 
young people. Various reports that have been handed down recently show that children and young people are facing 
probably one of the worst mental health crises that this society has ever faced. We must acknowledge that there 
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will be problems and we must make decisions to lead appropriately and do something about them. The government 
cannot continue this propagandist approach and say that nothing is wrong and there is nothing to see here. That is 
not the case. In June 2019, there were 2 700 hours of ambulance ramping, and the state had its worst ambulance 
ramping on record last month. 
Mr A. Krsticevic: Don’t forget domestic violence as well in terms of mental health. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: As the member for Carine rightly points out, many other issues in our community are 
continuing to deteriorate as the fabric of our society feels the strain of this pandemic. But the government needs to 
do more to recognise that a lack of investment and leadership over many years will lead to a situation in which we 
find ourselves on the back foot. That will occur without a significant second wave of COVID-19 or a hotspot outbreak 
in Western Australia. If that is the situation the health system is facing now, we could use the wartime analogy 
that the Premier enjoys using: if we are in peacetime at the moment and our health system is effectively crumbling 
before our eyes, what will happen when we are at war with a second wave of COVID-19? What will our health 
system look like then? That is a very real concern. I fear that despite the best efforts of our amazing doctors and 
nurses, volunteers, paramedics and people out in the community who are serving on the front line of the hospital 
and health systems, more lives will be put at risk and the state will not be able to keep up and respond accordingly. 
That is a very real concern. 
Earlier I said to the member for Bassendean—I reiterate those comments—that I am significantly concerned more 
locally in my district about Peel Health Campus. We have raised Peel Health Campus as an example time and again 
in this place. In total, we have had seven or eight grievances and asked hundreds of questions about Peel Health 
Campus. We have been pushing this issue with the government. I have no doubt that now the Labor Party has 
a candidate in place in my district, it will start a campaign to do something about Peel Health Campus. The people of 
the district will see right through that. They know that the government has taken nearly four years to acknowledge 
that there was an issue and to do something about it. The government cannot be suggesting that here now. The 
government should not take the people of Mandurah for granted. It should not expect to treat the people of Mandurah 
like mugs. They will see through the rhetoric of the Labor Party when it comes to the election. They will know the 
decisions the government is making are being done only to maximise political opportunity. The community will 
see through the government and its continued beating of the drum that suggests that the government now cares 
about Peel Health Campus, when that is not the case. 
Peel Health Campus is in a difficult situation right now. The hospital is far too constrained and is serving a population 
that is, much to the chagrin of the member for Moore, I think at the very least the oldest per capita, if not one of 
the oldest per capita, in Western Australia. It has very severe issues when it comes to cardiothoracic concerns and 
diabetes. Obviously, towards the end of one’s life, health concerns become more front of mind. We cannot have 
a hospital that has not grown with the demands of the community and then have the government deny that there 
has ever been an issue. The government fails to acknowledge the hundreds of people who turned out for a rally in 
May 2018 demanding a better hospital. The only health-related community protest in the history of this government 
happened at Peel Health Campus. The government cannot continue to meet those concerns with silence. It cannot 
put a candidate in place and then turn around and say, “Don’t worry. What we’ll do is bring it into public hands 
and that will be the end of it.” The people of the Peel region and Mandurah will see through that. They do not care 
who runs it. I do not care who runs it. All we care about is immediate investment. That is all they want. The people 
of the Peel region should not have to wait until the hospital goes into public hands at the end of Ramsay Health 
Care’s contract in 2023. Inevitably, there will be another Department of Health review into what can be done to 
Peel Health Campus, pushing any interest in that hospital back from the government to 2024. Then, undoubtedly, 
the government will make commitments at that election on how it will expand it and we will not see real activity 
on the ground, should the Labor Party be successful at the next election and the one thereafter, perhaps, for another 
seven years from where we stand today. That is the circumstance we face. Ramsay’s contract finishes in 2023. The 
government will commission a review and then it will say that it will get some investment on the ground, and that 
will take two or three years to get built. We are talking 2027 from where we are today. The people of Mandurah 
and Peel have waited long enough. 
I have had the privilege of serving this district since I was elected on 13 March 2017. Ever since then, we have been 
tireless in our pursuit to ensure that Peel Health Campus was front of mind for the government. It simply has not been 
because the Minister for Health denies that there has ever been an issue in our state’s health system. This is the 
minister who was keen to ensure that ministers were called to resign when ambulance ramping was at 2 600-plus 
hours over a three-month period. When he found that ambulance ramping was 2 700 hours for one month under 
his watch, he said that there is nothing to see here and that in fact it is the paramedics’ problems. That is not the 
case. Elective surgery waitlists cannot continue to grow. They were growing prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
with a rapidly expanding over-boundary concern. We cannot continue to be concerned about the four-hour rule 
and the lack of admission to emergency departments and the government saying that there is nothing to see here. 
Sometimes the government blames the heat, sometimes it blames the winter season and sometimes it blames the 
flu, but it says that there is nothing wrong with the state’s health system; there is not a lack of leadership and a lack 
of investment. 
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It has culminated in the state budget that was handed down by the Treasurer last week, which saw health funding 
as a proportion of the state government’s expenditure on health go backwards at a time when we are relying more 
on our health services, clinicians, doctors and nurses than ever before. How does the government greet their service 
to our community? How does the government honour their work and commitment to ensure that the people of 
Western Australia stay healthy and protected? It reduces the overall expenditure on health as a proportion of the 
state budget. That is absolutely unconscionable conduct by this government. It shows that it does not care about 
the clinicians, doctors and nurses in our state’s health system and, more than that, it clearly does not care about the 
health and wellbeing of Western Australians. It is undeniable that the situation our state’s hospitals are in now is 
worse than ever before and, unfortunately, that is prior to any second wave of COVID-19 that may occur. That is 
a very real concern. In the lead-up to the last budget there was an opportunity for the government to recognise that 
it was falling behind and to do something about it. We expected to see some of the medihotels or other election 
commitments kickstarted. We expected to see acknowledgement of the sustainable health review that the government 
kicked off and spent many years on. We expected to see investment in keeping with the sustainable health review. 
The reality is that for this health minister, COVID-19 has been a fantastic disguise to ensure that he can say there 
is nothing to see here; the lack of investment is because of COVID-19 or the lack of leadership is because of 
COVID-19 and the lack of awareness of issues is because of COVID-19. 
Dr D.J. Honey: Four billion dollars. 
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: The member for Cottesloe made the point and, in fact, echoed the contribution of the shadow 
Treasurer; that is, the $4 billion of expenditure that is somehow missing is waiting to be spent as a pre-election 
splurge. Blame it on COVID-19. This government has blamed COVID-19 for every possible avenue to cover up its 
failings. The systematic failure of our state health system, with so many people waiting to get into our emergency 
departments, is unheard of in our state’s history. The government should be doing something about that that does 
not involve saying, “There’s nothing to see here.” 
Lastly, for a brief moment I would like to raise the situation we face with our remote and regional Aboriginal 
communities. The frontline service and reliance particularly on health services is obviously very important in helping 
to close the gap. As we know, at the moment in Western Australia, unfortunately, an Aboriginal male is likely to die 
10 years and three months earlier than his non-Aboriginal counterpart. When faced with the continuing deterioration 
in closing the gap metrics regarding Aboriginal people’s health, we expect that the government could do something 
about it. Again, it has failed to make real and substantive inroads, particularly into mental health. I recognise the 
efforts of the Minister for Health and the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to make sure community-led mental 
health plans are being put together. That is an important step, but many of the coroner’s 48 recommendations on the 
unfortunate Kimberley youth suicides have still gone unmet. At a more, I think, grassroots level, for example, the 
coroner called time and again for a banned drinkers’ register in the Kimberley and the Pilbara. That has still not been 
rolled out, but not because of resistance from industry. From everyone I spoke to when I went to the Kimberley, 
I learnt that the publicans and the community up there wanted it. However, it has not been rolled out due to a lack 
of leadership from the government yet again.  
These are very real issues we are facing right across Western Australia. We know that the burden of mental health, 
disease and illnesses are far worse in regional and remote Aboriginal communities than what we face in the city. 
There is no refuting that. Again, this government has done very little to acknowledge and respond to that. It is very 
good at putting together media spin and, as I said earlier, very good at a propagandist approach when it puts out 
very glossy material with glib lines and soundbites to make sure it can somehow spin its way out of this. However, 
the reality is that it is having a very real impact on the people of Western Australia. It is having an impact on their 
lives and their wellbeing. I expect the government to do more about it. 
I am not here today, as I usually am, to talk forcefully and loudly about this issue and to whip up some sort of 
energy and momentum against the minister. We are simply calling for a very simple acknowledgement that the 
minister has failed the people of Western Australia, and asking the government to do something about it immediately. 
I expected that the budget was the opportunity to do that but, unfortunately, it has failed. This last budget is 
a reflection of this government’s continued failings over the last four years, and that is nothing to be excited about. 
It is something to be very concerned about because it is putting the health and wellbeing of Western Australians 
at risk. That is why I was unfortunately compelled to move the motion that condemns the McGowan Labor 
government for its continued failings over almost four years to invest in our vital frontline services, particularly in 
our health system. 
MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [4.44 pm]: I, too, have stood up to support the motion moved by the member 
form Dawesville today, which states — 

That this house condemns the McGowan Labor government for its continued failures over almost four years 
to invest in vital frontline services. 

It has been very disturbing here this afternoon listening to the issues that the member for Dawesville has raised 
regarding our health and mental health system. He has reinforced to me that recently no ambulance service was 
available for people in the northern suburbs who were having heart attacks and needed to get to emergency 
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departments. That is happening under this government when the health system should be working much more 
efficiently. Every year we hear the Minister for Health talk about the problem the flu season creates. That is his 
excuse for ambulance ramping and the pressures on our hospitals. We know that this year, obviously, the flu season 
has been almost non-existent and has not put a burden on our ambulance service. We know also that COVID has 
not been as serious in Western Australia, so there is no reason for our ambulance service, our emergency departments, 
or our hospital system for that matter, to be under pressure. We listen to the Premier frequently making up ridiculous 
excuses. He does not want to tell the truth; he does not want to be honest with the people of Western Australia He 
likes to pretend and make up stories, hoping the media will run with them, and sometimes they do, unfortunately. 
However, the facts eventually come out. Volunteers, ambulance workers and all the people in the health system speak 
up and bring their concerns to the attention of the public and expose what is going on. It is quite disappointing that 
at this point in time, the Premier is as popular as he is, undeservedly I will say, given the way the government was 
travelling and the way it was delivering on vital services following its election in March 2017, until December 2019. 
It was appalling. At that time, the government’s fortunes were going backwards at a rate of knots. Unfortunately, 
community services were going back at a rate of knots, even faster than the government’s fortunes. COVID then 
came along and has saved people from remembering all the pain and suffering they were going through until 
December 2019. We would think that during this period when the Premier has this level of popularity, he would start 
being more honest, transparent, and up-front with people, but no, he reverts to his usual form of smoke and mirrors 
rather than being direct with the people of Western Australia. 

We know that from the financial statements in the 2019–20 budget there was a $1.7 billion surplus at probably the 
most difficult time in recent living memory. That $1.7 billion surplus would have been higher had the government 
not deferred the dividends from the government trading enterprises to the 2020–21 year. I heard someone say it 
was around $900 million, so well over a $2.5 billion surplus at a time we know services were stretched and people 
were suffering financially like never before. 

In my shadow portfolio of homelessness, we know that issue has been consuming the media since this government’s 
election and it has been increasing in severity at a rate of knots and the government has done nothing in that time 
to make a dent in it. When I say that it has not done anything; it has done a lot to make sure the situation gets worse. 
It has not done much to improve it. That is nowhere more evident than in the upcoming City of Perth mayoral 
elections. When an election is to be held for the future leadership of the capital city of Western Australia, the only 
issue the candidates are pushing significantly is how to deal with homelessness issues. Our city has many, many 
problems, and homelessness is definitely one of them; it is definitely a serious issue, but the city has many other 
serious issues. People have acknowledged that this issue has spiralled out of control and this government has shown 
no integrity in its lack of commitment to help the most vulnerable people in Western Australia—the victims of 
domestic and family violence, of sexual abuse, of mental health and of drug and alcohol abuse.  

The most vulnerable people on every single spectrum we can think of are being left to die on the streets of our cities 
of Western Australia. I will get to an article that refers to the rate of death among our homeless cohort, our domestic 
and family violence and our suicides. The Premier is very preoccupied about making sure that no-one dies from 
COVID, but he does not care about how many people are dying from all these other sicknesses and illnesses, which 
can all be cured by investment from this government and by taking this issue seriously rather than ignoring it. If 
he gave the same level of commitment to helping the homeless people on the streets of Perth as he has given to 
protecting people from COVID, we would not have one homeless person on our streets right now. We would not 
have people committing suicide as a result of the circumstances they find themselves in. Every time we saw those 
stories on the front page of The West Australian, did this Premier get up and say that that was shocking and an absolute 
disgrace and that we needed to resolve this issue? We did not hear a word from the Premier, especially about the 
electorate of Rockingham. He was not interested in the homeless people in Rockingham. We know the issue of the 
camp that was there, and, again, the Premier refused to have anything to do with the people down there. He absolutely 
refused to even go down there. The Deputy Premier brought to this Parliament’s attention that the Premier eventually 
went down there in June of that year. As I will explain later, after all that I went down there as well, and the Premier 
did nothing to help those people. 

Where does this failure start? Obviously, it starts at the top and in my view this is with the Department of 
Communities. The Department of Communities has no leadership at the moment. We have been talking about this 
for a while now and the Western Australian Council of Social Service has been talking about this disgraceful 
situation since 2017. As I commended the Treasurer yesterday on his recent budget, he has made it abundant in 
his budget papers that the Department of Communities has been a failure. It has been an absolute disgrace and 
a blight on this government. I will quote from page 521 of the budget papers where the Treasurer talks about 
Communities. He states — 

The Government has requested an independently chaired functional review be undertaken covering the 
Department’s corporate, policy and contracting functions … The functional review is aimed at improving 
the Department’s efficiency and effectiveness following the 2017 Machinery of Government changes, 
ensuring that resources are prioritised to delivering frontline services to the community. 
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The Treasurer indicated right there that the machinery-of-government changes and the leadership by the Minister for 
Community Services, the member for Fremantle, has failed significantly and that even now, coming to the end of 
2020, those failures are more apparent than ever before. It is no wonder that the community services sector is falling 
apart from the level of support it is getting from this minister. It is of great concern that the department has been let 
down by this minister, with no leadership and a lack of direction due to the fact that the machinery-of-government 
changes, which were meant to make things better, made things worse. 
Today we heard people calling for the sacking of the Minister for Local Government. He has failed on so many 
counts, but he is not going anywhere. The Department of Communities used to report to four ministers and now it 
reports to five ministers. Members should try to work out how the department is going to have leadership with 
five ministers pulling its strings. Obviously, the Minister for Community Services, the member for Fremantle, is 
the chief minister and has that responsibility. I will not say she is the most incompetent out of the five, but she is 
obviously not competent enough to run this department. We know that it cannot get any worse when the minister 
has to submit a letter to the Treasurer saying that the department cannot provide its annual report because the 
Auditor General does not have enough information and still needs to do further investigations before the department 
can provide its report. One of the main departments that it has been spending its time with is the Corruption and 
Crime Commission because that is where a lot of the activities of the Department of Communities have ended up, 
which is quite a blight on the department. 
Both the 2018–19 annual report for WACOSS and the 2020–21 budget submission made scathing assessments of 
the Department of Communities and its failure to engage, work or function rationally and effectively with the 
sector. Yesterday, in my budget reply speech, I highlighted a whole range of reasons the Department of 
Communities was failing and all the incidents that had occurred. In December 2019, the community services sector 
was running a petition condemning the government, the Minister for Community Services and the Department of 
Communities through a campaign called Your Health WA. I have said previously in this house that for the first 
time in history the community services sector ran a campaign against the Labor Party and against one of its 
ministers to say that she is an absolute disgrace, she is failing the sector and she needs to lift her game. Of course, 
then COVID came along and the impact on the community services sector was a lot worse as a result. 
I had people from Street Chaplains WA come to see me. I have been dealing with the Street Chaplains on a regular 
basis. They said that when they go out and about, they need a defibrillator to save lives. We know the number of 
people dying on the streets. The Street Chaplains said that they need that device to save people’s lives, but nobody 
within the government’s departments and agencies was able to help out to purchase this item, so they came to see 
me. They said, “Member for Carine, you seem like you care about vulnerable people. You care about the community. 
What can you do to help us?” I spoke to the members of the Rotary Club of Karrinyup, who I have a very strong 
relationship with and who have helped the community in so many ways since I have been the member for Carine. 
I commend them for their level of humanity. They agreed to buy a defibrillator for the Street Chaplains and that is 
currently in progress. I did not realise how expensive a defibrillator was. It costs $2 500, so it is not a cheap item. 
But I would really like to commend that organisation and the fact that I was able to bring them together. 
Now that I am talking about the Rotary Club of Karrinyup, it was also instrumental—again, with my involvement—
with rebuilding the facilities for the Riding for the Disabled Association of Australia out in Carine and to put up 
a shelter so that the venue could be used in all sorts of weather. The Deputy Speaker knows all about the Riding for 
the Disabled, and if it were not for the Rotary Club of Karrinyup, that rebuild never would have happened. It was 
something that I was pushing, obviously. It just goes to show that the community carries this government; the 
government is not actually helping the community. The community is surviving despite the government. 
In June this year, Community Employers WA came to see me because 18 organisations needed assistance with family 
and domestic violence funding, providing counselling, advocacy and support services, which, again, the minister 
and the government had failed. For the first time in the history of the state, we have a Minister for Prevention of 
Family and Domestic Violence but the sector is coming to me. I am not even the shadow member for this portfolio—
Hon Nick Goiran is. But the sector came to me and said that it needed my help because this government and this 
minister were not listening. Domestic and family violence is growing at an exponential rate. Its funding had been 
cut from 1 July and the minister was not listening. I brought the issue to the Parliament to ask the minister to give 
the sector some extra money. I was not condemning the minister. I just asked her to give it some extra money. The 
minister said no. She was voting against it. She did not care about increasing funding to prevent family and domestic 
violence. She was going to vote that down. 
What was the contribution of the minister at the time? I think the Minister for Health might remember. The minister 
said that the member for Carine had to read out the names of the 18 organisations that were having their funding 
cut. That was her reply to me. She probably could not name any of the organisations herself, yet she is the minister 
for that sector and she is having a go at me for reading out names like Koolkuna Women’s Refuge, Nintirri Centre 
and One Tree Community Services. I had never even heard of any of those organisations. Obviously, I have heard 
of Anglicare WA, Centrecare, Mission Australia, Relationships Australia WA and Women’s Health and Family 
Services. Some of them I know, but a lot of them I do not know. But the minister made a big deal about it in her reply 
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and said that she was not giving them any money and what a disgrace it was that the member for Carine could not 
list the 18 organisations off the top of his head. I just shook my head. What does the Western Australian Council of 
Social Service have to say about the budget that has just come out? We know it condemned the government in 2019 
and 2020. Now that the budget has come out, what does WACOSS say in its media release of 8 October? It states — 

We remained concerned that there has not been improved funding for the community services sector to 
meet rising need. With increasing unemployment and financial hardship predicted, it is crucial we are 
providing more support for those worst impacted. 

It is not happening; WACOSS has said it: it is not happy. A new tent city has now popped up in East Perth, and 
there is one in Rockingham. As the Leader of the Opposition said in her budget reply speech, homeless people are 
popping up in parks all over the place. I get phone calls from people saying, “Do you know this particular park in 
Girrawheen?” or “Do you know this particular park in Wanneroo? There’s a tent there.” I contact the local council 
and try to see what I can do to help, but it is actually happening all over the place. 
Dr D.J. Honey: The bush in Mosman Park, too. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Exactly. It is unbelievable. We have also discovered from the budget that the Department 
of Communities has overspent on salaries so it is now having its budget cut. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I have asked questions on notice and discovered that the Department of Communities has 
actually increased its number of full-time equivalents at the senior executive service level. I have previously 
brought to the attention of this Parliament how the Minister for Community Services cut funding for homeless 
support services by roughly $7 million in 2019–20, at a time of rising need. The minister keeps saying, “Well, it’s 
$90 million a year”, but as I have said before, the commonwealth government is increasing it by $6 million and 
she keeps cutting it by $6 million. During COVID, we ended up spending roughly $408 475 on the Hotels with 
Heart pilot; that was our COVID contribution for homeless people. What did Victoria spend during COVID to try 
to help its homeless? It spent $15 million. What did Queensland spend? It spent $24.7 million. What did WA spend? 
It spent $408 000. That is it; that was our contribution to Hotels with Heart to try to look after the most vulnerable. 
The minister deemed the program a failure and shut it down pretty quickly, as soon as it looked like the COVID 
crisis was not happening. 
The government found 30 people and put them in a hotel and said, “Oh, 14 of them didn’t make it through.” Do 
members know what? It grabbed these people off the street and locked them up in a prison—that is, a hotel room—
and told them, “For 14 days you can’t come out of that room; you can’t talk to anybody; you can’t do anything. 
You’re locked up.” They did not have COVID, for a start. Secondly, none of the participants at any point in time 
was tested for COVID-19. They could have been tested a couple of times within the first 14 days. Firstly, we were 
pretty sure they did not have it; secondly, they should have been tested; and, thirdly, they should have been allowed 
to integrate with each other at least, and support services should have been allowed to gain access. As a result of 
that, 13 of them were left out of 30. Interestingly enough, out of those who were there, 13 were housed, four were 
returned back to their families and one returned back to the country, so 18 of them had a positive outcome. Hotels 
with Heart cost $400 000, and 60 per cent of the people who participated had a successful outcome. But, of course, 
the minister considered that to be a failure. It was a failure because if it were a success, we would have to spend 
money on it. If something is working, my God, you have to keep doing it. That was quite disappointing. 
At the time, UnitingCare West and Ruah Community Services said there was no violence, no drug use and no alcohol 
abuse observed by the witnesses in the Hotels with Heart program. That was a great outcome, and a great credit 
on that particular issue, but, again, the minister was happy to throw that program down. Of course, when the program 
was initiated, the minister said that if it were successful, it would be scaled up to support people fleeing domestic 
and family violence and struggling with mental health issues. What about the people suffering domestic and family 
violence? The program was not used for that. They were not given that opportunity; they had nothing to do with it. 
I have mentioned previously that the Minister for Community Services keeps talking about the Housing First 
homelessness initiative. I am sure we have all heard about it many times. On 4 December 2019, the minister 
announced that there would be $34.5 million over five years to house homeless people. The minister prepared 
a strategy document, and it took nearly three years for that document to be delivered by the minister and her 
department. A strategy document had already been done by the sector and it was effectively the same document. 
Believe it or not, at the end of all this time, money and effort—three years of effort—the result of the strategy 
document was: “How do you solve homelessness? You give people a home and you give them some wraparound 
services.” It was like, “Okay; so it took you that long to decide that and to come up with a document that tells you 
that, when, from day one, people who work in the sector told you that was the answer, and that was the obvious 
answer anyway.” That was an excuse to do nothing for three years. 
After the strategy document came out, the government proposed two five-year action plans. That is another reason 
to do nothing, because it has to do the action plans now. 
Dr D.J. Honey: They sold 1 000 — 
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Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Well, 1 300, to be exact, as a minimum. 

The government made that announcement on 4 December 2019, and it has kept on talking about it ever since. In 
August this year I asked a question on notice: how much of that money has been spent? Guess how much has been 
spent? Zero; not one cent. I subsequently found out that the December announcement was not actually coming 
about until 1 July 2020, and then the government made another announcement to say that because of COVID, it 
was going to bring that funding forward to May. I thought, “They’re bringing it forward to May but they haven’t 
actually spent any money.” I believe that last Friday the government sent it out to tender, to go through a procurement 
process to offer housing initiatives. Now the government has to wait a month for that tender to come back, so it 
will be December before one cent of that $34.5 million is spent, and of that, there is only roughly $6.9 million for 
this financial year. The government made that announcement 12 months ago. 

The government keeps talking about homelessness being a disaster and that it is everywhere, et cetera, yet its solution 
is to come up with an idea and then do nothing but keep talking about it for a whole 12 months, while the problem 
gets worse and new camps appear. The Department of Communities did not even know the camp in East Perth 
was there. The Department of Transport went there and put a fence up, but it did not actually tell the Department of 
Communities that those people were there until, I think, three months later: “There’s all these homeless people 
hanging around outside our fence. Do you want to do something about it?” I thought that was unbelievable; I could 
not believe it. 

The Tranby Centre received some funding; we know about the issues around the Tranby Centre in terms of violence. 
Again, UnitingCare West was not getting enough support for that. It was basically open from 7.00 am to 7.00 pm, 
seven days a week. The Department of Communities again passed its responsibilities onto the not-for-profit sector, 
and it was happy to pick up the slack. As a result of the funding going to the Tranby Centre, Street Friends WA 
shut down its dinner service. It said, “Do you know what? Tranby’s picking it up. We’ll let people go there. We’re 
going to back up our bags and focus on something else. We’re not going to worry about providing a dinner service.” 
Of course, what has happened now is that the Tranby Centre has had to cut back its hours. It is now Monday to Friday, 
7.00 am to 2.30 pm; Saturday, 7.00 am to 12 noon; and Sunday, 12 noon to 5.00 pm. Other service providers have 
shut down their services because Tranby was going to increase its hours. Tranby has now had to cut its hours back 
because it does not have funding and support from the government and there are all these other issues that no-one 
is helping it with.  

There are no support services or funding provided by the government. The government gives some flimsy excuse 
about the Moore Street precinct and some outreach service. People are providing great services, but nowhere near 
what is necessary. I encourage people to go out to Moore Street to have a look at what is going on there. This was 
touted as the big new solution, so I thought I would go down to Moore Street and have a look at what was going 
on. I went there one morning at seven o’clock. It was freezing cold; I had about 10 layers of clothes on. I got there 
and I saw that it was between Royal Perth Hospital and the car park. It was a bit of street where the boom gates 
are for the rail crossing and there was nothing there. People brought trestle tables and set up little tents and provided 
their services. I asked whether there were tables and chairs or any infrastructure at all. There was nothing at all—no 
infrastructure! I could not believe it. There was a bus that had showers in it so that people could wash themselves. 
Water was dripping from the back of the bus and running down the road, as it does. Of course, that is where the tables 
were set up. The homeless people were walking up one side of that street and water was coming down the other side. 
Some of them were walking in the cold water with bare feet, and wearing shorts and thongs. I was standing to the 
side watching and I was shivering; that is how cold it was that morning. I could not believe what I was looking at. 
I had a meeting with the City of Perth when it did a community forum on the issue with business owners around 
there. I really told them what I thought about what was going on and the fact that it was an absolute disgrace. 

The Minister for Health might want to talk about the medical respite centre, which was, I think, his idea. Homeless 
people were taking up a higher proportion of emergency department space than was appropriate. Of course, they 
could not recover at home because they had nowhere to go. The government came up with the idea of finding 
somewhere else to put them so that they could recover from their procedures and medical conditions et cetera. The 
government put out a tender for that. Guess what? It did not happen. It was announced back in September 2019 
and finalised in March 2020. A suitable respondent was not identified. The government got nobody to do it and 
it did not do it, so it just flushed that idea down the toilet. It thought it was too hard so it would not do anything 
about it. 

Let us look at the number of beds that this government has made available in family and domestic violence refuges. 
In 2017–18, at the end of our government’s term, 298 beds were available for victims of family and domestic violence. 
Guess how many beds were available in 2019–20? There were 298. It has not changed although we have a Minister 
for Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence. The number of beds in family and domestic violence refuges for 
single women and women with children has not changed at all. The number of beds in crisis accommodation has 
gone down. In 2017–18, there were 253 beds and now there are 246 beds. Again, things are going backwards rather 
than forwards. It is one disaster after another. The member for Cottesloe will well remember when we raised the 
issue of homelessness with the minister. He was in the chamber when the minister attacked him for raising the issue 
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of homelessness in Fremantle. The minister said that it was actually not that bad. She said that she lives in the middle 
of it and it is all okay. She said she would be happy to take the member for Cottesloe down there and tell him what 
a wonderful place Fremantle was and that the homeless people were living it up on the streets of Fremantle. 
Ms C.M. Rowe: You’re misquoting. You’re misrepresenting the minister. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I can quote the minister directly. She stated — 

It is not that bad. I live in the middle of it. It is okay … 
Members can interpret that how they want, but those were her words. 
I refer to social housing. Back in 2016–17, there were 44 087 social homes. In 2019–20, the number of social homes 
had decreased by 1 155 to 42 932. Of course, the Minister for Housing made some announcement today that the 
government was going to build another 2 600 homes. That might bring us back to the 2016–17 numbers because 
of all the social houses that were sold. In 2016–17, our government built or purchased 956 homes. In 2019–20, the 
Labor government built or purchased 65 homes. That is 65 compared with 956 in our last year of government. We 
can see why this homelessness crisis is happening. 
We know about the spate of deaths and suicides of homeless people; that has been well covered in The West Australian. 
We know about the abuses in Roebourne, the shocking caseloads that the department of child protection is not able 
to cope with, the children who are getting lost in the system because the department does not know where they are 
any more, the problems of homeless women over 55 years, and the youth at risk. We know how bad their situation 
is because the Youth Affairs Council of Western Australia has been going on about that for a long time. We know 
about the death in the backpacker shelter. The government is going to shut those down. It is an absolute disgrace 
what they were doing there by shoving people in those shelters. 
MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Nationals WA) [5.14 pm]: I am pleased to make a contribution 
to this excellent motion moved by the member for Dawesville that this house condemns the McGowan Labor 
government for its continued failures, having had almost four years to invest in vital frontline services. Of course, 
four years is a long time if we think about some of the things that have happened over that time, but we do not have 
to go back that far. On 15 August 2019, the member for North West Central highlighted in this place the closures by 
the then Minister for Fisheries, who lost his job and was moved out of that portfolio because of his poor performance. 
There were a series of cutbacks in the towns of Denham, Carnarvon, Exmouth, Karratha and Jurien Bay, and fisheries 
department shopfronts were closed. We were told that that would have no detrimental effect on the operations of the 
fisheries and people would move to community resource centres or other Department of Primary Industries and 
Regional Development offices. Individuals who work in the department have said to members of Parliament that 
those cutbacks have had a very negative effect on those towns and the very vital fisheries that they serve. 
Earlier today, the member for Roe talked about the situation with the Water Corporation and the provision of water 
in his area. That is a frontline service for farmers in an area that is suffering from drought. Cruelly, the Minister 
for Water—the same minister who shut down the shopfronts when he was the Minister for Fisheries—reduced the 
output to various standpipes so that, effectively, farmers could not use them when they needed to cart water for 
their stock. It was indeed a disaster for those people. 
The Auditor General recently released a report titled “Transparency Report: Current Status of WA Health’s 
COVID-19 Response Preparedness”. I have to say that the results of that report were fairly positive, but it was not 
an in-depth study into what has been provided, but simply states what has been said to have been provided. The 
rider at the bottom of the Auditor General’s conclusion on this matter is — 

Additionally, this report does not provide assurance as to the effectiveness, efficiency or compliance of 
the planning and actions undertaken by WA Health. These and other aspects of the pandemic response 
may be the subject of future performance audits by the Office of the Auditor General. 

I encourage the Auditor General to make that a priority. In my view, we are letting down the community in 
Western Australia by not sending the message loudly enough that good hygiene practices need to be continued. 
People are forgetting that an insidious killer is just across the border. I hate to say this, but to some extent, I think 
that some Western Australians are now living in a bit of a fool’s paradise. They think they are safe. I believe that 
the government is letting down the community by not putting out the message to people loudly enough. I have noticed 
a complete decline in social distancing practices in shops. As a politician, the refrain we hear when we offer our 
elbow is mocking. People think: “What’s wrong with you?” Politicians know how many hands they would shake in 
a day or contacts they would have. If we were infected, we could be the original superspreaders, so I am very careful 
about that. However, the community is becoming far too complacent. One good frontline service the government 
could introduce is to put those spin doctors it is hiring to good use to make sure that the community is aware of 
the dangers because of our openness as a society. 
Do members remember back in March when we shut down all the regions because we were so frightened about 
what might happen? We knew that the services in those regions would not be able to cope. In my area of Moore, 
I do not think that services are much better now than they were in March. I do not think there is any greater 
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preparedness in those areas. I say that because of my discussions with people such as ambulance drivers who are 
coping with ramping in Perth at the moment. These are volunteers. It is not fair for them to be expected to ramp. 
St John Ambulance has practices in place so that, hopefully, a paid person might come and take over to let them 
take their ambulance back to Jurien Bay, Toodyay or Katanning or wherever they have come from. The ambulance 
ramping times that the member for Dawesville highlighted—195 hours at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and 79 hours 
at Midland Public Hospital—are very extensive times for ambulances to be ramped. They are a frontline service. 
If we have a COVID outbreak in my electorate, the only answer, realistically, is to transport people to a tertiary 
hospital or, if they are north of Geraldton, to the centre in Geraldton, although the services at Geraldton Health 
Campus are very limited. Ambulances are a vital frontline service. The people I talk to do not seem to have much 
idea about how they would cope with a major COVID outbreak, even now. I was discussing this with ambulance 
people on 3 October, the weekend before last, at an event at which they were showing the public what they do. They 
are very concerned. They do a lot of ambulance transfers and the services are already stretched. Those frontline 
services need to be reinforced and we will not be able to do that if we see a continual cutback of expenditure. 
The member for Roe highlighted his concerns over four years about the availability of doctors and GPs at 
Katanning and Narrogin Hospitals. I do not think there are salaried staff there, but GPs consult with the hospitals. 
The member for Roe has had to keep the pressure on the government throughout that time to get the minister to 
help recruit some doctors in that area. That is a very vital service for people in the Katanning and Narrogin districts. 
The member for Geraldton has raised similar concerns about the nursing staff at Geraldton Regional Hospital and 
the amount of overtime the staff are being forced to work. In a media release of 15 September, he said the issue 
was raised with him by a constituent, who was a patient at the hospital and was concerned for the wellbeing of the 
nursing staff who had to work these extra hours. It is a great concern that nursing staff are being required to work 
18 hours straight. Recent data obtained in Parliament confirmed that there was a more than 70 per cent increase in 
nursing staff overtime in May and June 2020 compared with April. Almost 2 200 overtime hours were worked in 
May and June alone. That is having an impact on not only the staff, but also the budget allocated for Geraldton 
Regional Hospital due to the burden of having higher staffing costs. The member for Geraldton is calling on the 
Minister for Health to review that situation. I am also calling for the minister to do that today. The member has 
raised that with me and, I believe, with the minister, and that needs to be addressed. 
Similarly, the very diligent member for Geraldton has been looking at the situation of police. He has uncovered 
that there are 104 unfilled police positions across regional Western Australia and that 15 of those are in our area, 
the midwest and Gascoyne. I guess that is an indication that police are being pulled out of the regions to work on 
COVID teams. When I heard the Commissioner of Police talk on radio the other day, I think he said that the 
COVID team involved 400 officers, although I could be wrong. At some stage the government needs to think about 
moving those officers so that they can do other things they are better qualified to do and putting administrators in 
the role of assessing some of the applications for entering the state and the various quarantine matters that the 
police are dealing with all the time. We probably do not need sworn police officers in that role; we need them in 
the regions. I think it is a misallocation of resources and the state needs to look at that matter as a priority. 
In my own electorate, I am aware that many patients around Moora who leave hospital and require postoperative 
physiotherapy are not being sent home; they are being sent to places where they can get the service they require 
because there are insufficient physiotherapy staff in the Moora district to cope with the demand. I have received 
correspondence from a medical practitioner in the area who is trying to get WA Country Health Service to agree 
to a second full-time physiotherapy position in Moora. I will use his words. Currently, Moora has only one permanent 
senior physio, who works two days a week to cover the entire region. I think the physiotherapist also goes to Dalwallinu 
and Wongan Hills. One physio working two days a week is covering thousands of people at three hospitals. The 
medical practitioner goes on to say that WACHS puts a second physio position on temporary contracts for six months 
that are sometimes filled, but not always. He is asking for WACHS to look at putting two full-time physios in that 
area because he says the need is there. However, in his words, he is not getting an encouraging response to the 
suggestion for how extra funding could be allocated and whether WACHS is looking at it. There is a dire need for 
another full-time permanent position for a physiotherapist in the Moora district, and I call on the minister to look 
at that down the track. I think my office has been in touch with his about some of these matters. That has mostly 
been background information et cetera but it has come to the point at which WACHS must make a decision to put 
those services in place. 
I think that by highlighting some of these examples in the regions we have been able to illustrate that there is 
a concern about the level of frontline services that this government has been providing. There is concern about 
frontline services in the face of COVID. Heaven forbid that we have a major outbreak, but I suspect that we will 
at some stage. I urge the minister to do more to ensure that the Western Australian population is better prepared in 
its social distancing and hygiene practices and make sure that records of contacts are kept when people go to 
restaurants et cetera. I see books at restaurants where people should write their names down, I presume, but no-one 
is doing it. It needs to be made loud and clear that we have to get back to doing that so that we can be protected in 
the event of an outbreak. Heaven forbid a politician gets that disease because they will be the original superspreader, 
and we do not want that. 
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MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Health) [5.26 pm]: I thank members for the opportunity to speak to 
this motion today. This is a motion of great generalities that allows for a good, long-play version of what we could 
have possibly discussed today. All I can say at the beginning of this speech is thank goodness for the Nationals WA. 
If it were not for the member for Moore, it would have been a dreadful debate here today. I thought that the member 
had some good things to say. He made some important observations and asked some appropriate questions. But 
what about this other mob? Really! I am not sure whether the member for Dawesville’s heart was in it. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I am tired today! 

Mr R.H. COOK: Frankly, I am not sure what was going on with the member for Carine. That was a rambling offer 
to the Parliament, but I will do my best to respond to some of the issues that he raised. 

Perhaps let us go to quality first; I will talk about the member for Moore’s contribution because I think he raised 
some very appropriate points. 

Mr R.S. Love: The Minister for Local Government was not very complimentary of me today, so it is very nice of 
you. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: You’ve divided cabinet! 

Mr R.H. COOK: Hopelessly divided! 

Occasionally we disagree but on the member’s most recent performance, I am sure that the Minister for Local 
Government would think that was a thoughtful and useful contribution and an appropriate way for the Parliament 
to spend its time this afternoon, member for Moore. Maybe less so, the suspension of standing orders today! I think 
the member made some interesting observations. One of the dilemmas we have with COVID-19 is that when we 
are so successful at eliminating the community spread of the disease, which is what we have done, effectively, it 
is difficult to keep Western Australians vigilant and make sure they do all the things that the member observed 
that we know will keep us safe, such as physical distancing, personal hygiene and all those other measures, because 
not doing that really does make us vulnerable. The member for Dawesville would recall that one of the observations 
made by the Chief Health Officer in his contribution to the Education and Health Standing Committee’s hearings 
today was that the more we ease restrictions, the more vulnerable and exposed we become in the event that the disease 
comes into the community. He made the observation that, for instance, the Northern Territory is the most vulnerable 
community in Australia at the moment because it has almost no restrictions at all. In the event that the disease 
makes its way into their community, its capacity to spread is much greater. It is tinder dry, for want of a better 
description. There is a score called an R factor, which is basically how quickly we expect the disease to spread. 
The Chief Health Officer estimates that our R factor at the moment is around 1.4, which means that one person 
infects another 1.4 people. If we move to the next stage of easing restrictions, that score could go to 2, which would 
make us tinder dry in the event that the disease comes back into the community. 

Mr J.E. McGrath: Where do we sit compared with other states on that rating? 

Mr R.H. COOK: We are lower than the other states. The member would have heard this week that the 
Northern Territory announced it has gone to the two-square-metre rule for outside venues. It still has greater 
restrictions than we have here. Queensland and South Australia’s restrictions sit between us and those in the 
Northern Territory. 

The restrictions come into sharp focus when we consider whether we will ease the border arrangements. The 
balance we have to consider is whether we ease restrictions in Western Australia to make us more vulnerable and 
compromise our capacity to elevate the number of people coming in and out of Western Australia. Contrary to the 
comments made by the member for Dawesville in the media today, we are not stopping people from leaving 
Western Australia. They are welcome to leave. The member for Dawesville may have been misquoted in WAtoday 
when he made some withering comment about, “How dare the government not let people leave Western Australia!” 
We have never stopped people leaving the state. It is coming back in that becomes a problem, particularly if they 
have travelled to Victoria. The member is absolutely right. The more we let down our guard, the more vulnerable 
we become. The member for Moore made the comment that restaurants are not making registers anymore. They 
no longer have to under the easing of restrictions under phase 4. The member for Moore called for a new campaign. 
That is exactly what we did about a month ago because we made the same observation that he did. 

I am very happy to say that I am not a superspreader. I am absolutely assiduous about presenting my elbow to people 
in social circumstances. People always recoil from me to start with, then embarrassingly offer their elbows and 
say, “That’s right; you’re the Minister for Health”. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Yes. 

Mr J.E. McGrath interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, they use their elbows for something else there. 
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I take the member for Moore’s point about a new campaign about maintaining that vigilance. I talk about this stuff 
all the time in every media opportunity I have. 

The member talked about the strain on our country ambulance services and that is an appropriate observation to 
make. I am undermining the member for Dawesville all the time. Apparently, to the member for Dawesville, I say 
that everything is okay! It is not; it is health and things go wrong in health. There are strains and demands on the 
system. The WA Country Health Service is doing a lot of work on the country ambulance strategy with St John 
Ambulance. One of the key components will be the WACHS command centre standing up, which will give us a visual 
of where all our assets are, including wing and vehicle transport. It will also allow us to see where all our patients 
are on their journey. That will provide the volunteers working in the ambulance service much greater support to 
understand how their services can best be utilised. 

The WACHS has an incredible army of volunteers. However, it becomes difficult if a volunteer ambulance crew 
transfers a patient to hospital and when they get home, take off their shoes, start to relax and potentially drift off 
to sleep, the phone goes again and they have to do another hospital transfer. We have to do that stuff better and 
I am confident that WACHS is going to have much better oversight once we have moved forward with the new 
St John contract, which has recently been signed, and with the command centre standing up. 

The member for Moore talked about the member for Geraldton’s concerns around nursing staff working overtime. 
There are all kinds of theories around this matter, but it is a fact of life that, at the moment, our agency nursing 
staff pool has shrivelled up. We are having to draw more frequently upon our employed medical workforce rather 
than using agency staff. There are a lot of theories around that. I am not necessarily subscribing to this theory, but 
people have observed that JobKeeper payments are not incentivising people to be agency nurses as much as they 
were before. I do not know whether that is true but the agency nursing pool has significantly reduced, so we are 
drawing upon more staff to do overtime. No-one is compelled to do overtime. It is an option for staff to take up. It 
was really nice of that patient to observe that particular nurse was getting a bit tired. 

Mr R.S. Love: The minister said they’re not compelled, but knowing the nature of a lot of nurses, they would 
feel compelled. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Granted. They are extraordinary people with an incredible sense of duty and commitment to 
their work. Because of that, yes, they may step up when perhaps it is not in the best interests of their wellbeing. 

The member also talked about the vacant positions for police in regional Western Australia. He said there were 
104 police vacancies at the moment across regional Western Australia and 15 in the midwest and Gascoyne. That 
is a pretty good result for the midwest and Gascoyne because it is a big part of the state. At any time, of course, 
a number of police are being recruited to positions and it will always be the case that there are temporarily unfilled 
positions. The member talked about the use of police for the COVID situation and perhaps not using sworn officers 
for the G2G PASS work. I do not know to what extent sworn officers are being used for that, but it is outlined in 
the Emergency Management Act, which is under the command of the Commissioner of Police. That means there 
may be some legal reasons why police have these duties. However, the member should gain some comfort from 
the fact that we are now using an app called G2G NOW, which means that people can be remotely checked on to 
make sure they are home quarantining. That has freed a significant amount of police resources and has been an 
absolute boon to the system by making sure we do not have to continually send out police to knock on people’s doors 
or phone them. Things continue to improve in that situation. The member is right; a lot of police are being used in 
the fight against COVID at the moment. It is an incredibly precious resource. I will make some comments later 
about the work we are doing to boost those resources. 

For a moment, I will turn to the issues around health. I thank the member for Dawesville for his contribution today. 
The problem was that almost none of it remotely resembled the truth. Really, it was an extraordinary contribution 
with comments about blaming the paramedics and refusing to accept anything is wrong. Neither of those things 
could be further from the truth and the member for Dawesville knows that. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Do you take the blame for everything? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I am the Minister for Health, member for Carine. I am part of a fraternity of people who have 
what is often regarded as one of the most difficult portfolios in the job. When a new Minister for Health walks into 
a Council of Australian Governments health council meeting, we all say, “Commiserations; what did you do to the 
Premier to deserve this?” I love the portfolio, but it is very complex and it is one that we have to constantly seek 
to improve. Each year presents a new set of problems almost unique to that particular year, and this year’s problems 
are more unique than ever, but our health system continues to respond incredibly well. 

I turn to some of the issues that the member for Dawesville raised—for instance, elective surgery. We have some 
of the best elective surgery numbers in Australia. Obviously, we do not know what is going on in the immediate 
post-COVID period, because Victoria and New South Wales are not doing what we are doing, which is playing 
catch-up for our elective surgery that was postponed. In 2018–19, Western Australia’s median wait time for elective 
surgery was 40 days, which is better than that in New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania and the 
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Australian Capital Territory. Only Victoria and the Northern Territory have a lower median wait time for elective 
surgery than we do in Western Australia, but because of the great work that we have done with COVID-19, I can 
say that we are at pre-COVID waiting times in performance in elective surgery for categories 1 and 2, which is 
a tremendous situation to be in. Even though the member for Dawesville says we are starving the health system of 
resources, the reason we have been able to catch up is that we invested an extra $36 million for health service 
providers to ramp up their work and make sure that we get back on our feet with elective surgery. It is a terrific 
outcome and a great credit to health service providers that we have now achieved that particular outcome. 

It will be an ongoing battle, and I note the comments of the president of the Australian Medical Association, which, 
like any good shadow minister, the member for Dawesville has leapt upon, because there is nothing better than 
when the AMA’s latest narrative matches up with one’s own. It does not happen very often, member for Dawesville, 
so enjoy it while it lasts. It is based upon a very simplistic analysis that because the health budget, as a proportion 
of the budget, has reduced in this particular year, that means that we are placing less emphasis on health care. That, 
of course, is ridiculous. In a budget in which we are providing record infrastructure investment, bringing forward 
a whole range of capital spending from the forward estimates into a single year, of course we will create a situation 
in which the health budget, against the global budget, is potentially smaller, but that does not mean we are reducing 
expenditure on health services. We increased hospital services by 2.6 per cent in 2017–18, 3.6 per cent in 2018–19, 
3.7 per cent in 2019–20 and we continue to invest. Indeed, this year represents another growth of hospital services 
of 3.3 per cent. It is a fantastic outcome that we are continuing to grow hospital services to make sure that we can 
meet demand. 

I want to reflect briefly on the member for Dawesville’s analysis of almost ancient history regarding Fiona Stanley 
Hospital. Yes, member for Dawesville, the previous government built it, but it did not pay for it. It was paid for 
by the Ripper–Carpenter government. By utilising strong revenue growth and careful management of the state’s 
finances, it meant that we could put that money into a sinking fund that the Barnett–Buswell government could 
then use to invest in that hospital. It is a truism that governments fund hospitals and oppositions open them. The 
previous government funded the Perth Children’s Hospital, but it did not open it. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: What are you going to fund? What are we going to open? 

Mr R.H. COOK: Do not tempt me, member for Girrawheen. I make it a habit not to enter into — 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Member for Carine. 

Mr R.H. COOK: What did I say? 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Girrawheen! 

Mr R.H. COOK: Did I, member for Carine? That is all right; I called the member for Albany the member for 
Kalgoorlie the other day and he will never let me forget it. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Open something; come on! 

Mr R.H. COOK: You want to open something? 

Mr A. Krsticevic: You have to build something first. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Okay; thank you very much. As the member for Dawesville would be able to remind the member 
for Carine, not Girrawheen—the member for Girrawheen is much more proficient than him—we are funding a big 
expansion of the Peel Health Campus, because it was neglected by the former government over the course of its 
eight and a half years of government. We are funding a major redevelopment of Joondalup Health Campus, 
a $156 million development, which will see an expanded emergency department and an additional 30 mental health 
beds in the northern suburbs. I think the member would care about that, and of course congratulate the government 
on the great work it is doing. We have also increased funding to now make the redevelopment of the Bunbury Hospital 
a $200 million commitment, which will obviously be welcomed. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Where’s the member for Bunbury? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I cannot provide you with that information, member for Girrawheen—member for Carine. See, 
I did it again! And I have called the member for Albany the member for Kalgoorlie on about three different 
occasions within this week. It got stuck in my head. Obviously, I very much look forward to opening the extensions 
to the Joondalup Health Campus, member for Carine. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: When will it be ready? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I look forward to opening the redevelopment that we are doing at the Osborne Park Hospital, 
member for Carine. I look forward to inviting the member for Dawesville to the expansion of the ED, the ED 
waiting area and the new short-stay unit at the Peel hospital, member for Carine. I look forward to inviting the 
member for Bunbury to the opening and the expansion of the Bunbury Hospital, member for Carine. I look forward 
to inviting the member for Kalgoorlie to the opening of the Albany radiotherapy unit, because I will probably still 
be calling him the member for Kalgoorlie by then, even though he is the member for Albany. I look forward to 
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inviting the member for Kalgoorlie to the opening of the new step-up, step-down mental health facility in Kalgoorlie 
at the same time that we could be celebrating the new renal unit in Kalgoorlie. I look forward to inviting him to 
the opening of the MRI at the Kalgoorlie Health Campus, member for Carine. 
Mr A. Krsticevic: What are you going to invite me to? Nothing? 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: You can come to Kalgoorlie, if you want. 
Mr R.H. COOK: You can come to Kalgoorlie! 
Mr A. Krsticevic: I will come to Joondalup; I will come to Osborne Park. 
Mr R.H. COOK: I could invite the member for Carine to the opening of the redevelopment of the Geraldton Health 
Campus—a significant redevelopment involving the expansion of the ED at that hospital as well as its mental health 
services, so that not so many patients have to travel to Perth to get the care they need. I could even invite the member 
for Carine to the opening of the step-up, step-down facility that we are also opening in Geraldton—a 10-bed facility 
that will be a great contribution to mental health services in that area. The member for Carine could come to Karratha 
with us when we open the step-up, step-down facility in that town. It will do him good to get out and about. He could 
possibly come to Broome when we open the step-up, step-down facility in Broome. But while he is in the northern 
suburbs, because we know he loves the northern suburbs, I could invite the member for Carine to the opening of the 
expansion of the ED at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital to make sure that we can continue to serve — 
Mr A. Krsticevic: I’ve got my diary open; just give me the date. 
Mr R.H. COOK: I could even invite the member to the expansion of the Royal Perth Hospital. That is technically 
in the northern suburbs as well. The expansion of the ED in that — 
Mr A. Krsticevic: My mum used to work there, so that’ll be great. 
Mr R.H. COOK: There you go! We are doing some great work there to make sure that it will continue to be COVID 
ready, but that is in addition to the expansion of that ED, where we brought in a behaviour assessment unit urgent 
care clinic, as well as the mental health emergency centre that we have established there. At the moment, member 
for Carine, we are also developing the new ICU at Royal Perth Hospital. There are so many things I could invite 
him to that the member for Dawesville clearly forgot about in his contribution today. 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: But it has taken so long to get them underway. Geraldton is too small, Kalgoorlie is taking 
forever and the renal dialysis is over budget and over time. 
Mr D.R. Michael: Because you guys did no planning. 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: We were too busy building something at a hospital, member for Balcatta. 
Mr R.H. COOK: The member for Dawesville was not building the Geraldton Health Campus, and he certainly 
was not doing anything at Peel Health Campus—two projects that he says he cares deeply about, but two projects 
that were not even on his radar. It is only since the member for Dawesville discovered the electorate of Dawesville 
in the new incarnation of his career that he has made any commentary about it at all! 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: How could I do it? 
Mr R.H. COOK: I wonder whether the member for Dawesville ever said when he was a senior staffer in the 
Barnett government, “Have you noticed that even though we are coming up to eight and half years in government, 
we haven’t spent a single coin on the redevelopment of Peel hospital?” Imagine that! He had eight and a half years. 
The member would have flicked to his extensive notes at the time and they would have shown the last time there 
had been any redevelopment investment in Peel Health Campus. Does the member for Dawesville want to go back 
to his notes? Do you want to check that, member for Dawesville? 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I wasn’t there, minister. 
Mr R.H. COOK: But when the member for Dawesville was a senior member of the Barnett government staff, 
I am sure he would have had them handy. What would those notes have told the member for Dawesville? 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I’m sure they would’ve noted the ongoing constraints of the hospital, undoubtedly. 
Mr R.H. COOK: They would have noted that the last time any money was spent on Peel hospital was under 
a Carpenter Labor government. 
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Until there was federal government funding by the Liberal Party. 
Mr R.H. COOK: No. The only time the federal Liberal government came into play in Peel was when the electorate 
of Canning came into play. Prior to that, the Barnett government had not spent any money on it. Where was the 
member for Dawesville, for instance, when Don Randall was the member for Canning? Where was the federal Liberal 
government then? It was nowhere, because it did not care. It was only when Canning became a marginal seat that 
it spent any money there. 
Mr A. Krsticevic: The Chief Health Officer would go, “Get on to your skates. Take advisement.” 
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Mr R.H. COOK: Member for Carine, you could also come to the opening of the residential aged-care and palliative 
care facility in Carnarvon. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: What day is it? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I think it will be open any day now. Hopefully, it will be before the election, because I want to 
make sure that the member for Carine is there. I guess I could invite him in his capacity as a private citizen! 

Mr A. Krsticevic: If it’s after the election, I’ll invite you. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Really? 

Mr A. Krsticevic: I will. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Not even the member for Bateman raised that point in his radio interviews in the past 24 hours. 
I appreciate the member for Carine’s enthusiasm. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: I’ll be there. 

Mr R.H. COOK: I did commit to the member, did I not, to mention — 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Yes, the respite service. 

Mr R.H. COOK: We will be taking the respite service forward. The tender process for the operator did not work 
out the way that we expected it to. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: When do you think that is going happen? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I do not have a date for the member for Carine. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: Will I be inviting you or will you be inviting me? Will it be before or after the election? 

Mr R.H. COOK: No, I do not think it will be in 2028; I think it will be well before that, so I will invite you, 
member for Carine! 

Mr D.R. Michael: Unless he loses his seat. 

Mr R.H. COOK: As I said, I am happy to invite him in his private capacity, which may be the only opportunity 
that we will have. But I do hope. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Member for Moore, you are safe. It is quite all right. 

I appreciate the wide-ranging debate that we have had today around what the member for Dawesville called our 
vital frontline services. But there was something missing in the debate today. We did not hear, in the full frontal 
burst from the Liberal Party today, which we usually get—even the member for Moore waded into that area—any 
mention of policing. Why did that not get a guernsey? Does the opposition not think that the police provide a vital 
frontline service? 

Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: We are, member for Carine. Let me tell the member for Carine what we are doing. Clearly he did 
not think the police are a vital frontline service, because there was not a peep about them. I thought the opposition 
might have taken an opportunity to say, “Well done, government.” 

Mr A. Krsticevic: I would need a five-hour speech to do that, to say all the negative stuff first that you destroyed. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Just because you say it, member for Carine, does not make it true. That is the problem. 

The point is that the member for Dawesville always says, “Peel. Peel. Peel. We’ve had to grieve to you 20 times on 
Peel.” That does not mean that nothing is happening in Peel; it means that the member for Dawesville does not have 
any material or anything left to talk about. Grieving about the same thing 20 times does not make it any less so. 

There will be 800 new police officers and a $314 million commitment on top of the attrition that has been provided 
for in the state budget. There will be 200 extra officers each year from this financial year, 2020–21. On top of the 
issues the member for Moore raised about regional policing, there should be plenty of opportunities to fill those 
positions. These officers will be in addition to the 300 officers already being delivered by the McGowan government, 
which includes 150 extra officers for the meth border force to combat the scourge of meth and an extra 150 officers 
announced in April this year. The McGowan government has added more than $755 million to the WA Police Force 
budget across the forward estimates. 

Usually the Liberal Party likes to talk about policing. There was not a word from them today on that particular subject, 
which is extraordinary. I thought that opposition members would want to also talk about the government’s funding 
of more than $90 million on the rollout of state-of-the-art technology, including body-worn cameras, $17.8 million; 
personal-use mobile devices and digital technology, $8 million; and $39 million towards digital infrastructure. 
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There is $1.2 million for drones; $650 000 for a bomb disposal robot; and there is an investment in automatic number 
plate recognition technology and personal issue protective vests for every frontline officer to the tune of $19.2 million. 
It is extraordinary that we did not hear anything about that, even though we were talking about vital frontline services. 
Clearly, the Liberal Party no longer cares about these things. I am sure that if opposition members had got up, they 
would have acknowledged that the rate of crime across WA is the lowest it has been in five years, with 29 000 fewer 
offences in 2019–20 when compared with 2015–16. 

Dr D.J. Honey: It’s something to do with the lockdown. 

Mr R.H. COOK: It may do. I know that member for Cottesloe is on top of law and order so I thought he would 
have spoken about vital frontline services. That would have given the member for Cottesloe an opportunity to 
acknowledge the great investment in policing that is making sure we continue to keep Western Australians safe. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: And strong! 

Mr R.H. COOK: We are keeping Western Australians strong, member for Dawesville. It was very good of the 
member for Dawesville to acknowledge that in his speech this afternoon. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: It is also unusually weird, because it is such an original thought! The Queensland Labor Party 
has adopted the same slogan. 

Mr R.H. COOK: As I said, I just read it in the paper last Thursday. The West Australian provided a great analysis 
of the state budget, which is keeping Western Australians safe and strong. It was good to see The West Australian 
provide that analysis, and I agree with it. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: But I do not agree with Janna Clarke today. She suggested that there must be some sort of 
conspiracy or some reason the WA government stopped the live streaming of the Chief Health Officer’s testimony 
to the Education and Health Standing Committee. 

Mr R.S. Love interjected. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Is that what was going on, member for Moore? I was caught out! That is what must have been 
going on. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: The system crashed this morning. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Is that right? I was not aware of that. It is a parliamentary committee, member for Dawesville. 
We have no role in — 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: Why are you talking to me about that, minister? 

Mr R.H. COOK: I do not know. I assumed the member put out the story yesterday, calling on us. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I said it wasn’t being broadcast. I did not say it was the government. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Okay. 

Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: That is an unusual link that you’re making. 

Mr R.H. COOK: No. The media made that link. They were either on a flight of fancy or were being assisted in 
that observation. 

As I said, it has not been not Parliament’s greatest moment today. The member for Dawesville came up with his 
usual untruths about our lack of commitment to hospital services, his usual distortion of history and his denial of 
his government’s neglect of Peel hospital. He went on to assign all kinds of motives to me; indeed, commentary 
by me that I do not think there is anything wrong. Of course, there are things wrong with our health system. We 
have emerging issues in mental health. 

Mr R.S. Love: I thought it was more physiotherapy. 

Mr R.H. COOK: Yes, and more. Of course, that is the reason we have now invested more than $1 billion in 
mental health. Of course, there is pressure on EDs. That is why we are increasing investment in our EDs; assisting 
our partners, St John Ambulance, through the assignment of hospital liaison managers; and making sure that we 
continue to drive innovation and improvements in our health services. These things continue to trouble the 
health system, but our health system, like at no other time in history, is performing magnificently. It has kept 
Western Australians safe and it is allowing our economy to be strong. I think that is something that the members 
on the other side should reflect on and acknowledge. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Minister, I found standing order 61 and I am going to use it to interrupt business. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 
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ESTIMATES COMMITTEES — MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Report — Presentation 

MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Leader of the House) [7.00 pm]: In accordance with standing orders, 
I present the report of the management committee prescribing which parts of the estimates and off-budget public 
corporations will be considered by estimates committees A and B, and the time allocated for that consideration. 

[See paper 3881.] 

Adoption of Report — Motion 
On motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House), resolved — 

That the report be adopted. 

APPROPRIATION (RECURRENT 2020–21) BILL 2020 
APPROPRIATION (CAPITAL 2020–21) BILL 2020 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

DR D.J. HONEY (Cottesloe) [7.01 pm]: I will return to where I was before the break. I was going through in 
a little more detail the sham of this year’s supposed surplus. The government’s first step in trying to hide this was 
to defer $921 million in dividend payments from public corporations from last year to this year. Deferral of the 
dividend payments was, quite simply, a budget fiddle. There is no reason for the 2019–20 public corporations 
dividends not to be at least recorded in the last financial year, even if the cash payment is deferred. If we look at 
the budget operating statement, which appears at appendix 1 of budget paper No 3, it shows the dividends from 
public corporations in 2019–20 to be $392 million. Then, in 2020–21, it is an eye-watering $2 776 million—almost 
$2.8 billion. Then, in 2021–22, it goes back to a more predictable $1 379 million. There has been no sensible 
explanation provided for the deferral. The dividends are paid from after-tax profits, and the corporations have had 
no difficulty whatsoever raising substantial amounts of capital for projects. The explanation at appendix 7 of 
budget paper No 3 is that the dividends were deferred due to — 

… uncertainty around the impact of COVID-19 on the State’s cashflows, and to reduce the need for new 
borrowings in the short term … 

I have shown that that is nonsense. Table 1.6 is headed “Public Non-Financial Corporations Cash Flow Statement”. 
The argument is that the government is going to need cash flow. This table shows that the corporations ended 
2019–20 with cash equivalents of $3 233 million; they are not running out of cash. That is a significantly larger 
sum than the roughly $2 billion forecast for 2020–21 and the following years, and substantially more than this year, 
when apparently we do not need money, even though the crisis is not over. The corporations had over $1 billion 
more in cash at the end of 2019–20 than they plan on having for the next four years, so there is no sign of a COVID 
cash shortage to justify not paying the dividends when they fell due, that being in the last financial year. The same 
statement also shows that the corporations increased their borrowings by $1 billion, which further contradicts the 
attempted explanation for the dividend deferral. There is no borrowing difficulty for the corporations and there is 
certainly no borrowing difficulty going forward, as the forward estimates show. They will be increasing their 
borrowings and debt every year for the next four years. 

The late Hon Max Evans drove reforms to bring more accountability and integrity into how the state’s finances 
are presented to Parliament and the public, with Treasury adopting accrual-based accounting standards. Under 
those standards, entities must record incurred expenses when they fall due, not when the cash payment is made. 
Dividends must be declared when they fall due, hence the corporations should show $921 million dividend payments 
being incurred in 2019–20, not 2020–21. In terms of the operating statement, it is irrelevant when they make the 
cash payments; it is when those payments are accrued in their statement. To do otherwise is regarded as financial 
deceit in the private sector and is a serious matter. An auditor would not approve the accounts and the Australian 
stock exchange and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission would certainly become interested in 
the conduct of a board if it behaved in this way. It is an irregular accounting practice by any measure. In the 
same way, the Treasurer and Treasury should comply with that standard. In short, the budget surplus for 2020–21 
has been arbitrarily and improperly inflated by at least $921 million, almost $1 billion, the largest part of the 
so-called surplus. 

Perhaps one of the most disappointing aspects of this budget has been the government’s complete failure to develop 
any meaningful plan for the future. This Labor government has enjoyed the greatest budget windfall of any previous 
government. To outline how much the fortunes of this state have changed, consider the following changes since 
the last year of the Barnett Liberal government. In 2016–17, royalties for the Barnett Liberal government were 
$5.3 billion; in 2019–20, they were $8.5 billion, rounded, which is a $3.2 billion or 60 per cent increase in royalties 
alone. The GST has gone from $1.9 billion to $4.3 billion, which is a $2.2 billion or 120 per cent increase. This 
government has enjoyed massive windfall revenue of $5.5 billion from the last years of the Barnett Liberal government. 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/publications/tabledpapers.nsf/displaypaper/4013881a04fbaaa436d6237e4825860200044d11/$file/3881.pdf
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The windfall revenue has nothing whatsoever to do with anything that this government has done. The hard yards 
were done by federal Liberals in this state getting the GST fix in and China’s insatiable demand for iron ore. As 
the shadow Treasurer outlined yesterday, this windfall has nothing to do with the government. 

It is very clear that the government is the master of spin and, oh boy, I bet the spin machine has been going hard 
in the last hour or two, members. What do you reckon? I think it would have been on full cycle. The government 
is the master of spin and it seems to be immune from any detailed media scrutiny of its true credentials. The 
investment in hiring dozens of media advisers is certainly paying off in political terms. However, the people of 
this state will pay the ultimate price for the lack of financial control and vision of this McGowan Labor government. 
The Labor government smashed the domestic economy with its huge utility price increase of more than $800 for 
every family in the state. It destroyed the overseas student business by removing the state from the regional migration 
scheme and reducing the number of skilled migration categories by implementing an additional tax on overseas 
housing investors, and then there was the bungled backflip with the stamp duty rebate, which saw foreign investors 
receiving a greater rebate than local investors. The reason all this happened is because Labor simply does not 
understand the domestic economy and it has lazily relied on booming iron ore and other commodity sales, believing 
that they would translate into a stronger domestic economy. The laziness has continued with this budget and, as 
was pointed out by the shadow Treasurer yesterday, simply relying on stimulating housing and big spending on 
infrastructure, which, can I say, is monkey see, monkey do, will do nothing to provide the structural changes that 
we need to sustain even a medium-term recovery and job creation in Western Australia. We are seeing a massive 
sugar rush that is utterly unsustainable. It will create wage inflation in the heavy construction sector and new house 
price inflation in the housing sector. Where are the new industries that will drive our future economy and the new 
businesses that will fill the state income void that will inevitably occur when the iron ore price returns to a more 
sustainable level? Outside of a few platitudes, we are not seeing a serious commitment to developing and fostering 
the new businesses that will drive employment and wealth opportunities into the future. 

There is no better example of this failure than the waste of the recent $600 million Bell settlement. Indiscriminately 
handing out that money without any regard to need is a disgraceful waste of a precious resource. To be very frank, 
it is simply a massive pre-election bribe. It will do little in the short-term and absolutely nothing in the long-term 
to help people in this state. The government should, by all means, offer more money to help people in need—for 
example, the people who are currently camped in East Perth with no homes for their children. I would applaud that 
investment in human decency. Otherwise, what a wasted opportunity this is to use this windfall to create new 
businesses. A simple example of this is the opportunity to give additional support to horticulturists in the north 
Wanneroo area. In 2019, the Labor government announced that it would implement a 10 per cent reduction for 
licensed Gnangara mound groundwater users in 2028. That will lead to producers losing their businesses and 
becoming uneconomic. It will also lead to an aggregation of licences and a reduction in overall horticultural 
production in the area. In parallel with those cuts, the Labor government, with its normal spin, promised a feasibility 
study into establishing a new horticultural precinct in state forest 65 in north Wanneroo that would utilise recycled 
water. That study was supposed to be finished at the end of last year, but the report still has not been finalised. 
Industry sources say that the minister has refused to accept the initial report. About 140 billion litres of wastewater 
produced by the main wastewater treatment plants is going out into the ocean. Only 20 per cent of treated wastewater 
is currently being re-used. What do we see in the budget for Labor to make good on its promise to help growers in 
the north Wanneroo area to save jobs and to create new jobs? Absolutely nothing, member for Wanneroo. Part of 
the $600 million Bell settlement could have been used to completely remove the need for any water cuts and create 
hundreds of millions of dollars of additional state income. It would also have created about 1 000 new jobs. That 
opportunity has been completely missed. 

What is being done to reduce energy costs in the state? Again, it is nothing. We see nothing in the budget to reduce 
energy costs in this state. As the shadow Treasurer has pointed out, energy costs in this state are increasing and 
not decreasing. There is no vision in this budget. It is a waste of an opportunity to grow our economy. It is a lazy 
budget that focuses on sugar hits to maximise the government’s vote at the next election. It simply ignores the 
state’s future. 

Another major disappointment in this budget and the recent performance of the McGowan government is the 
complete lack of focus in managing the COVID-19 crisis for the long-term. Any government can simply shut the 
state down. It requires no skill to do that or to limit the number of people coming into the state. It requires skill to 
allow people to come into the state in a safe way, which will also allow our economy to thrive. It was very clear that 
early in the COVID crisis the state government realised that catastrophising the crisis and taking a strong public 
stand on the so-called hard border would be a politically popular move. It was obviously appropriate to take a firm 
stand on border control, particularly at the start of the pandemic. However, it has been clear for some time that we 
have the capacity to bring people into this state. Quite literally, tens of thousands of people have come into this state, 
many of them without any requirement to quarantine. That has shown that we know how to bring people safely into 
the state. Today we heard the Premier talking about relying on medical advice, but what did we hear? What has been 
said in this Parliament has been, in fact, a lie. A headline from WAtoday reads, “‘Caught out’: McGowan’s claims 
about hard border contradicted by Chief Health Officer”. As our leader and other members have suggested for 
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some time, there has been the potential to create a travel bubble with those states that do not have community 
transmission. That is exactly the advice that the Chief Health Officer gave to the Premier and the Minister for 
Health. Did we hear anything about that in this chamber? Have we heard anything outside? What we have heard 
is catastrophising and holding this state to ransom. 

As has been pointed out by other members, our horticultural and agricultural industries are going to lose tens of 
millions of dollars of income because the government has not been able to safely bring only about 3 500 workers 
into this state. That would solve that problem, but instead, for political advantage, the state government has chosen 
not to do that. That is an absolute disgrace. 

It is a lazy budget. It is a dishonest budget. The budget ignores proper financial reporting practices. The budget 
will distort the local economy for short-term electoral gain, while it ignores the long-term needs of the community. 
It does nothing to set us up for the future. It is a budget that betrays the hopes and aspirations of the next generation. 

MR S.K. L’ESTRANGE (Churchlands) [7.15 pm]: It is a pleasure to be here with the shadow Treasurer and 
with you, Mr Acting Speaker, a member of the Economics and Industry Standing Committee of the Parliament of 
Western Australia, so you have a strong grasp of the economic issues of this state. It is pleasing to see that the government 
is taking such a strong interest in opposition members’ speeches on the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 
and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020 today, with just the government Whip and the Treasurer present 
to listen to us. It is a shame. 

Mr P.J. Rundle: The Treasurer’s gone. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Sorry; the Treasurer has just left. It is just the government Whip who is here to listen to 
us—and the member for Kalamunda. He missed his bus to Kalamunda. It is no wonder the member for Kalamunda 
missed his bus, because what a deflated, haphazard, boring, economic reform–light, sneaky McGowan-esque budget 
this state budget is. It had no surprises for me. The McGowan Labor government has shown no leadership, no 
inspiration, no vision for a better future and no scrutiny over the numbers. In fact, how many staff does the shadow 
Treasurer have in his shadow ministerial office? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Zero. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Zero. The shadow Treasurer stayed up all night over the weekend going through the 
numbers, member for Kalamunda and member for Balcatta, and believes that he has found $4.1 billion of 
unaccounted money that was just snuck into the budget in various different spots. Is that right? 

Mr D.C. Nalder: Yes, it looks like it. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: It looks like it. I am sure that if we look deeply, we will be very interested to know 
whether there is some sneaky McGowan Labor government–embedded slush fund to the tune of $4.1 billion 
hidden in the budget. 

One of the things that I find fascinating about this budget is the debt repayment plan. The debt repayment plan is 
in appendix 5 of the budget papers. Under the heading “Debt Reduction Account”, it states — 

In line with the Government’s election commitment for responsible financial management, — 

Let us remember that it was a commitment at the last election to have no new taxes and no increases in taxes—
Mr Acting Speaker, you will remember that—but the government backflipped on that one and taxed everybody to 
the hilt — 

a Debt Reduction Account was established in 2017–18 to apply windfall funds to reduce Consolidated 
Account borrowings. 

That was its debt reduction strategy. Wait—to win lotto. That was going to be its strategy. Guess what happened? 
Recently, there was the Bell Resources settlement to the tune of $655.4 million. Remember that? That sounds a bit 
like a windfall to me. It is not something that a government would normally budget for. What did the government 
choose to do with that windfall? Did it choose to apply its debt reduction account measures? No, it did not. It chose 
to give it to all Western Australians in the form of a $600 rebate on their electricity bills. Western Australians love 
that; they are very happy with that. But it is sneaky, and I will tell members why it is sneaky. 

On the one hand, the government says that it is paying down debt when it is not, because this is a windfall that could 
have achieved that outcome, and it is in the budget papers, so it did not do that. On the other hand, the government 
is saying that it is giving back to Western Australians. Let us not forget that that $600 rebate was already factored 
into its increases over the following three years of the forward estimates. Over the following three years of forward 
estimates, electricity prices will go up by seven per cent, and that is on top of the 19.6 per cent in increases that 
Western Australians have already had to put up with from this McGowan Labor government over the last three years. 
Although people think they are getting a $600 benefit in their back pocket—they need it and it is good that they 
are getting it from their perspective—the fact is they have been hoodwinked by this government with a 27 per cent 
increase in power prices over the previous three years and in the following three years. This is a very sneaky 
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government that loves to get a political win out of an activity such as giving a $600 cheque to people while at the 
same time saying it is paying down debt when it is not, and that it has a debt-reduction strategy based on windfalls 
but it does not use it. That is what we are dealing with. When we talk about fiscal management, it is spin. It is all 
spin on the part of the McGowan Labor government. There is no substance to it because it is not prepared to do 
the heavy lifting when it comes to debt repayments. 

State borrowings is another interesting area. The government said it would pay down debt. What is happening with 
state borrowings? Page 47 of budget paper No 3 states — 

… State borrowings held against the Consolidated Account are forecast to increase by $3.6 billion over 
the four years to 30 June 2024 … 

… 

Net debt as a share of Gross State Product is forecast to rise … from 11.3% in 2019–20, to 14.6% in 
2022–23 … 

How is that debt reduction going? In the lead-up to the 2017 election, the Premier said that he would pay off debt 
responsibly like a household would pay off a mortgage, or words to that effect. I do not see any debt reduction 
strategy being applied or debt being paid down. All I see is debt going up and up and up under this government. 
What about the debt and deficit spin that goes with that? What tricky, sneaky Premier McGowan likes to do is try 
to confuse people out there who might not have as thorough a grasp of economic terminology as someone who has 
studied economics. He uses the difference between debt and deficit interchangeably to suit himself. When he says 
that we have a budget surplus, people think that the debt has gone away. The government is trying to spin it that way 
to make people feel as though the government is paying down debt and getting us back in the black when it is not; 
it is getting us more in the red. The Premier uses spin on the deficit angle. We all run our own household budgets. 
Money comes in, expenses go out and what is left at the end of the year is a surplus or the household has to borrow 
money to cover itself and hopefully it can recover that with more earnings to pay off the debt and move ahead. 
That is the deficit side. But even the deficit, as Ben Harvey showed us in The West Australian of Friday 9 October, 
is not quite as it seems either. In his article titled “In a COVID Spin”, he says — 

Debt isn’t scary anymore 
Owing bucketloads of money to foreign investors is apparently nowhere near as bad as Mark McGowan 
told us it was. 

“We now have the worst set of books in our history,” an almost historical Opposition Leader warned us 
in 2016. 

… 

No fear, this time, though, because having debt at a whopping 14 per cent of the economy is, “sustainable and 
manageable”, according to Mr Wyatt. 

How times have changed. It is remarkable. The article goes on to say — 

Why you earned that credit on electricity bill 
Mr Wyatt spent several minutes yesterday explaining how the $600 credit on our power bills was made 
possible … 

… Mr Wyatt made their power bills longer than their phone numbers — 

He is talking about consumers — 

when he jacked up prices when he took over from Mike Nahan. 

That is what Ben Harvey thinks. He goes on to say — 

Not all surpluses are equal 
The $1.2 billion surplus that Mr Wyatt expects this financial year is a bit of a furphy because it doesn’t 
take into account the total cost of the much-vaunted $27b capital works program. 

… the surplus that Mr Wyatt talks about accounts for the cost of employing teachers, cops and nurses but 
doesn’t include the cost of schools, police stations and hospitals. 

It’s like ignoring your monthly mortgage payment when you calculate your household budget. 

Once we account for the cost of everything the Government will spend over the next year we find that 
instead of being $1.2b in the black, we are $3.39b in the red. 

It looks to me as though the journalist, Ben Harvey, is onto the member for Kalamunda.  

Mr M. Hughes: Me in particular? 
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Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: He is definitely onto you. Member for Balcatta, Minister for Local Government—he is 
onto you all! He knows that the government is all spin. He knows that the COVID-19 period has been used as 
a bit of a smokescreen to cover the government’s mismanagement whilst people have been focusing on their 
health concerns. 

Another aspect of this budget is how lucky the government has been that money has come in. That is nothing to 
do with its leadership, management or economics; it is pure luck. Let us look at iron ore. What was the price of 
iron ore in 2015–16? I will tell members; it was $US52 a tonne. What is the price today? It is $US122 a tonne. 
That is an increase of 135 per cent and it has led to $8.4 billion in royalties in 2019–20. That is what we are dealing 
with. We have all this extra money coming in that the previous government could only dream about, and where 
did the government get that money from? The government got it from China, which is very concerned about its 
economy moving out of COVID and into the future, and it got it because the Vale mine in Brazil had a catastrophe 
followed by Brazil having serious problems with coronavirus. The Pilbara could provide that iron ore to China, 
hence we were almost the only major supplier in Australia to be able to give China what it needed. The government 
benefited from that to the tune of $8.4 billion, which is up $945 million from the midyear review and up $2.1 billion 
on its own assessment last year. These are big, big numbers. 

I refer to commonwealth contributions. We know that the commonwealth provides grants to the government, and that 
is fine. The commonwealth provides grants for health, education and other areas to the tune of, I think, $11.94 billion. 
But what was GST under the former government? It got down to as low as 30¢ in the dollar. It had some top-ups to 
get it up to around 36¢, but essentially it was 30¢ in the dollar, and then was reliant on tied grants after that. What is 
GST now? GST is now 70¢ in the dollar. That is an increase of 130 per cent on the government’s GST earnings. 
Did the government create that? Of course it did not. All the heavy lifting for that outcome was done well before 
this government came into office. Those are two big revenue streams that have come to this government, and it 
has not had to lift a finger. It is sheer luck. 

We then look at other things such as the $1.2 billion that is sitting in a commonwealth bank account for the 
government to access if it decides to go ahead with Perth Freight Link. Of course, it has said that it will not, so 
that $1.2 billion, which could create hundreds of jobs for Western Australians and ease up traffic congestion in the 
south area of metropolitan Perth well into the next 50 years, has been ignored by this government. Then there is 
a federal government injection of $1.1 billion for infrastructure this year. This government is literally getting all 
its revenue without lifting a finger—all these windfalls! 

The people of Western Australia are having to cope with the difficult economic circumstances that are linked to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. We have JobSeeker and JobKeeper, and what does that tell us? We know that JobSeeker 
was about $550 on top of fortnightly JobSeeker payments; it is a supplement. We know that from 25 September it 
was extended at $250 a fortnight for qualifying people. The JobKeeper flat payment of $1 500 a fortnight was 
introduced as a subsidy to businesses and is being extended until 28 March 2021. Isn’t the government lucky—
two weeks after the election! Does this government think it had anything to do with that? Of course it did not. That 
was the commonwealth government saying that the people and small businesses of Australia need to be supported, 
but this government got the economic luck out of that as well.   

Then we can look at the federal budget’s $1.2 billion to boost new apprenticeships and traineeships. For up to 
100 000 new apprenticeships and trainees, there is a 50 per cent wage subsidy program. Did members opposite put 
their hands in their pockets for that? Of course they did not. 

All these initiatives to be creative and fiscally responsible for getting the economy back on track were not done by 
the government. In fact, this is one of the blandest budgets a government has ever produced in a time of crisis. 
I can see why members opposite decided to throw all their economic spin out there and come up with a very light, 
bland budget. It is because everyone else is doing the work for them. The numbers speak volumes. Anybody who 
decided to get into the books and have a look at them would find what I found. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: What is missing from the budget? There has been plenty of commentary around what 
is missing. Aaron Morey, chief economist at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia, said 
he was “disappointed the Budget did not drive further business initiatives.” That is a real shame. Warren Pearce, 
chief executive of the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies, said — 

…we’d like to see the Government continue to focus on its efforts to reduce red tape, bring those projects 
and investment forward and help the private sector really continue to contribute to the recovery of the State.” 

It is a shame that members opposite did not really listen to these people when they wrote their budget. 

Committee for Economic Development of Australia senior economist Cassandra Winzar said there “was little in 
the way of new announcements to directly help the business sector or incentivise further investment.” That is 
a pretty poor report card. It is about a D-minus, is it not? Not too many people out there are that impressed with 
the government’s efforts. 
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The managing director of the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia, Damian Collins, mentioned the legislation 
to do with landlords. Do members remember the one in which the government said it was going to extend the COVID 
landlord legislation period, again until just after the election? The concern was that people might be gaming the 
system—the poor old landlord, the mum and dad investor who have a rental property and are really struggling 
because their tenant is not doing the right thing. The government decided to extend that legislation without showing 
the Parliament the data on why it was extended or justifying economically why it needed to be done. The government 
just did it. The managing director of REIWA, Damian Collins, said that the legislation had discouraged investors 
from entering the market, which meant supply was not increasing in line with growing demand. He said exemptions 
should have been targeted for those affected by the pandemic. That is perfectly sensible and logical advice. The 
government chose to ignore it. 

What about the “State of the States” reports? It is always interesting to look at the “State of the States” reports, because 
even during a pandemic we get to see how this government has been performing relative to other governments that 
face the same, if not worse, COVID-19 conditions. I would argue that, apart from the Northern Territory and 
South Australia, they are all suffering worse COVID-19 conditions than us. How did we perform there? In the 
July 2020 “State of the States” report, out of eight, Western Australia ranks seventh for retail spending, behind the 
Northern Territory; eighth for unemployment; seventh for construction work, which is down 45.2 per cent on 
decade average; seventh on housing finance, with commitments down 33.5 per cent on the decade average; and 
seventh for dwelling starts, which are at a 19-year low in WA. Overall, it is ranked seventh, ahead only of the 
Northern Territory. Members opposite are out there saying that they are fantastic economic managers and that the 
Western Australian economy could not be better. That little report card says that we are seven out of eight in most 
areas. Again, it is more spin on the Premier’s economic management of Western Australia during COVID. Let us 
think about the pre-COVID context, because I think that gets lost in the COVID smokescreen that members 
opposite love billowing out. As the member for Cottesloe just highlighted, we heard some very damning evidence 
today when the Chief Health Officer, not under oath but in a parliamentary hearing in which they have to tell 
the truth — 

Dr D.J. Honey: It was broadcast on TV as well. 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I hear it was on TV as well; thanks, member for Cottesloe. He said he never gave health 
advice that the hard border had to stay. 

This is now not an issue of the borders; it is an issue of integrity. The Premier’s integrity is now on the line. People 
will have their own position on the border, but when the Premier of Western Australia says that he is relying 
100 per cent on the Chief Health Officer’s health advice, and the Chief Health Officer in a parliamentary hearing—
I am hearing publicly on the news tonight—says that that is not the case, we have a serious integrity issue. We have 
a budget, a government and an economy run by the Premier of Western Australia, and he cannot be trusted. That 
is on the news tonight, member for Kalamunda. As a former school principal, the member knows that if one of the 
students he taught or was headmastering—whatever you call it—demonstrated an abject failure of integrity, they 
would be on the mat in front of his office waiting to be told, “You’re not good enough, son”, or girl, “You need to 
improve your integrity.” I look forward to the member for Kalamunda standing in this place tomorrow and holding 
his Premier to account on integrity, because that is what he would have expected of his students, and that is what 
he should expect of his Premier. 

Let us have a look at the pre-COVID context. In December 2019, total building approvals for all building types 
and all sectors trend fell to 1 156. In August 2019, Western Australian house building approvals hit their lowest 
since records began in 1983. In September 2019, these again fell to 851. These falls continued in February 2020, 
dropping another two per cent. That was pre-COVID, a month shy of the COVID pandemic. The worst results 
since 1983 were under this government. We went through the Keating 1991 “recession that we had to have”. There 
were high levels of unemployment and high levels of inflation. Then in 1997, we had the Asian financial crisis. In 
2008, we had the global financial crisis. This government has overseen an economy in which building construction 
is worse than during all of those financial crises, and the worst since records began. What is the government’s 
policy in this budget to help fix that? The government’s policy is to rely on the federal government, iron ore royalty 
revenues and the GST change, and to just hope for the best, because it has no intellect when it comes to shifting 
the Western Australian economy into a new future. The Premier cannot be trusted on integrity or managing the 
Western Australian economy properly. 

What else does the pre-COVID information tell us? On household stress in 2018–19, there were 1 302 civil property 
repossession applications in the Supreme Court, which was up by 98 on the previous year and 383 on 2014–15. 
Synergy and Horizon Power cut off more than 22 000 customers for unpaid bills—one in every 60 customers. 
Real Estate Institute of Western Australia figures show that 12 per cent of WA home owners owed the bank more 
than their property was worth. Supreme Court figures show that lenders made 1 304 applications for civil property 
repossession. Over half of all loan balances in negative equity in Australia were in Western Australia and the 
Northern Territory. That was pre-COVID. The Western Australian economy was going down the toilet under the 
McGowan Labor government. The COVID smokescreen hit Western Australia and McGowan untrustingly told 
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us it was all about health advice, but we have found out that is wrong. The economy does not lie. The economy 
was suffering under the McGowan Labor government and the economy will continue to suffer under the McGowan 
Labor government. What about those cost-of-living fees and charges pressures that households were put under 
by the McGowan Labor government? Over three years, the total increases in charges were: electricity went up 
19.6 per cent, water went up 14.5 per cent, public transport went up 15.25 per cent, and motor vehicle registrations 
went up 7.9 per cent. When the economy was going down the toilet under this government, what did it do? It increased 
people’s fees and charges—shame! That is how much care and compassion the McGowan Labor government has 
for households in Western Australia. It puts them under more and more stress. 
How has the government dealt with the people out in my electorate on the significant issues that matter to local 
communities, such as education? I could not see anywhere in the budget any improvements in the assets of primary 
schools and high schools in my electorate. For a number of years, Wembley Downs Primary School has been wanting 
a new administration building. The previous government committed to it, but I do not know what this government 
is doing about it. Correct me if I am wrong, but I could not see anything in the budget for that. I have got up in this 
place several times to ask the government what it is doing about the Herdsman Lake Wildlife Centre. It was going 
to cost $165 000 a year for a full-time education officer in one of the best outdoor environment programs run in 
this metropolitan part of Perth. It is $165 000; that is not even a rounding error. The government scrapped it from the 
education program. That centre had 6 500 students going through it annually, with some 2 000 students participating 
in the Indigenous education program, an ancient science program connecting Aboriginal culture to local kids and 
schools throughout Perth, down at the lake. It was a brilliant program, and it cost only $165 000. The government 
was too tight to find that money. 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: Kids from all over metropolitan Perth were going to it. 
What about the road networks? The road network in my electorate around Churchlands Primary School, at 
Pearson Street and Cromarty Road, is having real issues because the Stephenson Avenue on-ramp at the freeway 
will make Pearson Street busier. The City of Stirling has done some road redirections in the Churchlands Green 
area, which it is impacting. The school community is just saying, “Help us get our Kiss ‘n’ Ride drop-off area 
sorted out or there will be an accident. A kid could get seriously hurt.” I have sent letters to the Minister for Police, 
the Minister for Education and Training and the Minister for Planning saying, “Guys, just fix this up. Look after 
the kids; look after the teachers.” Nothing. All spin and no care. That is what it is about. 
I ask members that when they look at the budget, look for vision for the future. Try to get a sense of what this 
government is about and why it wants to be re-elected, because this is also a pre-election budget. It is the most boring, 
pathetic, weak, insipid pre-election budget I have ever heard of. It is quite unbelievable. If a first-year economic 
student at the University of Western Australia, or wherever, submitted this budget as an assignment, their tutor would 
give it back to them and ask them to resubmit it, for goodness sake, because this is boring. The government is missing 
the key targets. It has not understood the intent and it has its mission wrong. This budget is pathetic. Government 
backbenchers all sit around and allow their cabinet to make these decisions. They have an election coming up. For 
goodness sake; when they sit in their caucus room, how about critiquing the team! 
I will wrap up. This is a budget letdown. It is lazy, it lacks economic excellence, it lets down Western Australians, 
it relies on the commonwealth and it fails to set a vision for WA. It really is quite appalling and lazy, and I just 
think a little more compassion, a little more empathy for the people of Western Australia, a little more honesty and 
a little less sneakiness is all that they would have expected, yet the government failed badly to deliver a proper and 
effective budget. We will hold the government to account on that and we will hold it to account on its budget as 
we go into the March 2021 state election.  
MR I.C. BLAYNEY (Geraldton) [7.45 pm]: I rise to speak on the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 
and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. I first read thoroughly through the federal budget, because 
I thought that, obviously, we are responding to an international crisis, not just a Western Australian crisis. I was 
interested in the commentary up to the federal budget that in politics we should never waste a good crisis. I was 
interested in the broad picture, if you like, of the federal budget, and I spent the day reading about it. I thought 
there were some really quite good original things in the federal budget that set the context to help us understand 
the Western Australian budget. The first thing I noticed was that the federal government is banning the export of 
rubbish, spending $250 million on recycling infrastructure, which I think is well overdue. 
At the worst, net debt in Australia will be one-half of net debt in the United Kingdom in relation to its economy, 
one-third of debt in the United States and one-quarter of what it is in Japan. Our net debt will peak at $966 billion, 
which will be 44 per cent of our gross domestic product in June 2024, but, of course, that is helped very much by 
the fact that we have such incredibly low interest rates. A useful thing that has been done in the company tax system 
is that losses incurred up to June 2022 can be offset against profits made in or after the 2018–19 financial year, 
which is an interesting concept. It is a bit like in farming, where tax can be averaged. For some companies that 
will be a saviour, because they were making good money in those early years and, of course, they will have made 
losses since then, so they can balance out the two. There is instant write-off of plant for companies with a turnover 
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of up to $5 billion, and a 100 per cent deduction for second-hand equipment, which is unusual and another good idea. 
JobKeeper will be up to $101 billion by the end of March next year. JobKeeper is a huge program, and I commend 
the federal government for having the courage to do what it has done there. 
Similar to 2008, a lot of things that will happen in Australia, and certainly in Western Australia, sit around the 
growth of the Chinese economy. It will be absolutely crucial. When we look at the projections for the price of iron 
ore, we come to the conclusion that really nobody knows. 
I am pleased to see that the federal government is interested in manufacturing again. One point I would make is 
that if the government wants to increase what we produce in food and beverages, it will have to do something 
about the market power of the supermarkets, because they will stymie any efforts we make to increase our food 
processing sector. All kinds of people are now freely admitting that the treatment of Holden and Toyota was an 
absolute disaster for the Australian manufacturing base. 
It is good to see that the federal government is putting in some measures to address another issue that has needed 
to be tackled for quite some time, and that is the cost of domestic gas on the east coast. There is some useful work 
on extra road funding, and we can see that in various projects. Even one of my favourite projects, which is the road 
between Wiluna and Meekatharra, is getting, I think, $16 million a year from the federal government. 
It will be interesting to see whether this COVID period will mark the end of what has been called by some our 
immigration Ponzi scheme by which we were tying citizenship with coming here and paying quite high fees to study 
at university, with people getting their citizenship at the end of their studies. It was a way to keep the economy 
growing by just increasing the population. I think quite a few people will not miss that. University vice chancellors 
who are on seven-figure salaries probably will, but a lot of other people will not. I question the wisdom of building 
a new university in the middle of Perth. If Chinese university students do not come back in any numbers, our 
overseas student numbers will be down by about 30 per cent, so I think that has been a wise investment. 
I welcome the crackdown on Facebook and Google in the federal budget. Last year, Google apparently paid 
$58.7 million in tax on gross revenue of $4.8 billion, which I think is quite outrageous. Unfortunately, and sadly 
once again, it is using the Singaporean economy to do that. I am frequently disappointed with the Singaporean 
attitude to ripping off our tax. 
There are some interesting assumptions in the federal budget. It assumes that by the end of the year the Victorian 
economy will be back to normal and that by the middle of next year the iron ore price will fall to $US55 a tonne. 
Obviously, there will have to be a considerable increase in funding for aged care. A big question sits around a vaccine 
and how effective that will be. The assumption in the federal budget is that we will have a vaccine by July next 
year, and that if it works—the Australian Medical Association is cautious about that—it will be worth $34 billion 
in increased economic activity. However, another Victorian-style outbreak would cost the economy $55 billion. 
That is a huge issue. So far, federal company tax revenue is $12.2 billion lower as a result of the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The federal government is assuming that the economy will grow at 4.5 per cent a year—the 
International Monetary Fund is saying three per cent. It is good to see that there will be growth and I am pleased that 
the federal government is being optimistic. Someone mentioned the 1990s recession. It took two years for growth 
to return to previous levels from the early 90s recession, which was engineered by Keating and his interest rates, 
and it took a decade for unemployment to drop below six per cent after that recession. Treasury is now saying that 
it will take four years for unemployment to drop below six per cent. That may be a heroic assumption. 
It is assumed that the Chinese economy will grow by eight per cent next year. The federal government, of course, 
has some quite serious decisions to make. One is the future of JobSeeker and the other is the future of JobKeeper. 
In the middle of the decade, gross debt could reach $1.7 trillion, assuming that interest rates are still low, and net 
debt could peak at $1 trillion by 2024. The population growth of Australia in 2020–21 will be 0.2 per cent and in 
2021–22, 0.4 per cent. That will be the lowest population growth Australia has had in a century. A second COVID-19 
outbreak in Victoria cost two per cent off our national gross domestic product in the September quarter. 
The federal government also announced measures on superannuation accounts to encourage people to have 
one account and not multiple accounts; measures on fees and charges, which in some cases have been outrageous; 
and non-performing funds, if you like, are going to be outed. The CSIRO will receive an extra $450 million over 
four years, $2.4 billion will be invested to lock in lower energy prices, and $28.3 million will be allocated to develop 
five strategic gas basin plans. The international freight assistance mechanism will be extended to June at a cost of 
$317 million, which has been good for Geraldton. Michael McCormack was in Geraldton in February and I impressed 
on him the importance of the government to do something like that. Also, $2 billion has been committed to low-emission 
technologies. It is predicted that the government will spend $18 billion in that area by 2030. There is an assumption 
that there will be 10 years of deficits, and an extra one-off $1 billion is allocated for university research. 
Another interesting development in the tax area is the development of something that is similar to chapter 11 bankruptcy 
in the United States, which is a very valuable mechanism. When companies enter administration in Australia, about 
90 per cent of them are wound up and do not continue. Chapter 11 bankruptcy allows a company that is in trouble to 
get protection and continue under its normal management. I think it is a welcome development to have something 
like that in our taxation system. 
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That puts our state budget into a framework. As I said, we should never waste a good crisis, so I think the federal 
government has used the crisis to put in some useful and valuable changes. Obviously, the state government does not 
have as many levers or access to the sort of money the federal government has. However, as we see it, the royalties 
for regions program continues to be trashed. Funds are spent on things like water, power, orange school buses and 
TAFE fees, and what is left is being underspent. The previous Liberal–National government has been endlessly 
criticised about the level of debt and now the government has set about adding to it. However, I think the government 
can make a case for doing that due to the seriousness of the situation we face. However, it should be mentioned 
that the GST issue has been resolved by the federal government and we are getting much higher than projected 
iron ore royalties. As we would expect, a lot of this money is being spent in Perth. It is worth saying once again 
that iron ore was $US38 a tonne and on some projections we were looking to get no GST money back at all during 
the Barnett government years. 
I welcome the continued commitment to expanding the Geraldton Health Campus and I likewise welcome the 
step-up, step-down facility, but I still regret the closure of our sobering-up centre, which has implications for our 
community, and the closure of Cameliers Guest House. I am glad to see confirmation that the finfish nursery will 
be developed, and confirmation of the short-stay Aboriginal accommodation facility is also very welcome. The 
Nationals have made a commitment to acquire a rescue helicopter. I am interested to see that that issue is generating 
some interest, but I think it is time the midwest had such a thing. 
Apart from the measures above, the announcements do not seem to contain a lot of new commitments. I note that 
the press release refers to $21.4 million to upgrade the Champion Bay Senior High School, which was a Barnett 
commitment from 2015–16. The bypass road is a very topical local issue at the moment and I ask the government 
to consult with our community. The people of Walkaway want to hold a public meeting about it, but Main Roads 
has said it will not attend it. One of the big concerns about building an entirely new road rather than developing 
the existing Brand Highway is the chance that Main Roads will downgrade Brand Highway to a local road and 
hand it back to the City of Greater Geraldton and the Shire of Irwin to maintain. That would cost the City of Greater 
Geraldton somewhere in the region of $1 million or $2 million a year and I think it would cost the Shire of Irwin 
in the region of $1 million a year. The City of Greater Geraldton might be able to manage that, but I do not think 
the shire would be able to. 
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: It has probably taken half the car traffic but virtually none of the trucks, so Brand Highway 
now is pretty much dominated by trucks. That is fine; it is a pretty good road and the trucks are well driven, so it 
is not really an issue. 
I was interested in the $600 credit being handed out to people with power bills. I would have preferred to see that 
means tested and the balance of those funds put into social housing. I will read a few comments from a letter 
I wrote the other day to the Minister for Housing, whom I have always found very helpful. My letter states — 

Dear Minister 
… 
I am writing to you on behalf of — 

I will call her Phyllis — 
a constituent of Geraldton in relation to her application for priority housing. 
Her daughter-in-law … contacted my office to raise her concerns regarding her mother-in-law’s housing 
situation. 
Phyllis is currently undergoing dialysis treatment and has restricted mobility. I have been informed that 
she is on the priority housing list and has been living with her youngest son Ralph for the last 3-4 months. 
Ralph has a one bed-room unit in … Spalding so Mrs Hamlett is currently having to sleep in the lounge, 
which is not beneficial to her health or conducive to her recovery. 

Phyllis does not want to go into an aged-care facility. She feels she can still look after herself; she just wants a little 
unit of her own. She is on the priority list, but a reasonable number of houses are boarded up in Geraldton. I know 
some funds have been allocated, but I suspect that for quite a lot of people who will get a $600 credit on their 
power bill—I had a long discussion with my wife about it actually; our power bill is always in credit—that money 
will disappear into the ether. 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Do you have a solar system? 
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: There are 10 or 12 panels. 
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: It could be. I really do not know. It was on the house when I bought it, so I did not go into the 
nitty-gritty of it. But I know that we never pay anything for power. The credit just accumulates. Therefore, I suspect 
that is probably $600 that the Treasurer will keep. He is deep in thought, so I will not interrupt him. 
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I went through a heap of projects in my regional cities program that I think are positive. The good thing about the 
regions is that that tends to be where the blue sky stuff is. In the regions, we can have new industries and do new 
things. The first one on the list is irrigation on the Fitzroy River. That would certainly be a job generator in that area. 
I believe that could be done cooperatively between the people who own the pastoral leases and the traditional owners. 
Most of the traditional owners would be keen for their young people to have jobs. 

The Meekatharra–Wiluna road is being built under an interesting model. The Shire of Wiluna is running the building 
of the road, and it is training Aboriginal people in the main how to operate the earthmoving machinery, which is 
why it will take quite a long time to build that road. Terry Redman put that program in place when he was the 
Minister for Regional Development. That is a good thing. That road was promised in 1957 when the railway line 
was withdrawn. I said to someone the other day that I hope that road will be finished by 2057. 

One policy that we took to the 2005 election was to standardise government department boundaries along the same 
lines as the regional development commission boundaries. That would be a very useful innovation. We also need 
to put in place serious incentives to get medical personnel to live in the regions, GPs in particular, to the point that 
we will not train people unless they are prepared to make a commitment to spend some time in the regions. 

I believe that one day we will get tidal energy in the north of this state. Renewable energy across the state is one of 
our big opportunities. I believe we will also get clean, green food production. However, I am disappointed about 
the treatment of our dairy industry. I am scratching my head, as are others, about the government’s plan to move 
400 agriculture department people into the CBD. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: I cannot work that out. I hope it is because office rentals are very cheap at the moment and 
it is a way to deal with that for the time being. However, I would like most of those agriculture department people 
to be in Northam. 

A commitment to deal with coastal erosion is also very important. We need to look strategically and try to get 
people to move to the regions to address the endless growth of the City of Perth. 

I have looked at the various things on the books of the regional cities. Those things are probably not in this budget. 
They include the Kununurra bypass road, the swimming pool and the upgrade of the airport runway. One potential 
development is prawn farming. The cotton industry is also a positive development. 

In Broome, depending on how COVID goes, there may be an opportunity in years to come to develop that as 
a tourist mecca. There are social issues in Broome, and although I do not think they are being addressed very well, 
they are definitely being impacted by the increased money that is coming to people through JobSeeker. 

In Port Hedland, the marina is a positive development. The airport is finally going to get an upgrade. Anyone who 
has used Port Hedland International Airport will have wondered what was going on in that place. The high school 
and the swimming pool are also positive developments. 

Karratha is a shining example of what can be achieved in a city in the north. That is very much a product of the 
previous government. 

In Carnarvon, the jetty should be restored. Others have suggested that Carnarvon could have a resort similar to the 
resorts in Broome. 

In Geraldton, we have the bypass road, and the Abrolhos Islands aquaculture development. Part of the department 
of fisheries could be moved to Geraldton. Horticulture is going quite well there. The development of the port will 
be good. Another interesting blue sky project is the production of hydrogen at Oakajee. 

I see Northam as potentially having a department of agriculture, an agriculture management college, an agriculture 
university, and an agriculture safety institute. New South Wales has a major rail maintenance depot in Dubbo, and 
we could have a similar thing in Northam. 

Bunbury is getting a more reliable rail connection. It has a port that can be developed. Bunbury could become a centre 
of advanced manufacturing and technology. It is a modern, progressive regional city and of course it should have 
got the Department of Conservation and Land Management or Department of Environment and Conservation 
facility or whatever it was called at the time and the 300 people that the Barnett government had intended to move 
to Bunbury, but, unfortunately, that did not happen. 

Kalgoorlie has on its books a freight-transfer inland port-type arrangement to shift products from rail to track. I think 
we should restore the Western Australia School of Mines to its former position and it should be the best school of 
mines in the world. 

Albany, obviously, has tourism and retirement options, but I think that in time Albany could become a university 
city. The Australian Labor Party in a previous election, I think, made a commitment to shift the Department of 
Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries to Albany. That is a plan that the government could perhaps pull 
out, brush off and have another go at. 
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Esperance has tourism, but I think it could value-add in the agricultural transport sector. There has been quite an 
impressive increase in agricultural production in Esperance over the last 10 years. Esperance will definitely go 
places agriculturally. 

The final issue related to the budget that I want to talk about briefly at the end of my speech is industrial manslaughter. 
I acknowledge and offer my sympathies to the family of Jonnie Hartshorn, the young man who was killed at 
Curtin University yesterday, which is an absolute tragedy. I sat and wrote down the people I have known who have 
been killed in the agricultural industry during my time as a farmer. I have also had family in the industry who have 
been killed. It started with my grandfather’s stepbrother, who drowned in the Greenough River on our property. 
My great-great-grandfather was killed when he was thrown from a horse.  

A son of an employee was killed on a farm—not on our farm—building a jump for a motorbike. He landed, broke 
his neck and was killed. A farmer named McCartney from the Chapman Valley was killed in a car accident while 
driving between farms. Another farmer I knew was killed when his ute rolled on his farm at Mingenew. A young 
farmer called Barry Longhurst was killed when a harvester that he was working on fell on him. A young bloke 
I knew, who was working at the Walkaway Tavern, ran off the road, hit the Allanooka–Geraldton pipeline and was 
killed. Another young farmer ran off Walkaway Road and was killed when his ute rolled. An aerial crop sprayer, 
whose son was a friend of one of my sons, was killed at work, and my father was killed on my farm. I know 
two farmers who have each lost a leg in a post hole borer and two farmers who have each lost an arm. 

This is a difficult subject for me to talk about, but I do not agree with the industrial manslaughter legislation as it 
applies to family businesses. It was interesting when the occupational safety and health people came to my farm the 
next morning after my father was killed. They asked me a couple of questions. Who was he working for? I said he 
was self-employed. Who owned the tractor? He owned the tractor. Whose farm is this? His farm. They said there 
was really nothing here for them and they would try to work out what happened and write a report to the coroner, 
but as far as any prosecution or anything was concerned that would not happen because there was, if you like, no 
guilty party. But this is going to be an issue for family-owned farms, fishing operations and building companies. 
For any family operation, this is going to be a very, very difficult issue. 

The other day someone pointed out to me that if a husband and wife team are both directors of a family company 
and one of them is killed while working for that company, whatever it is, the other one could be found guilty and 
face a massive fine, which would bankrupt them, and then probably go to jail. If someone was facing that situation 
on top of having to deal with the loss of their husband, wife, son or whoever it might be, that would not help to 
them to deal with their grief. I will just make a prediction that an immediate increase in the suicide rate will flow 
on from that. 

As always, I have tried to find a positive thing to put on the table. The University of Sydney’s faculty of medicine 
and health has a section called AgHealth Australia, which investigates incidents that occur on farms. It is located 
in Dubbo, New South Wales. I suggest that we look at establishing a sub-unit of that unit of the University of Sydney. 
It would not have to have any connection with a university in Western Australia; it could be run here quite happily. 
The Geraldton Universities Centre courses all come from east coast universities and that works fine. I suggest that 
this sub-unit should also be based in Northam to proactively address the issue of farm safety, because I do not 
think the government will address it by simply bankrupting people and sending them to jail. People have made the 
point that they are waiting for the first time that this will happen. They know it is going to happen and it is not 
going to be very easy to deal with. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Member, how do you see that would work? I am not familiar with the east coast unit. Would it 
provide courses in safety? Could you just explain it a bit? 

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: The first thing that it does is that it studies accidents. That is where most of the data on this 
issue comes from. For instance, I was reading a publication the other day about the number of people who are 
lost in tractor accidents, four-wheeled motorbike accidents and accidents involving trees. They are the big three: 
four-wheeled motorbikes, tractors and trees. The unit studies all the statistics and what causes the accidents. There 
is also a section that provides education to hopefully reduce the incidence of all these things by making people 
more aware of the dangers and how they can be addressed. People talk about how mining has effectively addressed 
safety issues. Mining still has the odd accident, but companies like BHP, Rio Tinto and Fortescue Metals Group 
are so profitable that it is unbelievable. Other industries cannot afford to do the things that they can do. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: In the case of family farms, absolutely. 

Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: We have to find a way to address it, but I do not think we are going to address it with these 
massive penalties. In fact, I think it will just cause more trouble than it will solve. There are all kinds of issues with 
that. Obviously, I have had a bit to do in talking to the building industry about it, and that industry is quite concerned 
about it. A lot of building companies are quite small family-owned operations. I think it is just going to cause massive 
problems. I am not someone who is in favour of industrial accidents—I know what it is like to deal with one—but 
I do not think this is the way to go about preventing them.  
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MR P.J. RUNDLE (Roe) [8.13 pm]: I speak to the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the 
Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. I rise to speak firstly on a positive note. It is not really about the 
budget, but I would certainly like to thank all our frontline workers over the very difficult 2020 year. We have all 
experienced a difficult time in regional and metropolitan Western Australia. I would like to very much thank our 
police, nurses, doctors, ambulance people and even our supermarket workers—they were doing it hard as well. I think 
probably one of the most upsetting things I have seen this year was when certain groups of people from the city 
actually hired buses to come out and sweep clean the shelves of our regional supermarkets. That was one of the 
most disturbing things I have seen for a long time. I would like to thank all frontline workers, right through to 
supermarket workers, for sometimes putting up with things that they did not or should not have had to. From my 
point of view, the only positive to come out of that was that people began to understand the value of where their food 
comes from. They had to think: “Actually, we want some meat on the shelf; we want some fruit and vegetables. 
Where do they come from?” Well, they come from our agricultural sector. It actually made people think twice 
about where their food comes from. We have probably now gone into the next dimension, in which our government 
is working hard to try to get some workers out there on the frontline to harvest our horticultural and agricultural 
products, harvest our grains and shear our sheep and the like. I am concerned that it is too little, too late, but it has 
made the people of Western Australia, including all our politicians, come to a realisation of where our food comes 
from and how important it is. 

It has been a very different year for all of us. I want to also compliment my electorate staff, who really helped out 
so many constituents. We have had our regional and interstate borders closed, and my constituents have been 
dished up many issues that I do not think any of us could have foreseen. I also want to thank the police who helped 
me and my constituents in many cases in which there were stranded people and people trying to get back to their 
families and their jobs. I was helped on several occasions by the likes of Brad Sorrell and Darryl Gaunt, and many 
other helpful members of the Western Australia Police Force. I want to recognise them. 

Probably the highlight of the budget for me is the 800 extra police officers and, in the electorate of Roe, the renovation 
of the police stations at Katanning and Narrogin. To be honest, that is just about the only new spending in the 
electorate of Roe. On one hand, I want to say well done on bringing in the extra police officers and the long-needed 
renovation of those police stations, but I am afraid the spending is pretty thin on the ground in the electorate of Roe. 

I return to the main thrust of the budget, and I can certainly see why the Treasurer came out of retirement. With 
every dollar increase in the iron ore price, he picks up — 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: I never made it to retirement! 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: It is great to see the Treasurer back! 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: I never left! 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: He picks up $83 million every time the price of iron ore goes up. I have to agree with the member 
for Churchlands about the billions of dollars flowing in to the government. In some ways, delivering a surplus of 
$1.2 billion at a time when our economy needs a boost is concerning. The other part of it, which I do not think 
many people have picked up on, is the $921 million in dividend payments that the government has strangely deferred, 
including Water Corporation’s usual dividend of $500-odd million. The government could have actually delivered 
a $2 billion surplus had it not deferred those dividends. Those are just a couple of comments. 

I want to revisit the royalties for regions discussion we had during the matter of public interest debate earlier today. 
As our leader, the member for Central Wheatbelt, and the member for Moore have pointed out, $2.7 billion has 
been cost-shifted, substituted and underspent over the forward estimates. That really quite upset me. In my previous 
role as chairman of the Great Southern Development Commission, I actually came to understand the value of royalties 
for regions. Our board and community made decisions at the local level. We understood what was happening at the 
local level. Unfortunately, member for Moore, that has disappeared to a large extent under the Minister for Regional 
Development. The development commissions are a shell of what they once were. There is no local decision-making 
because there is no money. Sometimes we call it the fight against the centre, and that is really what it is all about. The 
nine regional development commissions were set up and were going well with local decision-making and funding. 
But now the leadership in all the development commissions has changed and the money has been cut off because the 
minister knows best; she knows how to spend it. That is quite a disappointment to me.  

Regional Western Australia makes up 23 per cent of the state’s population, while royalties for regions is 25 per cent 
of state royalties. It is quite disturbing when people talk about RforR being unnecessary and all these things because 
it is a fair and equitable share in relation to the size of the regional population. As was pointed out by the Leader of 
the Nationals WA, every RforR project went through cabinet during the last four years of the previous government, 
and the incredible results are there to be seen. It was quite bizarre yesterday when the Minister for Health talked 
about how the government is doing a great job with telehealth. It was the $565 million Southern Inland Health 
Initiative that saw the likes of telehealth come through the ranks. Still to this day, the WA Country Health Service 
says that the Southern Inland Health Initiative is fantastic. As the member for Moore pointed out last night, the 
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Ageing in the Bush project was developed by the Wheatbelt Development Commission. It gave us some good stats 
about the ageing population and the issues we will face, with the likes of a 122 per cent increase in the number of 
people over the age of 80 living in the bush and what we have to do to cater for them. Minister for Local Government, 
the $6 million that was spent on the Karinya dementia unit in Narrogin was a fantastic spend of royalties for regions 
money. When I look around the electorate of Roe, I have to scratch around to find a project. That is quite disappointing 
to me given that I have seen the likes of that particular project and the independent living units at Woodanilling, 
Kojonup, Lake Grace and many other places right throughout the wheatbelt. They are fantastic facilities that keep 
our aged people in their communities and close to their families. 
Another project that does not seem to be getting mentioned a lot these days, member for Moore, is the 113-odd 
mobile towers that were built out of royalties for regions funds. A lot of these things have been conveniently 
forgotten. I will tell members about one thing that has not been forgotten. Today, I met with the Isolated Children’s 
Parents’ Association in Leederville. It is still in a state of shock about what the government did with the likes of 
School of the Air and Moora Residential College. The agricultural education farms provision trust is a classic. Cabinet 
and the Minister for Education and Training took away 20 per cent from the agricultural college trust fund, a fund 
that all the agricultural colleges share to have up-to-date farming equipment so that they can all work together. The 
Minister for Industrial Relations talked about workplace accidents being the highest in the agricultural sector and 
said that farmers need to be up to speed, but what did the government do? It pulled 20 per cent from the agricultural 
college trust fund. 
Mr R.S. Love interjected. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: That is right. It is unbelievable. On the one hand the government says we have to have 
workplace safety—we all agree that we need safe workplaces—but at the same time it pulls out the money for us 
to get up-to-date equipment. I am really scratching my head about the thought process behind some of these things. 
Other issues the Isolated Children’s Parents’ Association mentioned were the confidence that has been taken out 
of our community resource centres and, of course, the rock lobster grab by our former Minister for Fisheries, which 
rightfully saw him lose that portfolio. 
One of the things the ICPA spoke to me about today was dental vans, which is a subject that the member for Moore 
has been very strong on. Our smaller schools out there—the likes of Kalannie Primary School—have not been 
able to reinstate their dental vans. Our regional kids deserve to be able to see a dentist without their parents having 
to travel 200 or 300 kilometres. The trends that are happening here are quite disturbing. The same thing happened 
with VacSwim. Last year, 62 students at Wickepin were told, “Don’t worry about that. You can all go into Narrogin.” 
Out of nowhere, the parents of those 62 students were told that they had to take their children to Narrogin. Luckily, we 
got wind of it. We had to make some noise about it, but we got it reinstated at Wickepin, where it rightfully belonged. 
The other classic example that was brought up today is the transport hub subsidy. Let us say that a family lives in 
Hyden and their kids go to Narrogin Residential College and Narrogin Senior High School. The TransWA bus 
goes through Corrigin on a Wednesday on the way through to Perth. It does not go anywhere near Narrogin. The 
Department of Transport has decided that there is a transport hub because of the TransWA bus that goes through 
Corrigin, so those families will not get a subsidy to take their kids from Hyden to Narrogin. There is absolutely no 
relation to where the kids are located. Parents are having to travel hundreds of kilometres to transport their kids to 
school. That is one thing I will have to write to the minister about again. The ICPA has already written to the 
minister. It is one of the most bizarre policies that I have ever seen. 
The Minister for Education and Training and the Minister for Regional Development have sucked the air right out 
of regional WA. I am really concerned about the development commissions. They have lost their autonomy, money 
and local decision-making power. 
We worked on the Katanning early childhood hub for seven years. We consulted everyone. We went here and we 
went there. We went right through the south west and to Armadale to see the program at Challis Primary School. We 
did it all. We had $5.8 million set aside and had started the groundwork for the program. When the new government 
came in, the Minister for Regional Development said, “No, no. I know how to do this better. Stop it right there. This 
is going onto the Katanning Primary School site. It is going to be like Challis Primary School in Armadale. I know 
all about it—the whole package.” Sure enough, it is three years later and absolutely nothing has happened. The 
minister cannot get the agreement of the education minister to run it on the Katanning Primary School site so we 
are back to square one. Finally, we have now realised that the early childhood hub project might start again. The 
kids of the mothers who started it when they were in preprimary are going to boarding school now. They are going 
to Katanning Senior High School. That is how long it has been delayed for. It is pretty frustrating for those parents. 
A member interjected. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: We will get there eventually, but this is totally unnecessary. An amount of $5.8 million bought 
a lot more then than it will now, three and a half years down the track. Now we have to cut down the scale. 
Another education project that I was very disappointed not to see funded in the budget is the Hedland Senior High 
School project. I went up there and spoke to Bill Mann, the principal, and we toured the school. Sure enough, a story 
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went out in the North West Telegraph and we finally got a bit of movement at the station. I asked the Premier 
a question about the dilapidated conditions of the high school and we got a bit of funding, which will help. It will 
be great; it will be in future budgets. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: Hedland high school, its parents and citizens association and the like are still scratching their 
heads. We have got some money out of the royalties argument that the government had with BHP, but it is quite 
disappointing. This seems like deja vu to me. It is quite bizarre. Here I am, 17 months later, back in almost exactly 
the same place. 
For the people who live in a retiring member’s seat that the Labor Party wants to win, it is happy days. In the south 
west, excluding Collie, there is $1.351 billion for 11 previously announced projects and 31 new projects. Here 
I am scratching around in the seat of Roe for money for two or three projects, but there is no problem whatsoever 
for Albany, Bunbury and Mandurah; they will get $1.351 billion. Then we go to the Collie slush fund. There is 
$222.8 million for one town. Members can see why people in the rest of regional WA get quite upset. Probably 
the most disappointing project, Minister for Transport, is the Busselton Margaret River Airport project. An amount 
of $10 million is not a big spend in the context of a $1.2 billion surplus for a project that would give us the ability 
to transport our products out of the south west quickly. But, no, $78 million will be spent on the Bunbury waterfront. 
It is pretty disappointing. I know that the member for Vasse and the member for Warren–Blackwood are disappointed, 
but, once again, it is a political solution to spend $78 million on the Bunbury waterfront. 
As I said, I found some money for a couple of projects in the Roe electorate, including the Narrogin and Katanning 
Police Stations, the early childhood hub and the sheep research facility. Yes, we are getting a small taste of a couple 
of projects. One of my priority projects, Minister for Transport, would be for Ravensthorpe. I am sure the minister 
has been there and I know she has spent money on South Coast Highway near Albany. I have to hand it to her; she 
has done very well with federal funding. There no two ways about it. The Minister for Transport and the Treasurer 
must be rubbing their hands together. 
Mr B.S. Wyatt: We’re outstanding negotiators. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I have to say that they have done very well from our good friends and colleagues in the federal 
Liberal–National government. The 20 or 30 kilometres of South Coast Highway on either side of Ravensthorpe is 
in a disgraceful condition. It is a struggle to drive a car there, let alone a road train. That is the one thing I urge the 
minister to look at. If the minister comes to the electorate of Roe when she is on the way to Esperance or Bremer Bay, 
I will show her what is happening there. Certainly that is one of my major projects. 
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I am sure that the Minister for Local Government will be in the electorate of Roe sometime 
in the next few months holidaying with his family. 
A couple of other projects that I would like to see — 
Mr D.A. Templeman: Do you have an open house? 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: The minister is more than welcome, or he could stay at the Premier Mill Hotel in Katanning. 
The Treasurer has been there. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I look forward to meeting the very good candidate for Roe indeed. I am sure that the Minister 
for Local Government will hold a local government forum in the electorate of Roe and maybe he will stay again 
at the Premier Mill Hotel. 
Mr R.S. Love: I am sure he will go to Albany at the next election. 
Mr P.J. RUNDLE: Yes, on second thoughts, member for Moore! 
I would like to see the government give some thought to some of the sporting precincts in Narrogin and Kojonup. 
We need government support there. In the light of recent events, unfortunately, I will be supporting a shark net for 
swimming outside the town of Esperance. I think that is important. We need to reinstate confidence in some ways 
around Esperance. I have been talking to the Minister for Fisheries. We need some good, safe swimming areas and 
we need the Premier and the Minister for Fisheries to get back to Esperance as soon as possible and talk to that 
community. That is a real focus for me. 
Social housing in Esperance is another important issue. Support for tourism right throughout the electorate of Roe 
is important. The fires on Boxing Day last year burnt the Stirling Range, and the businesses around there were wiped 
out for three or four months. They had just got back on track around Easter but then, of course, COVID came and 
no-one could travel beyond the regional borders. It was pretty upsetting to talk to those business owners. We need 
to keep supporting those businesses, particularly with workers and the like. Listening to ABC Esperance this 
morning, I heard that just about all our tourism businesses are fully booked for the next several months but they 
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are really worried about who will serve the food and drinks. As I said, I feel it is too little, too late for some of our 
ag businesses, especially for shearing and harvesting and so forth, but there is still time to make some changes. 
Even the Isolated Children’s Parents’ Association said today that their kids who spend all year at university in Perth 
are not eligible to get the incentives that the government has provided for agricultural workers to go back into the 
regions because their driver’s licence might say they are from Merredin or another country area. They want to go 
back to the regions to work. They spend nearly the whole year up here at university but they are not eligible for 
the government’s incentives.. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: But they live in regional WA? 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: Their families are from regional WA. They might have Merredin on their driver’s licence but 
they live in Perth all year while staying at Thomas Moore College or wherever. They spend all summer up here 
when they should be out in the regions. I am looking for that support from the Treasurer for our small businesses 
as they come through this pretty tough period.  

As I have said, the thing that probably disappoints me as much as anything today is the attitude of the Minister for 
Water. The government has a $1.2 billion surplus. We have 12 water deficient areas—now 11, after Gairdner was 
taken off the water deficiency list yesterday. Of those 11 areas, 10 are in the electorate of Roe, so I know only too 
well how that goes. Just about every farm has two, three, four or five dams that might survive right through the 
summer. Out of the 22 or 23 dams on my property, I have five or six that will survive through the summer. I was 
quite concerned when I saw the Treasurer’s comments today about Hon Darren West being the only working farmer. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: The only working farmer in the Parliament! 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: We were looking at his soft, white hands in the dining room the other night, and it is quite 
concerning. To be honest, he is paid very well, Minister for Local Government. He is paid to be the Parliamentary 
Secretary to the Minister for Regional Development. As was pointed out at an Esperance farmers’ forum a year or 
so back, he is paid to be a parliamentarian, not the only working farmer in WA. The taxpayers of Western Australia 
are paying for him to do his job, which is — 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Beautiful! I will let Westy know that you’re complaining about that. 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: Not a problem. It was pointed out at the Esperance forum only the year before last. He is being 
paid by the taxpayer. 

A member interjected. 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: That is right. It is quite disturbing, as some might see it. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Next minute the Liberals will be complaining about the surplus! Oh, hang on. 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I just wanted to point that out to the Treasurer, because the member for Moore and I both have 
ABNs. I deliver grain to the CBH Group, but I certainly do not go on about being the only working farmer in 
Parliament. That needs to be kept in mind. 

Going back to the subject, I am very disappointed today in the Minister for Water, who has said all year that we 
need to get federal funding. He says, “Climate change is real! The National Party needs to talk to its federal ministers 
and get some action on funding for water!” What have we done? We have written to the federal minister. He has 
come back with $50 million—it is there and ready to be used. He is happy to fund people who already have their 
applications in. There he is, ready to fund it, and the Minister for Water will not commit to matching it. 

Mr D.R. Michael: Have you rung the federal minister this afternoon since you got the answer? Have you done 
anything about it? 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I have given the Minister for Water a letter. 

Mr D.R. Michael: Have you rung your federal colleagues this afternoon? 

Mr P.J. RUNDLE: I will be talking to my federal colleagues, do not worry about that. But what I can tell members 
is that we have hopefully managed to help the government get that money, and now the Minister for Water will not 
commit to matching it, despite the fact that the government has a $1.2 billion surplus. That is quite disappointing. 
I think that the government has a real opportunity to use its massive surplus to fund water infrastructure for our 
farmers who are struggling, not only in the electorate of Roe, but also right through the state. 

MR S.J. PRICE (Forrestfield) [8.43 pm]: It gives me great pleasure to stand this evening and contribute to the 
debate on the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. 
Just picking up from where the member for Roe left off, I am astounded that here we have the Nationals WA having 
a go at a fellow parliamentarian who is also a farmer in the wheatbelt, and amongst those comments saying that 
he, the member for Roe, and the member for Moore both moonlight as well.  

I find it particularly absurd, especially when he is the member for Agricultural Region as well. I cannot think of 
anyone more suitable to represent the people of the wheatbelt than a person who works in the business. It is absurd 
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for members of the Nationals WA to take offence at that and say it is a misuse of our position as parliamentarians. 
I would like to start down the path of trying to identify who has alternative occupations in their own time, outside 
of being parliamentarians. It would be quite interesting what that turned up. 
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected. 
Mr S.J. PRICE: I was not going anywhere near the minister’s thespian activities! 
I would like to acknowledge the budget and the great work that the Treasurer and his staff have prepared this year. 
I also acknowledge the wonderful support that comes from the Department of Treasury. This is an extraordinary 
budget in extraordinary times. We are extremely fortunate to have such a wonderful Treasurer and Premier, and 
also the Expenditure Review Committee and cabinet that have that helped shape and form this budget. 
This year has been like no other. Families and businesses in the Forrestfield electorate have done it as tough as 
anywhere else within the state. As we have fought to stop the spread of COVID-19, everyone has played their part. 
Although the COVID-19 outbreak is not over, we have done very well here in Western Australia. We are now 
beginning to enjoy the benefits of doing the right thing. The significant impacts of the outbreak started in March when 
the first restrictions were put on us. It was only seven months ago. It was not that long ago, but it seems like a lifetime. 
If we look around the country, in Victoria, New South Wales, a little bit in Queensland and in other parts of the 
country they still have restrictions and are still trying to control the impact and the spread of this virus and it is 
incredible to see what we have been able to achieve here in Western Australia. It has not happened by itself. As 
we get back to as normal a COVID life as we can, the Premier recently announced the $5.5 billion recovery plan 
for Western Australia to drive economic and social recovery across our state and create a pipeline of local jobs for 
Western Australians to ensure we recover stronger than ever. 
I would like to thank everyone in the Forrestfield electorate and across Western Australia for doing their bit during 
this very difficult time for our communities. The 2020–21 budget is focused on keeping Western Australia safe 
and strong. Members may say that having a three-word catchphrase is very “federal Liberal” but safe and strong 
is exactly what we are. It has not happened by itself. It has been a result of good management from this McGowan 
government. We are safe and strong because we have protected the health of the community of Western Australia 
and we are leading the state’s economic recovery through the COVID-19 outbreak by creating opportunities for 
local businesses and local jobs throughout Western Australia. Responsible budget management and the strength of 
Western Australia’s economy prior to the pandemic provided Western Australia with the capacity and flexibility to 
be able to immediately respond to the impacts of COVID-19 across the state. In just three years, the Western Australian 
Labor government got the budget under control, turning the previous Liberal–National government’s record 
deficits into surpluses. This is the only government in the country to be paying down its debt. Despite the record 
economic stimulus and relief measures and the overall hit to the state’s revenue, Western Australia is set to record 
a third consecutive surplus. That has put us in the position of being able to fund the WA recovery plan in this 
budget. This is a fiscally responsible budget.  
I will now refer to the Treasurer’s press release. Over the next four years, a record $27.1 billion will be invested in 
infrastructure projects to support the Western Australian economy and provide that pipeline of jobs. The infrastructure 
program includes the largest ever investment in regional roads—the Labor Party is the regional party—totalling 
$3.3 billion worth of investment, as well as delivering the wonderful Metronet project. 
One of the main announcements in the budget is of course the funding for 800 extra police officers on top of the 
300 officers already delivered. The overall payment for, I think, 950 officers in total responds to community 
concern about crime within different areas. The number of police out on the streets and the infrastructure and gear 
that they require comes from the Commissioner of Police. Government members cannot sit around and decide to 
have a few hundred extra police. The police commissioner is charged with the responsibility to ensure that we 
have a safe community and he decides what is needed to provide the Western Australian community with that. He 
asked for 800 police officers. We have delivered on that and it will go a very long way to ensuring that we have more 
policing resources per capita available than any other state in Australia. That is on top of everything we have done 
for the Western Australia Police Force so far, such as providing police with stab-proof vests and body-worn cameras 
to ensure that they have adequate protection when confronting difficult circumstances, and with mobile phones to 
help them become more effective and efficient in the work that they do. Our police force is our front line in so many 
areas of our lives and our communities. The work that police are doing to help contain the spread of COVID-19 is 
outstanding. In times of crisis, when we need protection, we turn to the police. I would like to pay my respects and 
acknowledge the great work that all our police officers do right across our state. 
Another significant announcement in the budget is additional funding for mental health, alcohol and other drug 
services in the state. Once again, the Minister for Health’s press release states — 

For the first time, more than a billion dollars per annum has been allocated to mental health, alcohol and 
other drug services for Western Australians. 

We are continually hearing how the COVID period and the restrictions and isolation associated with it has been 
very challenging for a lot of people. We have seen an increase in alcohol sales and in people contacting mental 
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health services. I think having additional funding for mental health services in the budget is a key element of ensuring 
that we are looking after the health and mental wellbeing of our community. This particular issue was raised with 
me just recently. I was outdoors talking to my constituents and a lady told me she was having a lot of trouble with 
her son and that the one thing she really wanted to see was additional funding for mental health services and the 
provision of those services in our state. It is very pleasing to be able to deliver those additional services through 
this increase in funding. 
The McGowan government’s A Safe Place initiatives have also been funded to deliver community-based 
accommodation services, including $25.1 million for a new 16-bed youth mental health, alcohol and other drug 
homelessness service in the Perth metropolitan area, and $24.5 million to establish a 20-bed adult community care 
unit to provide high-level support and rehabilitation services in a homelike environment in the community. An 
additional $62.8 million has been allocated for mental health hospital services in the public health system to 
manage demand in addition to $24.4 million for the expansion of mental health facilities at Fremantle Hospital. 
The McGowan government is also upgrading vital alcohol and other drug support and treatment facilities throughout 
WA, which will provide local jobs with $2.35 million over two years as part of the WA recovery plan. 
The $600 electricity credit for all households has been extremely well received from all corners of my electorate. 
Given people are finding themselves in different, sometimes difficult, financial circumstances, the timing of 
this electricity credit has been extremely well received and is very much appreciated. As of 4 October, a $600 
WA household electricity credit will be applied to the next bill after 1 November for every Synergy customer. The 
timing of this is extremely important as well, because it will give people a little capacity over the festive season to 
maybe spend a little money on something else for themselves as opposed to having to worry about how they are 
going to pay the power bill for that period. 
Ever since we ran in the 2017 election, our focus has been on creating WA jobs. There is a significant amount of 
investment in creating WA jobs in the budget. The $60.3 million to support green projects will protect WA’s beautiful 
environment and can create more than 1 000 local jobs. There is $150 million for our tourism package, enhancing 
tourism assets and creating local jobs; $76 million for a job-creating culture and the arts package to help the sector 
recover; and $66.3 million for renewable energy technologies investment, which will deliver a major boost towards 
innovative clean energy projects that create work for local people. 
There is unprecedented investment in road infrastructure projects. In particular, we are currently finishing off the 
Roe Highway–Kalamunda Road interchange upgrade in High Wycombe and there is an additional $1.39 billion towards 
the Tonkin Highway corridor upgrades, which will include new interchanges at the Hale Road and Tonkin Highway 
intersection, Welshpool Road and Tonkin Highway, and Kelvin Road and Tonkin Highway. This project will also 
widen Tonkin Highway from four to six lanes from the end of the Gateway WA project through to the other side 
of Kelvin Road. Then there is the principal shared path extension from Roe Highway to Kelvin Road. 
In addition, there is the final amount of funding required to facilitate the moving of a pipe on the intersection of 
Albany Highway and Kelvin Road. This might not sound like much; however, as strange as it is, there is a significant 
piece of water pipe infrastructure below the intersection of Albany Highway and Kelvin Road that sits very close 
to the surface. To upgrade that intersection, which will then facilitate future development at the old oval where the 
City of Gosnells has its works depot at the moment, we need to do some work on that intersection. The fact that 
the pipe is very close to the surface means we cannot do any work on that intersection. That particular piece of 
infrastructure has another 50-odd years to go, so we needed some additional funding to move that pipe to the side 
of the road and do some additional roadworks to facilitate that, which will then allow future development to happen 
in the area. It is great to see that the funding for that has been contained in the budget. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Mr S.J. PRICE: Schools have always been a very important part of why I became a politician, to ensure that we 
have the best possible opportunities for kids in our local areas. Once again, this budget goes to show that we are the 
government for looking after schools. The state budget includes a total of $5.5 billion for education in 2020–21. 
We are going to invest $456.23 million in school facilities, and $489 million will be invested in Western Australian 
schools as part of the WA recovery plan. 
At the 2017 election, we committed $10 million for Darling Range Sports College. That is the only public secondary 
high school that I have in my electorate. It is the only designated and recognised sports college in Western Australia. 
It currently has around 1 044 students. The facilities that have been provided as a result of that $10 million 
investment are absolutely outstanding. The new food science facility is commercial grade. If a commercial business 
had such a facility, it would be very impressed with it. It is a superb training facility to enable VET students to do 
their certificate studies. The new design and technology building that is being built is not even comparable with 
the previous facility. It appears that the previous government forgot to invest in schools in the foothills, and that 
those schools had to use very old and outdated equipment, because that was all they had. It appears that the previous 
government focused on other areas for its education investment. That money is being extremely well used. It has 
been transformational for that school and the children who go to that school, and the school will benefit from that 
for many years to come. 
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In addition, $3 million has been allocated to enable early childhood classes to be provided at High Wycombe 
Primary School. That school has been chasing that funding for a very long time. It is extremely pleasing that this 
government has been able to provide the funding to deliver those early childhood facilities for that primary school. 

Wattle Grove Primary School is an outstanding primary school. It has over 800 students. However, the school is 
landlocked and very space challenged. It is a school of choice not only for the area, but also internationally. People 
move to Wattle Grove from all around the world just so they can send their children to that school. The number of 
students at that school will continue to grow. We have provided $2 million for some additional classrooms. That will 
be a challenge, because the school does not have a great deal of space for those new classrooms. It would be nice if 
we could address that somehow in the future, but I do not know how, because not a lot of space is available there. 

An amount of $800 000 has been made available for Maida Vale Primary School to upgrade and improve its 
meeting facilities. The school has been chasing that funding for a while, and it was great to be able to provide the 
infrastructure that the school wants. 

Our investment in TAFE colleges is extremely important to the people in my area. The majority of students who 
go through Darling Range Sports College follow vocational pathways and pick up qualifications through TAFE 
courses. The funding that we have provided and the reduction in TAFE fees that we have announced has been 
extremely well received in my electorate. The courses that have been announced with either reduced or no fees are 
also very popular with the people in my electorate. When that is combined with the additional money that we are 
putting into TAFE services, that has been extremely well received and will benefit the young people in the 
electorate of Forrestfield. 

The budget includes funding for the final stages of the Forrestfield–Airport Link, or now the airport link, because 
the official name of the station will now be High Wycombe station. This is an incredibly challenging project, but 
also an extremely important project for the city. It is a little bit unusual in a number of ways. First, as we heard 
earlier, it was the previous government’s commitment to put in a tunnel link. That would not have been our option 
and the location for it was not our preferred location; however, it is what it is and we have to make the best of it. 
Through the previous government taking the approach that it did in awarding the contract, we have managed the 
project, but the design and the contract and everything associated with it were done prior to us coming to 
government. We made some very significant and very important changes to what was going to be delivered at the 
Forrestfield–Airport Link—the now High Wycombe station.  

One of the main changes was relocating the car park from the front of the station and putting a multi-level deck 
car park on the side. This required some additional funding being put in a couple of years ago and that was done, 
and that multi-level deck car park is under construction at the moment. The problem we now have is that the front 
of the car park is where all the infrastructure for the tunnelling was built, so we cannot start to develop around the 
front of the train station until that project is finished and all the infrastructure has been removed, which would then 
free up the government land to allow us to start doing some development there. That will cause a bit of a delay, 
which, unfortunately, means that we will probably have a train station that will be great, but when people walk out 
the front of the station, there will not be much there. However, we are working on that into the future. 

I would like to touch on a couple of the issues that, as a result of the process that was taken, have left some legacy 
issues that still need to be resolved. A lot of it has to do with the landowners who live within the precinct, which 
has the term “Forrestfield North” at the moment. Prior to the train station going there, the city and the previous 
government had identified the area for industrial development. It had started an industrial development, which was 
called Forrestfield stage 1. Forrestfield stage 2 was going to be where all the residential properties are now going to 
be for the Forrestfield–Airport Link line. The people who have been living there have been through this up-and-down 
journey for quite a number of years, when the zoning has changed and there has been no certainty as to what the 
zoning of the land was going to be and there has been no certainty of their ability to sell their land.  

Therefore, putting the station there and then changing what had been accepted as the way forward for bringing the 
industrial land back to residential land has been quite stressful for a lot of the residents. Further to that, as the local 
structure plan has been developed, some restrictions and limitations have been placed on some of those properties 
through either environmental requirements or public open space requirements through the local structure plan, 
which has also created some further anxiety for quite a number of the property owners—32 of them in fact. 

We have been able to work through that, but it is an ongoing problem that we have to deal with. We did not create 
it, but we are the ones who have to work through the challenges at the moment, and we have been doing that. But, 
at the end of the day, that is going to be a very strategic area for future growth for the electorate and to ensure that 
we have the right patronage and people to use this wonderful piece of infrastructure. Normally, when a train station 
is built, there is some sort of catchment around it—preferably a 360-degree catchment—but the location that was 
chosen is on the back of the Forrestfield marshalling yards. Therefore, on 180 degrees of it, there are absolutely 
no patrons. It is all industrial land. It is train marshalling land. No-one actually lives there. On the other 180 degrees 
of it, there are semirural, large properties, which have a very sparse population. The challenge is to activate and 
develop the area and bring people to it. We need to ensure that we have the appropriate public transport links feeding 
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into it to get the patronage. I am sure we will be able to achieve all of that into the future and that it will be a great 
project. I think the $345 million contained in the budget is the last lot of significant money to get the project to 
completion by the second half of next year—I think that is when it is due. 

As members just heard, the budget has been very well received. It contains a lot of investment in a number of areas. 
In particular, a lot of funding has gone to my electorate of Forrestfield, which everyone is extremely appreciative 
of. I go back to the beginning: the only reason we can have a budget like this is because of the hard work done by 
the Treasurer, his staff and the government when the Labor Party first came to government back in 2017. If we 
had not taken the hard decisions and done everything possible to try to turn the debt trajectory around, we would 
not have had the capacity to respond when COVID-19 came along. It was not anything that anyone could have 
foreseen. It was not luck. The other side talks about luck when they talk about the GST. It was a federal Liberal 
government that brought in the GST and it was a Liberal government here that accepted it. The flaws in the GST 
system were known a long time ago and needed to be fixed. As for the forecast iron ore price, we need to have an 
appropriate estimate going forward of what the return from iron ore will be. If it is higher than the forecast price, that 
is great; if it is lower than that, an appropriate forecast will be less of a risk. That can be compared with the approach 
taken by the previous government, which was to keep the forecast at premium levels for the whole forward estimates 
period and spend accordingly. It is not luck; it is good management. Having a budget that has a surplus puts us in 
a position to respond should a second wave of COVID-19 come through in the future or should some other unforeseen 
circumstance arise that has a significant impact on our economy and lives. On that note, it gives me great pleasure 
to commend these bills to the house. 

MR S.A. MILLMAN (Mount Lawley) [9.12 pm]: I rise to make a brief contribution on the Appropriation 
(Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. I will preface my contribution 
by saying that, once again, this Treasurer has delivered an excellent Labor budget. It is a testament to both his 
capacity and his fiscal management. It is also a testament to the team of which he is an integral part—the McGowan 
Labor government. 

I rise this evening not to make a contribution similar to the contributions made by many other members, of lauding 
the Treasurer and the government for the investment that has been made in schools, hospitals, public transport 
infrastructure and sporting grounds in my local community, but to make a contribution so that members are well 
aware of the context in which this budget has been delivered. We need to appreciate that this is a budget of these 
times and it is a budget for these times. We need to appreciate that the COVID-19 pandemic is like nothing else 
we have ever experienced. But do not just take my word for it; let us look at some of the history. Let us see how 
we have arrived at this position in Perth, Western Australia, in late October. 

Back on 26 February, 1 000 new cases of COVID-19 were reported globally. On 11 March, the World Health 
Organization declared COVID-19 a pandemic. On 16 March, the response of national cabinet was that gatherings 
of more than 500 people would be banned. On the same day, overseas travellers were ordered to self-isolate for 
14 days. On 18 March, indoor gatherings of more than 100 people were banned. On 20 March, the Australian 
international border was closed to all nonresidents. On 23 March, non-essential activities in venues where people 
gather were banned. On 24 March, the Western Australian government took the important decision to require 
returning interstate travellers to self-isolate for 14 days, and five days later, the national cabinet followed suit by 
saying that there would be mandatory hotel quarantine for returning overseas travellers. 

All these steps were taken between 26 February and 29 March. On 26 February, as I have said, there were 1 000 new 
cases reported daily; by 29 March that number had risen to 53 655. On 31 March, gatherings of more than two people 
were banned and people were encouraged to stay at home. On 31 March, regional travel in WA was banned, and 
on 6 April, the WA border and schools were closed, one week prior to the school holidays. I remember watching 
this unfold at the local public primary school my sons attend. All members will have experienced this, but as we 
got closer and closer to the end of term 1, numbers at the school continued to dwindle until, a couple of weeks before 
the end of term, you could look at the basketball court and the entire population of students who were still attending 
would be gathered there. For a school with a population of close to 250 students, I would be surprised if more than 
10 per cent of that were still there. 

We had easing of restrictions towards the end of April because on 11 April, WA recorded its last case of unknown 
community transmission. Restrictions on gatherings were eased to a maximum of 10 people and, on 28 April, 
WA schools resumed term 2 as normal. That is something that other jurisdictions around the world admire with 
wonder, because this is a world-leading response to the COVID-19 pandemic. On 18 May, restrictions on 
gatherings were eased to a maximum of 20 people. We had already started opening up our social, cultural and 
economic interactions. 

On 21 May, 106 373 new daily cases were reported globally. Let us recap: on 26 February, there were 1 000 cases; 
on 29 March, 53 655 cases; and on 21 May, 106 373 cases, yet here in Western Australia the tide was already 
turning because of the decisive, early action that had been taken by the government. On 6 June, our regional travel 
ban was lifted, and on 26 June, restrictions on gatherings were eased to the two-square-metre rule. On 7 July, 
203 877 new daily cases were reported globally. 
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I want to refer for a moment to a WAtoday article by Heather McNeill, “A timeline of WA’s COVID-19 response: 
Was our success luck, good management, or a bit of both?”, published on 28 August 2020. It states — 

As coronavirus sweeps the globe claiming more than 830,000 lives so far, the WA government continues 
to hone its defence to prevent the virus re-entering the community, its precautionary approach widely 
supported by the public. 

Every member in this place who has doorknocked can attest to that. When I go doorknocking in Dianella, Yokine 
and Mt Lawley, people say to me that they are incredibly grateful for the work that was done by the McGowan 
government in defending the community from this virus. I quote from the second page of the article — 

By the time WA emerged from its toughest period of restrictions, which lasted between March 29 and 
April 28, it had unknowingly eliminated community transmission of the virus after previously recording 
16 cases of unknown transmission. 

Ms McNeill quotes Curtin University infectious disease expert Archie Clements, who believes the achievement 
was both good luck and good management. He is quoted as saying — 

“I think [the soft lockdown] was the right thing to do at the time because it wasn’t clear that we had 
dodged the bullet, so from that perspective, it was good management,” … 
… 
“If we had had a number of cases coming across from the eastern states, I’d be confident we would have 
picked them up and there would have been contact tracing and local containment, but we would have 
prolonged the economic consequences — 

This is according to Professor Clements from Curtin University — 
because it would have meant the internal easing of restrictions would have had to have been delayed,” …  

Clearly and unambiguously, members, that is the correlation between the social restrictions that have been in place 
and the economic consequences, which is a point that some members appeared to have missed in their contributions. 
Professor Clements finishes his contribution to Ms McNeill’s article of 28 August by saying — 

“Every jurisdiction has been learning as it goes, we’ve never been exposed to this before and so you’ve 
got to give the government the credit for doing as good a job as they could with the evidence that’s 
available to them,” … 

That is 10 out of 10. That is a glowing endorsement by Professor Clements of the work that the McGowan Labor 
government did in tackling this virus. He continues — 

“They’re being very risk-adverse — 
That is a good thing. That is the sort of approach that we would expect political conservatives to endorse, so it is 
surprising that they have not — 

and I think it’s quite understandable and certainly they’ve got a lot of community support for that 
approach … — 

He adds his own point — 
I don’t have any criticism for what they’ve done.” 

That is what was said by the infectious diseases expert from the internationally regarded Curtin University. 
I return to the time line because we are now in July. I want to refer to an anecdote from my electorate of Mount Lawley. 
DeeDee Noon, a photography PhD student from Edith Cowan University, held an exhibition Out of Hi-Bear-Nation, 
which depicted photographs of the teddy bears that people in Mt Lawley had put on the front of their properties. 
Madam Deputy Speaker, you would have seen this in your electorate of Maylands. The exhibition was held at 
Bowie Kitchen, which is on the corner of Coode Street and Third Avenue, Mt Lawley. People from the Mt Lawley 
community could go to the cafe to enjoy that exhibition. That was what we in Western Australia were experiencing on 
10 July. On 7 July, 202 877 new daily COVID cases were reported globally. The dichotomy could not be more stark. 
As we move forward, the numbers in other jurisdictions are just tragic. On 28 August, France recorded 6 111 new 
COVID cases, its highest daily number of new infections since March. We begin to see other jurisdictions 
experiencing the second wave with a significant number of infections. On 13 August, India reported 67 000 new 
COVID cases, its highest daily increase. On 13 August, the World Health Organization reported that the COVID-19 
pandemic was costing the global economy more than $375 billion a month. This pandemic has been a wrecking 
ball through the global economy and anyone who tries to pretend otherwise is deluding themselves. 
On 3 September, Brazil passed four million COVID-19 cases. In the week of 19 September, the United States 
passed seven million COVID-19 cases; that is, seven million citizens of the United States had been infected with 
COVID-19, which, again stands in stark contrast to the response to the pandemic here in Western Australia. On 
30 September, 314 335 new daily cases were reported. 
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I will wrap up this part of my contribution by saying this: between 9 and 14 October, the total number of cases 
confirmed globally was 36 706 213 and the total number of deaths was 1 064 420. The number of countries with 
cases was 214. The US total number of cases was 7 894 885 and the total number of deaths in the US alone was 
215 781. Anyone who reads or listens to the news or sees what is going on in the world knows that those numbers 
are continuing to increase. This is a global pandemic of unprecedented proportions and it has presented a policy 
challenge the likes of which no-one in this chamber has ever seen before, and thank God we have this government 
to respond to it because the response has to deal with both health and economic consequences. Let us talk about 
how bad the economic consequences will be. 
Firstly, let us talk about how well Western Australia has handled it. The Deloitte Access Economics Business 
Outlook from May 2020, which was months ago, stated — 

WA appears to have successfully mitigated the immediate health impacts of COVID-19. 
On 24 June 2020, Adam Creighton, a journalist with whom I rarely agree, said in response to the COVID-19 
economic consequences that — 

The IMF’s latest economic forecasts lay out how much worse the global downturn has become since April. 
The cumulative economic losses over two years have been revised up from $US9 trillion to $US12 trillion. 
The sum of government bailout packages has increased from $US8 trillion to $US11 trillion. 
Since the end of 2019, the equivalent of 300 million full-time jobs have been lost. 

On 14 April 2020, an article by Alan Rappeport and Jeanna Smialek in The New York Times titled “I.M.F. Predicts 
Worst Downturn Since the Great Depression” stated — 

The International Monetary Fund issued a stark warning on Tuesday about the coronavirus’s economic 
toll, saying that the world is facing its worst downturn since the Great Depression … 
The grim forecast underscored the magnitude of the shock that the pandemic has inflicted on both advanced 
and developing economies … 
“The magnitude and speed of collapse in activity that has followed is unlike anything experienced in 
our lifetimes.” 
… the loss of global output would be “far worse” than the 2008 financial crisis … 
“It is very likely that this year the global economy will experience its worst recession since the 
Great Depression,” … 

Finally — 
Bank of America economists said in a research note that “the coronavirus will cause the deepest postwar 
recession in U.S. history,” predicting a 6 percent hit to growth for the full year. 
Neel Kashkari, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, said a quick rebound was unlikely, 
particularly if people continued to worry about getting sick. 
“We know after the Great Depression people carried the scars of that experience with them for many, 
many years,” 

Another Federal Reserve official said — 
… the shutdown was costing $25 billion a day in lost output … 

On 11 September, an article by BBC News reporter Ben King titled “Coronavirus: What is a recession and how 
could it affect me?” stated that the UK had entered its first recession for 11 years and the International Monetary 
Fund predicted a huge fall in the GDP for 2020. It states — 

It estimates the entire world economy will shrink by 4.9% this year, making it the worst recession since 
the 1930s’ Great Depression. 

I will come back to The Economist shortly, but its special report titled “The peril and the promise” from 8 October, 
just last week, stated — 

The covid-19 pandemic will accelerate change in the world economy. 
I will turn now to that point because it is crucial. What we see in this budget is the appropriate response from 
a sophisticated government that is taking the best possible advice to position Western Australia for the safest and 
strongest economic recovery from an unprecedented pandemic. 
I will go back to an excellent paper that was published in The Economist, which is hardly a paragon of left-wing 
journalism. I am happy to quote it once again, as I have done before in this place. An article in its 25 July 2020 
edition stated that the COVID-19 pandemic is forcing a rethink in macroeconomics and it is not yet clear where it 
will lead. I am conscious of time, so I will ask for an extension, if I may. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
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Mr S.A. MILLMAN: The article summarises the history of macroeconomics. It talks about the development of 
Keynesianism in the 1930s and 1940s, the implementation of Keynesian economic policies and managing the 
business cycle through supply and demand economics. It moves on to talk about the failures of that model in the 
1970s with stagflation and the oil shocks and the response we saw from Thatcher and Reagan, Milton Friedman’s 
economic theories, and the failure of that macroeconomic policy framework in the 1990s and the synthesis of both 
of those schools of thought. That synthesis was significantly challenged in 2007 and 2008 by the global financial 
crisis. It has been really called into question now as a result of the coronavirus. According to the hypothesis in the 
article, and I quote from the paragraph headed “Tables starting to turn” — 

Then coronavirus hit. Supply chains and production have been disrupted, which all else being equal 
should have caused prices to surge as raw materials and finished goods were harder to come by. But the 
bigger impact of the pandemic has been on the demand side, causing expectations for future inflation and 
interest rates to fall even further. The desire to invest has plunged, while people across the rich world are 
now saving much of their income. 
The pandemic has also exposed and accentuated inequities in the economic system. Those in white-collar 
jobs can work from home, but “essential” workers—the delivery drivers, the rubbish cleaners—must 
continue to work, and are therefore at greater risk of contracting covid-19, all the while for poor pay. Those 
in industries such as hospitality (disproportionately young, female …) have borne the brunt of job losses. 
Even before covid-19, policymakers were starting to focus once again on the greater effect of the bust 
and boom of the business cycle on the poor. … Devising new ways of getting back to full employment is 
once again the top priority for economists. 

I pause on that point made in this article because it reminds us all that WA jobs are our number one priority. We 
are focused on not only making sure that our economy, our society and our community are safe and strong, but 
also the importance of generating jobs for Western Australians. 
What I can say is this: this budget responds extraordinarily well to the circumstances of our time. I have already 
commended the work of the Treasurer and the Premier. I would like to also commend the work of the Attorney General. 
One of the attributes of this budget that a lot of my colleagues have spoken about is the $600 electricity credit. Let 
us bear this in mind: there is a generation of lawyers in Western Australia who have grown up in the profession 
working on the Bell litigation. It is a testament to the work of this Attorney General that we have now ruled the 
line under that litigation. The efforts of this Attorney General are in stark contrast to those of his predecessor, 
whose ham-fisted attempts to try to fix this quagmire ended up being dissected by the High Court. The beneficiaries 
of this great legal work by this Attorney General are the everyday mums and dads of Western Australia, each of 
whom will receive $600. 
I want to talk also about the fact that this government was required to act decisively and effectively when this 
pandemic hit. The announcement in the middle of the year of the $5.5 billion recovery package was exactly the 
right message to send to the market and to the community, but this is a government that is characterised by its 
responsible fiscal management, so we have to make sure that we pay for that $5.5 billion economic stimulus 
and recovery package, and that is what this budget does. That is the first thing it does. The second thing it does is 
it eases the cost-of-living pressures on all those families in Western Australia to the tune of $600. Thirdly—this 
speaks directly to the first obligation, and that is to keep the community safe—this budget provides for a significant 
injection into law and order, with $314 million to recruit an additional 800 police. This is a testament to the 
incredibly hard work of our Minister for Police. This is a minister who, more than any other I can recall, knows 
full well the concerns but also the hopes and aspirations of the people of Mt Lawley on community safety. This is 
a minister who understands the importance of community safety in my local neighbourhood and has attended 
numerous safety forums and has recently helped re-establish the Mt Lawley Neighbourhood Watch. Again, like 
the Attorney General, it is a record that stands in stark contrast to that of her predecessor, who is currently 
occupying the opposition bench. 
This budget would not have been possible without the three previous McGowan–Wyatt budgets. It would not have 
been possible without the resolution of the unjust GST distribution. I want to make this point on the question of 
the GST distribution: Mark McGowan is responsible for winning that argument and getting us our fair share. 
Anyone who thinks otherwise is delusional. 
I want to reintroduce members to a concept I have raised before—Occam’s Razor. It is prominent in philosophical, 
legal and scientific literature. Occam’s razor—as the member for Kalamunda well knows—is the principle that, of 
two explanations that account for all the facts, the simpler one is more likely to be correct. Before Mark McGowan 
was Premier, the GST issue could not be resolved. After he became Premier, it was resolved. The only thing that changed 
was that Mark McGowan became Premier. Everything else stayed the same. We still had a Liberal Prime Minister 
and numerous Liberal powerbrokers in the federal government, we had a federal Liberal finance minister, who is 
from Western Australia, and we had a former Liberal state Treasurer who not only had the audacity to budget for 
a 70¢ floor in the GST when he was the state Treasurer, but also the temerity to go to federal Parliament and do 
nothing to deliver that to the people of Western Australia. That is a rank betrayal if ever there was one.  
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What changed? Mark McGowan. It was only after the election of this McGowan Labor government that the resolution 
of the GST issue was delivered for the people of Western Australia. Anyone who tries to argue differently—some 
have tried valiantly but unsuccessfully—is just plain wrong. 

Let me finish by saying of the opposition and its criticism of us that the Liberal Party’s insouciant attitude to fiscal 
responsibility, the state budget and the economy generally stands in stark contrast to the clear-eyed vision of 
Premier McGowan and Treasurer, Ben Wyatt. 

This budget speaks to a number of things. It speaks to this calibre of this cabinet. The Minister for Emergency 
Services, who unfortunately will be retiring at the end of this term of Parliament, signed the emergency management 
order so that we could proceed with all the steps the state government needed to take to keep the community 
safe. It speaks to the work of the Attorney General to resolve the outstanding litigation issues connected with 
the Bell Group. It speaks to the work of the Minister for Police and the whole cabinet. In particular, it speaks once 
again to how fortunate we are that, despite in my chronology of events I note that the Treasurer was going to retire 
on 26 February 2020, at a point in time the Treasurer turned around and decided that for the benefit of the people 
of Western Australia, he would remain in his position to help steer us out of this once-in-a-lifetime economic 
crisis. This budget delivers that and for that reason I commend the government, the Treasurer and this budget. 

MR M. HUGHES (Kalamunda) [9.37 pm]: I will try to be brief and stand to make a contribution to the second 
reading debate on the Appropriation (Recurrent 2020–21) Bill 2020 and the Appropriation (Capital 2020–21) Bill 2020. 
It seems that I often make a contribution at this time of night and also follow the member for Mount Lawley. I was 
in the chamber earlier and heard the contribution of the member for Churchlands. If the member for Churchlands 
is listening this evening, he should take a leaf out of the member for Mount Lawley’s book and have something of 
substance to say rather than shriek and shout across the chamber. He seems to have a fascinating interest in me as 
the member for Kalamunda, although I am not sure why. 

I would like to compliment the Treasurer on the budget. He has previously described it by saying that he felt it 
was his best budget. Despite not being astute in these matters, I recognise the Treasurer’s capacity in this regard 
and his ability to sensibly explain to members of the opposition the basis on which the Treasurer’s decisions have 
been made. I will leave it to the Treasurer to comment on the contributions that have been made by members of 
the opposition yesterday and this evening.  

Prior to the last election, Labor promised a fresh approach to governing this state. I think the Treasurer has delivered 
that fresh approach. At the forefront of that fresh approach was the pressing and primary need to bring responsibility 
back to the Treasury bench and to tackle the Liberal–National government’s lackadaisical approach to the management 
of the state’s finances; essentially, to clean up the consequences of the failure of the Barnett–Harvey government 
to manage state finances prudently and responsibly. The approach to continue to focus on fiscal discipline has resulted 
in the state’s finances being brought back under control—thank goodness they were—in just under three years. 
Who could foretell the situation that the world would face and the way that Australia would respond to the global 
pandemic? The Labor Party pledged to bring the state’s finances under control, and achieved this outcome two years 
earlier than planned, which is a tribute to the capacity of our Treasurer and our Premier. 

I notice from the 2019–20 midyear review that the debt was shown to be $7 billion lower in 2019–20 than projected 
when the Barnett–Harvey government left office, but the more recent figures show that prior to COVID-19, net 
debt was around $9 billion lower than forecast when the Liberal–National government left office. The result of 
this sound financial management is the capacity to make targeted investments to support the economy, create jobs 
and deliver better services in initiatives announced prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the capacity to respond 
in this budget to the challenges presented by the pandemic with the McGowan government’s $5.5 billion recovery 
plan. It is a tribute to this government that Western Australia’s economic and financial position is better than 
first expected in the midst of the pandemic. This is due to our world-leading response and strong border controls—
a factor in our capacity to recover that has been recognised by the International Monetary Fund. Recent commentary 
confirms that the strategy adopted by this government is correct. 

I am going to try to abridge my comments because I see the time. I wanted to observe the way in which the government 
has made a significant difference to the economic circumstances and opportunities for jobs in the East Metropolitan 
Region, particularly around Midland, which is the principal town closest to Kalamunda. I was particularly excited 
by the McGowan Labor government’s progressive transport policy, linked to Metronet, and the announcement that 
it intended to bring rail manufacturing back to Bellevue. My grey hair says a lot. I remember back to 4 March 1994, 
when Eric Charlton appeared at the Midland railway workshops to announce their closure, despite the fact that prior 
to the election the Liberal–National government was intent on maintaining an upgrade of the workshops. That was 
a devastating betrayal to the workers in the workshops. It left around 900 workers and their families without 
a future. It saw the demise of the single most important heavy industrial engineering centre in this state. The fact that 
I have lived to see the reversal of that decision is very, very pleasing. I know that many former Midland Workshops 
employees and long-time residents of Midland have lived to see railcar manufacturing return to their district, which 
is something that they would not have thought was possible. 
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As a former teacher, I was very concerned about the poor state of the fabric of a lot of our state schools. I wanted 
to press the point with the Minister for Education and Training of the need to do something about that maintenance 
problem. It was because of the effectiveness of our government and its capacity to manage the state’s finances 
that, last year, we were in the position to be able to bring on significant funding to address the maintenance backlog. 
Many of the schools in my electorate were able to take advantage of that funding, which totalled something like 
$2.3 million. I have a list of the schools, but again, in deference to the time and the need to probably get to a point 
at which we can all go home, I will not go through it. I was pleased that, over the last 24 months, the Minister for 
Education and Training was able to pay no less than four visits to my electorate. Included in those visits was her 
willingness to attend an education forum last year, at which the community and I again raised the concerns we had 
about the condition of buildings at a number of our schools. The majority of the buildings at Lesmurdie Primary 
School, for example, were well beyond their use-by date. To continue to patch and repair the buildings was clearly 
no longer sensible. What is most pleasing for my electorate is that, included in this budget is an allocation of 
$15.2 million for the complete stage replacement of Lesmurdie Primary School. The community has been advocating 
for this outcome for well over a decade and I am thrilled that I have been able to play a part in presenting the case 
for the school’s replacement in what is Lesmurdie Primary School’s centenary year. 
Kalamunda Senior High School currently contends with 17 demountable classrooms. Although the school provides 
a specialist art program, the facilities available to that school for the implementation of the program are less than 
adequate. Similarly, the co-located secondary education support centre has struggled because of less than adequate 
teacher preparation areas available to it. The previous government promised to address those issues in its first term 
and then failed to deliver on its promise. Included in the 2020–21 budget is an allocation of $18.3 million for the 
initial major upgrade of the school. It will provide for a new library, an ICT centre, construction of a new art 
facility, a new classroom block and a facility for the secondary education support centre. 
My colleague the member for Forrestfield has made reference to the way in which we have reinvigorated TAFE, 
remembering that the previous minister, Hon Liza Harvey, increased course fees to the extent that they were significantly 
unaffordable for large numbers of people in my community. The figures were something like a 510 per cent 
increase in fees over that time. The result of that was a 25 per cent reduction in enrolments. The McGowan government’s 
action to restore funding, particularly aligning that funding towards emerging school shortages, has reversed that 
problem. I commend the government for its sensible approach in this regard. The government is not only investing 
in job-creating projects across the state—I will not talk about the $27 billion over the next four years that will go 
towards it—but it is also investing in people in order that we can ensure that we have a well-equipped and well-educated 
workforce. I know that families of students in my electorate are very, very pleased that those students who are not 
heading off to university will now have an opportunity to engage in TAFE courses. 
I want to talk a bit about aged care availability. This is one of the issues that my predecessor failed to address in 
the Kalamunda electorate. The need to do something about residential aged care and fast-tracking the means by 
which we can achieve better residential aged-care provision was recognised by the Labor Party in opposition. We 
made a pledge to look at ways in which we could remove the constraints, notwithstanding that the state government 
clearly does not have direct involvement in the provision of aged care. That is really a commonwealth responsibility. 
The state government can assist with the repurposing of state government land for aged-care purposes and ensure 
local planning schemes facilitate the development of residential aged care. That is precisely what is happening. 
Nine months after coming to office, the government established an aged care availability working group, co-chaired 
by the Ministers for Planning and Health. I was pleased to be an ex-officio member of that group. On 25 October 
last year, the group provided to government a report with five specific recommendations. The government has 
already responded to those recommendations. A significant response was the publication of a position statement 
by the Western Australian Planning Commission that proposes some straightforward yet very powerful changes 
to planning, particularly in standardising terms used in local planning schemes, that will help to provide consistent 
long-term planning to cater for our ageing population. That position paper proposes standard land use definitions 
for residential aged-care facilities and retirement villages. The Minister for Planning announced in I think November 
last year, when the position paper was launched, that this was a state first. I understand that the adoption of the 
position paper is imminent, and I will not make any more reference to it, but I thank the Ministers for Health and 
Planning for facilitating the aged care availability working group. 
Adequately funded and provisioned aged care has to be placed firmly at the centre of our public policy discourse 
in the state and in the commonwealth. In addition to the evidence provided to the royal commission, the COVID-19 
pandemic has exposed further significant structural weaknesses in the way residential aged care is managed and 
supported by the commonwealth government. I make the observation that the recent announcement in the 
commonwealth budget of an increase in funding for home-care packages is too little and woefully fails to address 
the identified substantial backlog. I believe that the state government has to place itself at the centre of the development 
of a strategic approach in the provision of new operational residential aged-care places, notwithstanding the constraints 
that are placed upon its ability to operate in this sphere. It is very clear that the commonwealth government and 
the federal responsibility for this area of community care and health has been an abject failure in this regard. 
I would roundly censure the previous federal Minister for Aged Care, the member for Hasluck, for his failure to 
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do anything adequately in this area, despite promises to do so. We need to ensure the application and assessment 
processes and licensing are more sensibly and effectively managed so that residential aged-care places are more 
evenly distributed to adequately meet the demands of local communities so that our people can age in place. I believe 
this needs to be embraced much more substantially by the state government. It is not a criticism. I just think that 
we really need to improve the linkages between health and the responsibilities that the minister might have for 
ageing and seniors. I cannot quite understand why the two would be separate. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr M. HUGHES: I will just make one other reference to an important matter. My pledge has been to work to make 
the provision of suitably located aged-care facilities in the electorate of Kalamunda a top priority. The work required 
to fulfil this commitment, which I continue to prosecute vigorously with the McGowan Labor government, is hard, 
but I am pleased that in the last two and a half years we have seen the construction of the long-awaited Hall and Prior 
residential aged-care facility at Karingal Green, High Wycombe; the gazettal in August 2017 of lot 500 Gavour Road, 
Wattle Grove, for an integrated retirement and aged-care facility, a proposal previously rejected by Hon John Day, 
the then Minister for Planning; the allocation in 2018 of crown land adjacent to Sunshine Park, Lesmurdie, for an 
expansion of the existing facility; and the development approval of expansion of the Valencia Nursing Home to 
provide an additional 80 beds. I am very pleased about the decision to repurpose land at Heidelberg Park, Lesmurdie, 
for aged care as part of a saving that occurred in relation to land owned by the Western Australian Planning 
Commission around the railway heritage trail, which had been threatened. The WAPC has, in a sense, agreed with 
the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage that there would effectively be a land swap, and that requires 
a minor amendment to the metropolitan region scheme. I understand that decision is very close to finalisation. 

I am going to talk a little about the hills economic development activity that I have been involved in with the creation 
of the Pickering Brook and surrounds sustainability and tourism task force and its working party, which I chair. 
The working party has responded quickly and has produced a set of recommendations to the government task force 
for the modest but meaningful expansion of the town site. Part 1 of its report has been concluded. If the recommendations 
for the expansion of the town site are approved, it will pave the way for a meaningful expansion and assist with the 
reinvigoration of the town itself. This is something that residents have been wanting at least for the last two decades, 
and this government has been prepared to address that issue. The working group is working to conclude part 2 of 
its report that will provide recommendations regarding the 90 000 hectares of the broader study area to develop 
a strategy for the economic development of the area, including, but not limited to, the growth of tourism activities 
within the hills’ rural areas. Importantly, the working group has taken steps to ensure that the strategy has had due 
regard to landowner or community views and expectations through appropriate community consultation. I would 
like to again acknowledge the advocacy and sterling work of local residents Bob Melville, Gary and Ginny Beard, 
Maureen Moffett, Sue and Lou Marchesano, Ray Furfaro and Michael Fernie, who have worked assiduously over 
the years to lay the problems facing the district before the state government. 

I will conclude shortly. In the broader context of the future of the Perth hills, I am increasingly convinced that we 
need a specific planning instrument that is focused on protecting existing communities, rural amenity and forested 
areas from incompatible development. I will not go through the issues associated with structure plan 34 and the 
North Stoneville development. That has been a contentious matter. It points to the need for us to do something 
much more substantial than what we have done already to ensure the protection of the hills, possibly through a hills 
protection bill. We will see how far we can get with that. 

Access to public transport for people who live in the hills needs to be reviewed, particularly as we face an ageing 
population when people’s use of private vehicles becomes increasingly problematic. We need to ensure that people 
do not become isolated because of their lack of access to public transport or difficulty in accessing the Metronet 
rail system, and that communities on the peri-urban fringe do not have a continuing issue of lack of mobility. The 
bus services across the hills are not adequate, and the service routes at times need to be given a complete rethink. 

I would like to briefly mention three things that have been included in the budget and that will benefit my 
community. The first is the allocation of $5 million for the redevelopment of the sporting and recreational facilities 
at Ray Owen Reserve. The complete project will require $16 million, but that allocation of $5 million will ensure 
that the first stage can proceed. I am very thankful that was included as part of the $5.5 billion WA recovery plan 
as a COVID-ready project. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: I have gone there a few times because my daughters have played basketball there, so I am quite 
familiar with that centre. 

Mr M. HUGHES: There are problems with parking, and with the large number of people who attend that centre on 
any Saturday. People have to come in shifts in order to make use of the car park. We also want the ovals to be properly 
watered and expanded, and to work in synergy, if I can use that term, with the redevelopment of Lesmurdie Primary 
School. An amount of $2.02 million has been provided to upgrade the cycling and walking trails at Goat Farm and 
the Kalamunda circuit. Those trails are an important asset in the hills. They create a destination for visitors and, 
therefore, bring dollars into the district. 
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The third one, which is probably a bit more contentious, is the $10 million matching allocation towards the major 
planning of EastLink WA, previously known as the orange route. We hope this will lead to something substantial. 
If it will get freight off Greenmount Hill, that would be an excellent outcome and provide some respite to the 
communities that live along the current route, being Great Eastern Highway. 

Two particular election commitments have made a significant difference to the lives of my constituents. One of 
those has already been referenced by the member for Forrestfield. That is the $86 million allocation to the 
Roe Highway–Kalamunda Road intersection. We will benefit from that in the electorate of Kalamunda. My 
constituents are very pleased that that is nearing completion. We are also very pleased that $3 million has been 
provided from consolidated revenue, and a further $2.5 million from Lotterywest grants, towards the establishment 
of the Kalamunda learning centre at Jorgensen Park. That is nearing completion and should be ready for opening 
at around the date of the election. 

I think I should stop there, Madam Deputy Speaker. The McGowan government has a clear focus on competent 
fiscal management. Its achievements over the last three years place it in a position to respond to this unexpected and 
severe impact upon both our society and our economy. The government is doing all it can to stimulate job creation 
and opportunities for education and training to meet the demands of a changing and diversified economy. My 
constituents recognise the work of this government. It is a government that is respected. My community appreciates 
the government’s commitment to delivering on its promise of a fresh approach from the governments of this state 
made prior to the election and there is no reason not to believe that a fresh approach has not been delivered. This 
government has shown its capacity and determination to keep this wonderful state of ours safe and strong. 

I commend the budget bills of the house. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Leader of the House). 

McGOWAN GOVERNMENT — PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT 
Council’s Resolution — Notification 

Message from the Council received and read notifying — 

That this house — 

(a) express its concern about the Premier’s comprehensive mismanagement of the 
Western Australian public sector; 

(b) notes the failure of the McGowan government to deliver on its promise to improve the 
accountability and performance of senior executive service level officers; 

(c) notes the failed voluntary targeted separation scheme; 

(d) acknowledges the failure of the McGowan government’s rushed machinery-of-government—
MOG—changes and the consequential negative impact that these MOG changes have 
had on service delivery in Western Australia; and 

(e) acquaints the Legislative Assembly accordingly. 

House adjourned at 10.07 pm 
__________  
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

Questions and answers are as supplied to Hansard. 

CORONAVIRUS — POLICE OPERATIONAL RESPONSE 

6408. Mr P.A. Katsambanis to the Minister for Police; Road Safety: 
I refer to Operation TIDE, and ask: 

(a) as of 9 September 2020 how many police officers have been seconded to COVID-19 duties; and 

(b) On what date did Operation TIDE reach its full strength of 400 police officers? 

Mrs M.H. Roberts replied: 
The Western Australian Police Force advise: 

(a)–(b) The number of police employees (police officers and police staff) working as part of Operation Tide has 
varied during the State of Emergency. As at 23 September 2020, there were an estimated 380 police 
employees attached to Operation Tide. Additionally, a number of police employees are engaged on an 
ongoing and intermittent basis (dependent on COVID-19 related requirements) throughout the State. 

POLICE — COVERT CAMERAS — HOONS 

6411. Mr P.A. Katsambanis to the Minister for Police; Road Safety: 
I refer to police covert hoon cameras, and ask: 

(a) For each of the years 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 (to date) how many new police 
covert hoon cameras have been purchased; 

(b) Of the most recent purchase of covert hoon cameras what was the average cost of each unit; and 

(c) Have any covert hoon cameras been retired or decommissioned since 2013? 

Mrs M.H. Roberts replied: 
The Western Australian Police Force advise: 

(a) 

Year Number 

2013 0 

2014 0 

2015 6 

2016 6 

2017 0 

2018 0 

2019 12 

2020 0 

(b) The 12 units were purchased in 2019 at a cost of $7 000 each. 

(c) The 12 units purchased 2019 replaced the units purchased in 2015 and 2016. 

__________ 
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